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ERRITA

In material like that containecl in this thesis it is easy to
generate errors. BeIow is a list of known errors at the time of
f inal submisslon of the thesis. For tlrawing ny attention to soï¡e of
these errors I thank the two exarniners and a nunber of colleagues
who have reviewed the work subsequent to initial subrrission. Other
of the errors Iisted have cone to tight in the process of preparing
research papers frorn the thesis. I apologize to the reader for any
renaining errors.
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ÀBSTR.ACT

In this thesis major contributÍons are made in two areas

of study. The contribution made to retail planning is
to generalise the Huff model, which has been extensively
applied to forecast retail expendÍture Levels at stores
and shopplng centres. The contribution made to trave-l-

demand analysls is to demonstrate, iD the context of
shopping travel, that discrete travé1 choice models,

founded on economlc random utility theory incorporate to
a substantial- extent the decislons of travellers
regarding activity participation at trip ends. The

relationships between travel- and activity decislons has

been a major area of debate in the transport l-iterature
over the past decade.

Both of these contributlons arise from the
speclficatlon of a comprehensive economic theory of
shopping destination cholce. This theory is so

structured to take advantage of findings from malnstream
economic consumer theory. l,: lmportant relationship
long ago unearthed in economlc consumer theory, Roy's
identity, 1s used to establish a cl-ose link between

shopping destination choice and retail expenditure.

The empirlcal counterpart to this theoretical-
link is an lnter-related model- of shoppingr destinatlon
and expenditure choices. The relationship between these
choices is recogrnised by, firstly specifyingr
theoretlcally compatible submodels for the destlnatlon
and expenditure declsions, and secondly, demarcating the
system within the set of sample selectivlty models. The

estimatlon of this system 1s modestly pioneering in a

strictly econometric sense.

(xi)



This thesis also contains a number of minor
contributions to the study of shopping destination
choice behaviour. Prominent amongst these 1s a detailed
analysis of reported variations amongst individuals in
the range of store choices available, wlth particular
reference to the impact these exert on parameter
estimates associated with multinomial logit models of
shopping travel-. Another relatively minor contributlon
is an analysis of travel linkages between categories of
food shopping.

The empirical setting of the study is Àdelaide,
Australia with the data being derived from a specially
conducted survey.

The thesis concludes with some suggestions for
further research.
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NOTÀTION

Listed below is the principal set of notatlon used in this
thesis. An attempt has been made to utilize a consistent
set of notation throughout. The global set of notation
defined bel-ow, hovrever, shoul-d only be used as a guide.
Generally, a detailed definition is provided 1ocaI1y. For
instance Eiq is defined below as conditional shopping
expenditure at destination i by individual q; however, is
used in Chapter 7 to refer specifically to expenditure on

grocery items. In all cases the local deflnition overrides
the globaI definition. Much of the loca1 notation is not
defined below.

In line with conmon practice, for each of the
Zq, GO and Bi vectors, capital letters have been used
denote the vector and small letters to denote elements
the vector. This, however, does not apply to other
vectors. Xá is used to refer to the transpose of vector XO,

etc. Subscripts delimit bounds for the variable or
vector. Thus, for example, given that XO refers to a rovr

vector of explanatory variables pertaining to individual q

included in a continuous choice model, XÍe is as Xn but
refers especially to alternative i, etc. The q subscript is
always used to refer to an individual (q = L,2, ...., Q)

and the i and j subscripts used to refer to choice
(partlcularly, mode/destination) alternatives (i = L, 2,

N) . When i is broken into its components, d is used
as the destination subscript and m as the mode subscript.
In Chapter 6 sp and (sp)'are used to refer to shoppingr
patterns .

For mathematical operations t and n are
conventionally used to signify summatj-on and multiplicatlon
and '1og/ used to refer to the natural logarithm. The

symbol n is used with respect to estimated parameter values

Xq'
to
tn

(xiii)



Ad a vector of variables describing the
attractiveness of shopping destination d.

â1, Az

Bd

parameters associated with the
perceived shopping prlces lnto
pr].ces.

translation of
reaL shopping

the
/ shopping

upon the choice
alternative f by

cm

c
*

ql

ci

ci

Dq1

D( )

Eiq

E(a)

a vector of quality variables associated with
the consumption of shopping g.oods from
destination d ( =bdl , bd,2,...., bdK).

the expected retail expenditure by consumer q

associated with mode / shopping destination j

the set of choice sets containing m

alternatives.

consumptlon of good i

the monetary cost of travel associated with
alternative i.

a vector of variables representing
separation of consumer q from mode

destlnation i.

logit fünction.

retail expenditure conditional
of mode / shopping destination
individuaÌq ( =pigTq= (pq*liq).

the expected value of a.

the expected val-ue of a conditional on bE(alb)

(xiv)



Fq1

*9i

Iq

IV

Jq

J( )

k 1q

L

*

a function relating the separation (Dqi )

shopping destination attribute variables
to consumer destination choices '

and
(Aqi)

G a vector representing consumption
goods from shoPPing destinations,
( = 9L, 92, ...., 9U).

a polychotomous variable defined
q with values L to NO and Iq = j
j is chosen bY individual q.

of retail
L, 2,

for individual
if alternative

a variable from anY

to a standard

q i and

N

demand function for consumptlon of shopping
goods conditional upon choice of mode /
destination alternative i.

inclusive value

the
for

set of objectively available choice sets
individual q.

a function which transforms
well specified distribution
normal variable.

a blnary variabl-e taking value l- if f
0 otherwlse.

iL

o

leisure time

demand for leisure time conditional upon the

choice of mode / shopping destination
alternative i.

= a vector of socio-economic, etc. variables
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p.-1q

P( j e NO)

prob lro=j I

P¿

*

T

t 1

U

ui

u

V

the probability that individual q will select
alternative i.

the probability that al-ternative i is an

element in the choice set NO.

the probability that individual q will choose

alternative j.

a real price
purchases at

index associated with retail
destination d.

pdq a perceived price index associated with retail
purchases at destination d by individual q.

a vector of size related destination
attractiveness measures .

total avail-able time

the traveL time concomitant with alternative i

direct utilitY funcfion

bivariate direct utility function

S

*
U

the conditional
associated with

direct utility function
alternative i.

*

error term assoclated with a continuous cholce
mode] defined with respect to the population at
Iarge.

indirect utilitY funcfion.

bivariate indirect utility function.V
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vi

w()

the conditional
associated with

tndirect utilitY function
alternative i.

v

vi

v

the 'representative/ component of Vt

error term associated with a continuous choice
model after allowing for the conditionality of
data used for model- estimation.

an error term associated with a continuous
choice model after allowing for data
condÍtionality and the difference between

estimated and true selectivity correction
factors.

a function relating socio-economic
characteristics to retail expenditure levels.

a row vector of explanatory variables
associated with a continuous choice model and

pertaining to indlvidual q.

lncome

a super row vector of explanatory variables
defined with respect to individual q and

alternative i, contained in a discrete choice
model and thus associated with the
representative conditional indirect utility
functions (= Aqi, Dqi).

the Hicksian composite commodity.

demand for the llickslan composite commodity

conditional upon the choice of mode / shopping
destlnation alternative i.
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zq,t
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a parameter vector of parameters contained in a

discrete choice model and thus assoclated with
the representative conditional indirect utility
functions (= dl_ , a 2, . . ., oR) .

p a parameter vector associated with
choice model (= þL, 02, ..., Pp).

a continuous

a parameter vector
index for the d th
Ydl, \d2, ...,

associated with the quality
shopping destination (-

Y ¿x)'

e a vector of unobserved influences on utility,
€ = e L, Ê 2, € N, which also form error
terms in a discrete choice model-.

a discrete choice model error term associated
wlth the Heckman /Lee selectivity correction
method, T;= Max V¡ €i (i = L, 2,-') L )
j).

n.f
transformed into a standard normal variable.

the logistic scale factor

an indicator function
and Ëi=0if9i=0

with åi l- if 9i >

pi È 3.1416.

the correlation between random variabl-es a and
b.

McFadden's pseudo R 2

the covariance between random varlables a and
b.
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'lt

the variance of a

the difference between the representative
components of the conditlonal indirect utility
functions associated with alternatives i and j;
,ji = ilzr,o) -Vtzi,d).

the density function of the standard normal.

the cumulative dlstributlon functlon of the
standard normal.

þ

Þ

t

a)

d

ji

the quality
destination

lndex associated with shopping
d.

a discrete choice model
with the Hay/Dubin and

correction method, , j,

error term associated
McFadden selectlvity

€i

the fu1l objectively determined choice set for
individual q.
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CITÀPTER 1

HISTORICÀT ÄND POLTCY SETTING AND STUDY ÀIMS

MOTIVÀTION FOR STÏ]DYING MODEIS

OF SHOPPING BEHÀVIOI]R

The motivation for this thesis is the need to improve the
methods used to forecast shopping behaviour. Such forecasts
are required in two major areas of planning. In transport
planning, forecasts are required of the amount of travel,
directlon of travel and methods of travel for shoppÍng
purposes. In retail- planning, forecasts are required of the
level of intensity of retail activity.

fn addition to consumers, three identifiable groups
have a major Stake in retail planning; government,
developers and retallers. The developer needs to know the
best location for a retail- development given a number of
alternative sites, the optimal sl-ze of developments in each
locatlon and the optimal mix of each development in terms of
ratios of specialty stores, to supermarket space, to
department store space, to open area, etc. Retailer
operators, to a certain extent, need the same sort of
information as developers to facilitate decisions on store
l-ocation and size. Additionally, operators require
predictlons on the retail activity effects of store running
decisions. These store running decisions can be

conveniently grouped into four maj-n areas i those relatlng to
pricirg, stocking, service and promotion. These decisions
are clearly lnterrel-ated. For example, decisions on

stocking, service and promotion w1l-1 impinge on store
prices. Furthermore, decisions can be required on qulte
detailed matters. Some examples are whether to change the
number of checkout lanes, aisle widths or brands carrled for
certaln product lines.

l_
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The final group with an interest in retair_ planning
is government. Government probabry has the most complex set
of forecasting' needs, as it is charged with the
responsibility of assessing the total impact of ner^r shopping
centres. of direct interest to the Government are the costs
of servicingr the new centre and the extra revenue ralsed
from the centre. rn tlmes of high unemproyment the
Government also has a cl-ose interest in employment effects,
especially in spatlal areas where this is needed. These
employment effects have a further indirect positlve effect
through the economic multipller concept, but also a possible
negative impact on empl0yment in order, exlsting, shopping
areas ' other negative indirect impacts may incr_ude
environmentar effects and indirect transport cósts.

rn 'western economies, Government lntervention in
the construction of new shopping centres has in fact tended
to become ever more pronounced over the past Lo-20 years.
Early laws in most of these economies onr_y required the
developer to meet zoninq regurations. rntervention was
later extended to embrace envlronmentar- lssues, to require
the deveroper to provide a minimum rever- of parking, site
landscaping and the like. Recently governments have Joecome
increasingly concerned with the economic impacts of
developments. rn the united States this has occurred since
the Nationar Environmentar- policy Act of 1969. rn
Australia, a number of pranning acts passed in the 1970s
gave qovernments conslderable por^rers to reject devel0pments
on the grounds of their economic lmpact.

rn New south waJ-es, for exampre, the consideration
of economic impact 1s now broadly lnterpreted to lncr_ude the
secondary effects of empl0yment (and unemployment) as wel_1
as the competitive position between proposed and existing
retail- operations (sommervil-l_e and w1l_moth 1985 ) . section
90 (1) of the NSW Environmentat planning and Àssessment Act
of I919 states:
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" In determiningr a development appJ_i cation, a
consent authority shar-1 take into consideration
such of the foll0wing matters as are of rer-evance
to the development the subject of that apprication:

Another Section of this Act,
economlc use and development
impact considerations beyond
development.

(d ) the social- ef f ect and
development 1n the l_ocatity

economic effect of that

concerning the orderly and
of land, extends economic
the lmmediate Iocality of the

Governments maln interest in economlc impact wour_d
seem to be to preserve the vlabli_ity of exlstingr commerciar
areas from competitlve intrusion by new shopplngr centres.
Governments wourd argue that slgnificant private and publ1c
resources have ar-ready been invested in these centres.
Public transport is usualry focused around existingr centres
and the proriferation of car-based shoppingr centres have a
tendency to make public transport even more uneconomic than
it is nor¡r. rt may be parenthetlcarJ_y noted that the effect
of a new deveÌopment on public transport servlces receives
specific mentlon 1n the NSW Environmental planninq and
.Assessment Àct of rgjg (Section 90 (1)). The general
argument arso hotds for other services such as roads, vlater
and se\^rerage works.

rt is of interest to note that another section of
the NSüü Act, Sectlon 94, sets out a means f or Ìocal-
grovernment to revy contributions on devel0pers, 1n money or
in k1nd, for services and facir-itles needed to cope with a
particular ( retair- ) deveJ-opment. This sectlon of the act
has received wide use, especial-Iy with regrard to the
provision of traffic and road. works.
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Traffic generation estimation ries at the polnt of
convergence between retalt and transport planning.
Predicting shopping destlnatlon choice, however, has arso
had a history in the tradltional- transport planningr
sphere. Typically shopping trips represent between r5-20e,
of alr urban trips. rt rs important, therefore, to be abl_e
to predict accuratery shopping travel_ both in sensitlvity
anarysis of policy measures modifying the operation of an
existingr transport system and 1n planninq for the transport
infrastructure. Refl-ecting this, models concernlngT shopping
choices normatry form one distinct component of urban
transport forecastingr procedures .

A RESUMÉ OT'METHODS USED TO PREDTCT

SHOPPING ÀCTTVITY

correspondingr to the diversity of groups with a stake in
predicting shopping activity is an equalry diverse set of
forecasting methods. rn qeneral, four major methods for
predicting levet-s of shopping activlty may be identified;
regression based trafflc aeneration anarysis, trade-area
analysls, gravity moders and discrete choice model_s. À
brief revlew of these methods f o1l_ows.

2-T REGRESSTON BASED TRÀFFIC GENERÀTION ÀNAIYSIS

The approach favoured by qovernment traffic plannlng
authori-t1es in Austral-1a and the united states, f or
predictingr the impacts of new retai] centres, has been to
regress shopping centre patronaqe against a vector of
explanatory variables (e.g. Traffic Authority of New south
wares 1980, u.s. rnstitute of rransportation Engineers
1-982) . Mathematically expressed, the approach is:

2

+ (1.1)PATi ßt*t + þz*z + + ox*x ei
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r^¡here PATiis patronage at retail centre i, XI, , xK are
independent variables, ß¡, , 96 are parameters and e1
is an error term. patronage can be segmented by arrival
mode, time of duy, etc. and a number of model_s estlmated.
Once the parameters ßI,. 06 have been estimated using
data on existingr shopping centres, patronaqe at a nevr
shopplng centre can simpry be predlcted by insertinq the
appropriate ne\^¡ centre val-ues for x1, , xK. The set of
lndependent variabl-es is normally restrlcted. to gross
leasabre area, sometimes broken down lnto general
categorles.

The regression based traffic areneration approach may
be viewed as a conceptually inadequate method for predicting
shopping centre patronaqe. rt dears only with the observed
outcome of individual- decisions, rather than d.irectry
addressing the decislon process itself. This inadequacy
becomes manifest in the set of ,expranatory/ variabl_es used
under this approach. Generalry, patronag'e at a particurar
centre may be thought of as dependent on the forrowing
factors:

(i) accesslbility of consumers to the centre,

(ii) attractiveness of the centre, and

(iii) competition between the centre and other
retail centres (where competition is defined
by reference to constituent elements of ( i )

and (ii)).

Of these three factors, only the
taken into account 1n regression
analysis.

attractlveness factor is
based traffic generati-on
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2. 2 TRÀDE-ÀREA ÄNÀIYSIS

Trade-area anarysis is the traditlonal- retalring approach to
predicting the effects of changes 1n the retail- environment.
Às applied to construction of a new shopping centre, 1t
involves three prlmary steps:

(i)

( ii )

survey consumer habits in the exlstlng
shopplng environment,

take account of the siting and size of the
ne\¡r centre in relation to exlstingr centres,
and

(iii) from these two sources, estimate patronagre
and turnover for the new centre.

One might argue, iD general, that there is l_ittle
inherently wrong with thls process. It, however, has two
major fl-aws in application. Firstfy, to appty the process
properly requires a ne\^r survey for every proposed new
centre. secondry, the process tacks rigour. rn the flnal_
analysis trade areas are determlned by the subjective
assessment of the analyst.

2.3 GRÃVITY MODEIS

rn response to these weaknesses with traditionar trade area
analysis, as earry as 1929 there vrere attempts to develop
mathematical- moders of shopping behaviour. Earry attempts
utilised laws from Newtonian physics about the interaction
of masses. since these first attempts, there has been a

continuous stream of shopping behaviour model- deveropment
leading to the behaviourally based, statlstlcally efficient
and flexibfe discrete choice models currentry 1n vog.ue in
traver forecastinq apprications and retail- research.
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The first forms of mathematical shopping behaviour
model-s were based on a postulate that there should be an
interaction between two areas according to the attractive
forces of their masses, but interaction would be hindered. by
the lntervening space or dlstance between the two areas.
Expressed simply the rel-ationship is:

I 1l (r .2)

where Iij is the lnteraction between areas i and ), si and

"j are the masses (eg. population, fl-oor area, employment)
of areas i and ), and dtj i" the distance between i- and j.
Note as the intervening distance increases, the interactlon
decreases. À1so as elther of the masses increases, so does
the interaction between areas j_ and j.

Reilly (L929) developed this idea with his t_aw of
retail gravitation. Rei1ly,s 1aw states that:

"Trn/o centres attract trade from intermediate places
approximatery in direct proportion to the size of the
centres and in inverse proportion to the square of the
distance from these two centres to the intermediate
pIace. "

The mathematical- expression f or this l_aw 1s:

PÀT 2
ik

PÀT U-.3 )

¡k

where k denotes the intermediate J-ocation, pATik represents
the number of peopre from area k drawn to shop in retail
centre L; and eÀTik represents the number of peopre from
area k who shop at retall_ centre l.

The most notabl-e feature of these early attempts to
predlct retail patronage is the mechanistic nature of the
models. consumers choose shoppinq centres according to a
pre-ordained l-aw estabrished by the anaJ-yst. This is
obviously unreal-istic .

(Ë)
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Later formulations of the gravity model hypothesized
that shopping cholces depended upon vectors of variables
measuring the attractiveness of shoþping centres (41,

A2,.r . . . , Àn) and vectors of varlables representlng the
separation of consumers from centres, (Dq1, Dq2, Dq¡).
A general version of the qravity model can be specified as:

F (D
P

ql
ql (D

q1 qi'

where Pqj is the flow of consumers from zone q to shopping
centre i, and Fq1, Eq2, ..., Fqj, ..., Fq¡ are functions
relating the separation and centre attribute variables to
consumer choices. Specific models of the genre shown in
equation ( l-.4 ) have been used extensively in urban transport
pJ-anning studles conducted over the l-ast two decades.

Normally the Fqi" are specified up to an unknown,
fixed, parameter vector. Àn es-sentlal difference between
the gravity model of equation ( l-.4 ) and earl-ier attempts is
that no longer does the analyst impose an immutable law upon

consumers, but rather the mathematical- functions for
shopping centre choices are 1n part determlned by the
revealed preferences of the consumers themselves. Thus the
unknown parameter vector is estimated uslng data on the
aggregated choices of individual consumers.

Àn extension of equation ( 1.4 ) that has seen
extensive appllcation 1n the retailing area is to weight
centre choice by shopplnq expenditure. This model, known as

the Huff model, can be expressed as:

U P
F (D A .)ql ql' ql w(o ) (1.5)ql ql I

I q1 '
q

Dq

where, Cqj : the expected
zone q at shoppingr centre
goods by consumers living

expenditure by consumers l1ving 1n

i, Eq = expenditure on retail
in zone e, Oq = a vector of socio-

(1.4)
ÀFr

i i

Eq À.)qriF
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economic characterlstics for consumers living in zone Ç., and

W is a function relatlngr socio-economj-c characteristics to
retaiJ- expenditure levels. Equatlon ( 1.5 ) provides a more

complete description of leveIs of retail- activlty than is
possibl-e with equation ( 1-. 4 ) .

2.4 DISCRETE CHOICE MODELS (DCMS)

Enhancements to the generalized gravity model- have
prlncipally involved interpreting equations ( 1.4 ) and ( 1.5 )

at an indivldual- l-evel-. Thus Pq j becomes the probability
that individual q will select shopping centre j and Cqj, the
expected expenditure by lndividual q at shopplng centre j.
Statlstical methods for estlmating equation ( 1.4 ) usingr

individual level data were developed durlng the late 1960s.
Interpretation of these equations at the level- of

the individual proffers advantages in two areas. Firstfy,
estimatlon at an individual level- tends to avold statistical
problems, such as ecologTicaJ- f a11acy, associated with the
use of aggregated data. Several studies (e.9. Fl-eet and
Robinson 1968, McFadden and Reid 1975) have shown that
aggregation of data to the transport study zonal l-eve1 can
elimlnate more than half the total data variability. AIso,
in practlce, estimation of these models at an individual
l-eve1 has tended to promote the introduction of a richer
range of independent variables. hlhereas typical gravlty
model appllcations used only dlstance or travel time as a

measure of separation and shopping centre size as a measure
of attractiveness, discrete choice model applicatlons have
usually specified Dqi to lnclude travel time and travel cost
and have often used attitudinal measures in the Aqi
vectors. Secondly, a rationale for the models can be

directly obtained from economic consumer theory (McFadden

1975, Domencich and McFadden 1975).

ft can be seen that simple manipulation of equations
( 1.4 ) and ( l-.5 ) provldes many predlctions of lnterest to the
retalrer or transport planner. For lnstance, summing over q
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for a particul-ar shopping destination j gives the expecbed
number of people vlsiting that destination. Similar
calculations can be made for shoppingr expenditure. For the
most common specificatlon of Fqit

F exp (Z dq1 qr

where zq.i contains all variables 1n vectors Àqi and Dqi and
a is a vector of parameters, dlrect travel_ and
attractlveness elasticities can easlty be obtained by
notlng:

Alog P iq
z (r

â fog

and cross

â1og

z iqk qik

elasticities by:

P 1q

qP*k
].

z Pâ1og z iqk k iqk lq

The past 5 years have witnessed a grrowing acceptance
of the role of dlscrete choice models in forecasting
shopping decisions, partj-cularly shopping destlnation
choices. Developed originally in the transport planning
area, discrete choice models concernlng shopplng behaviour
have recentry infiLtrated the retail- planning llterature
(e.9. Àrno1d et at. 1-983; Eag]e 1984, Wêisbrod et al_. l-984)
and there have even been suggestions that this model genre
courd be useful in traffic generation work (Barnard and
BrÍndle 1985, verster et a1. l-979). Despite increasing
acceptance, however, discrete choice model_s of shopping
behaviour may be regarded as still 1n infancy, with many
issues of an empirical and theoretical nature as yet
unresolved. rt is the aim of this thesis to contrlbute to a
resolution of some of these issues.

d.
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3. À}I OUTT.INE OF THTS THESTS

rn particurar, this thesis concentrates on three issues in
estimatinq dlscrete model-s of shopping destination choice.
Ä'fter a fairly extensive review of existing llterature
(chapter 2), a theoretical model- of shopping destlnation
choice is constructed (Chapter 3). To the author,s
knowledge this is the first time dlscrete shopping
destination choice model-s have firmry been grafted to the
roots of economic theory. This theory has two aspects. one
is the discrete choice of shopping destination. The other
is the continuous cholce of shopplng expenditure. The
theory indicates how these two choices are intricately
linked.

The data set used throughout this thesis 1s
described in chapter 4 and some basic models of food
shopping destination choice are estimated. The forrowing
two chapters explore some issues in the estimation of
discrete shopping destination choice models. rn chapter 5

the speciflcation of choice sets in these model_s is
investigated. rn chapter 6 Ìlnkages between various facets
of food shopping destlnatlon choice are examined. chapter j
Ínvolves the estimatlon of an integrated moder of grocery
shopping store choice and shopping expenditure. The
concludingr chapter higrhrights important resurts from this
study and sug'qests areas for further research.

The blnding agent of this thesis is the theoretical
exposition in chapter 3. A number of aspects of this theory
are empiricalry explored in remaining chapters. No attempt
is made here to combine these emplrical findings lnto a

'super/ model- of shopping destination cholce. This 1s too
large a task for the purposes in hand. Rather it is the
oplnlon of the author that at this stage it is more
important to galn a deeper understanding of the processes
inherent rn individuar shopping destination choices than
attempt to build an arr encompassing model_ ( see also Hanson
1979).
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In this vein, the major contribution of this thesis
is to show how economic theory can be used to understand
shopping destination choices and the link between these
choices and shopping expenditure decisions. This link is
al-so empirically established in the thesis. Minor
contributions involve demonstrating systematic variations in
reported shopping destination choice sets and the impact of
this on model estimatioñ, and how destination choices for
the various categories of food shopping may be considered
under a unifying model- framework.
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CHÀPTER 2

MODELS OF SHOPPING DESTINÀTION CHOICE:
À REVIEVÙ CONCENTRÀTING ON MTILTINOMIÀ], ],OGTT FORMS

1. INTRODUCTÏON

The past decade and a half has seen significant changes

occur in the techniques used to forecast shopping
destination choices. This period has seen increasing
acceptance in the transport and retailing communities of
probabatlstic choice models estimated at the individuaL or
household level in preference to the aggregate and sometimes

deterministic structures used in the 1950's and 1960's.
AJ-though these choice models have in turn come in for
criticism, the fact remains that they have the advantage of
being based on an explicit theory of choice behaviour, are
data efficient and offer much flexibility in modelling
structures.

It is the purpose of this chapter to review this nevr

generation of shopping destination choice models. Whil-e the
emphasis of this review is on model use in transport
planning, partly because this has been the main area of
development and partly because it represents the author's
primary research interest, the retailing literature has not
been neglected. Slightly more stress is placed on food
shopping in this review than other forms of shopping. Food

shopping was chosen for emphasis as it represents the most

frequent repetitive urban trip with a significant short term
spatial choice component, accounting f or approximateJ-y l-0

per cent of total person trips (Barnard L982, Burnett
L974). It :.s also the area of concentration 1n the
empirlcal chapters of this thesis. However, most transport
related shopping destlnation choice modelling has been
conducted at a more agqregate IeveI, ignoringr the type of
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shopping. Thus, while a focus of thls review is food
shopping, other types of shopping are not neglected.

By restrictinq this review to discrete choice models
of spatial shopping behaviour, based on random utility
theory, many other model forms have been ignored. These
incrude gravity modets, entropy models and some attitudinal
model structures. The revi-er^¡ is not as narroÍ^r as may f irst
appear, however, since it can be shown that the singly
constrained gravlty moder is a speciar case of the loqit
formulation of dÍscrete choice models (cochrane 19?5, Daly
1'982). Logit and gravity models have dominated appried
transport and retailing work in moderring spatiar shopping
behaviour.

The remainder of this chapter is divided into five
substantive sectlons. rn section 2, r discuss moderling
objectives and areas of application for spatiar models of
shopping behaviour. section 3 contains an outline of the
logit formulation of a discrete shopping destination choice
moder. Highrighted in this section is the identification of
attributes to be incl-uded in these models. The next three
sections examine some further issues in moder estimation.
The issues examined are choice set definition (Section 4),
quasi-dynamic and multi-destinatlon choice models (section
5 ) and linking destination choice moders with activity
measures ( section 6 ) . rmportant topics not covered include
aggregation and model transferability.

2. SHOPPTNG DESTINÀTION CHOICE MODETITNG OBJECTT\TES

Modelling of shopping destinatlon choice, in contrast to the
modelling of mode choice, has been characterised by a
multitude of mathematlcar and theoretlcal structures.
Moreover, even within a particular methodorogy, such as
dlscrete choice modell-ing, there remains a diversity of
approaches in apptication. Given the complexlty of shopping
destination choice this wide diversity 1n moderringr
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approaches is hardly surprising and need not be indicative
of a piecemeal approach to the subject. The large variety
of temporal, spatial and personal factors which intermix to
produce destination choice may make it impossibLe to capture
the essence of choice under a1l circumstances. The wisdom
in chooslng a partlcular approach, then, can only by judged
by reference to the specific purpose of the model in
questlon.

Unfortunately, objectives in modelJ-lng have often
not been made explicit. There appears, however, to be an

underlying assumption in the majority of research into
travel and retailing choices that the sole purpose of
modelling is for prediction. Às noted by Stopher and
Meyburg (L975) among others, it is clear that prediction in
itself incorporates many objectives and is but a subset of
uses to which models are put. A posslbl-e classification of
modelling objectives is:

l-. Understanding

(i)
( ii )

as a general guide to policy
for further model deveJ-opment

2. Predi-ctlon

(i)
( ii )

long term forecasts
short term forecasts

This scheme divides modelllng objectlves into two
general classes : prediction and understanding. Given the
incomplete nature of choice model-s of all- f or¡ns, coupled
with Heggie's (L97'l) observatlon that an astute policy maker
can mostly predict behavioural changes better than a model,
understanding 1s possibly the more important of these
objectives. Stopher (1979) in support of this proposition
affirms that understanding 'may have more poricy lmpact than
any other role or capability/. Àn example provlded by
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Stopher is the effect that the development of models
postulating a choice of modes between prlvate and public
transport in contrast to the mode split models of the
1- 95 0's , which v¡ere based almost exclusively on socio-
economlc descriptors of zones - had on influencing pol-1cies
(either by way of initiation or confirmation) aimed at
attracting people from car to public transport. ModeIs can

also be built simpty for research purposes as an aid to
further model development. Some attitudinal models may fa1l
into this category which, while not of direct policy
relevance, may neverthel-ess draw attentlon to salient
attrlbutes of a particular decislon for further research to
derive appropriate policy manipulatable measures.
Presumably the substantial number of research studies,
appearing 1n the transport Iiterature, which develop models
containlng perceptual measures of shoppingr destination
attractiveness, f all- into this category ( e .g. Koppel-man and
Hauser L978, McCarthy 1979, Rêcker and Kostynuik 1978,
Stopher 1979, Timmermans et aI. l-982).

ft is also possible to divide the prediction
objectlve j-nto short term and long term forecasts and each
of these wil-I have different modelling needs. Long term
forecasts are required to support the planningr of the
transport infrastructure over a perlod of ten or more
years. Predictions of this type requlre that al-I
independent variables be readily forecastable and an
allowance be made in the modelling structure for interaction
between transport and other sectors. For these models it is
usually necessary to define shopping destination
al-ternatives as fairly larqe geographical areas ( zones ) .

Short term shopping destination cholce predictions
may be useful rn two areas of transport declsion-making.
One 1s in planningr the transport infrastructure, especially
the supply of parklng, necessary to support a new store,
shopping or actlvlty centre. This applicatlon of discrete
shopping travel- choice model-s has received littre attention
in the literature. However, Barnard and Brindl-e (19g5) note
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several advantages of these models over the traffic
generation model-s that are currently in use, The essential
difference between models developed for this purpose and
those used for longer term forecasting, is that the shorter
prediction period makes it possible to introduce a rlcher
set of independent variables, such as the socio-economlc
characterlstics of individuals having the new centre as a

shopping alternatlve. .A1so these alternatives can now be

defined on an individual shopping centre, rather than zonal,
basis. However, destination attractiveness measures must be

restricted to those that are known to the planner at the
time of the development application. This effectively
reduces the set of available measures to parking supply and
floor space.

The other main area in transport for application of
destination choice models is in sensitivity analysis of
policy measures modifying the operation of an existing
transport system. A particuLar application is examining the
effect on the distribution of shopping trips of a change
affecting use of one or more transport modes (e.g. an

increase in petrol prÍces ) . In these circumstances better
travel forecasts may well be obtained by adopting
attitudinal measures for variables ( such as destination
attractiveness descriptors ) that in any case woul-d be

outside the control of a transport policy maker, thereby
resulting in a more correctly speclfied model and increaslng
the accuracy of parameter estÍmates associated with the
transport related variables that are amenable to
manipulation (Richards, 1979 ) .

Shopping destinatlon choice models are also very
useful in retail planning. Typically destlnations are
identified as individuat stores. In addition to travel_
varlables, detailed destination descriptors can be lncluded
in these models. Examples are indices of store prices,
selection, quality of merchandise, number of checkout 1anes,
etc. As such, retail models normally contaln a higher 1evel
of behavioural content than those used in transport.
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In view of this discusslon, lD the revlew that
follows, particular attentlon is paid to the cÍrcumstairces
in which the model may apply. This is especially evident in
the next section, with its discussion on measures of
destlnatlon attractiveness .

3. BÀSIC MNL MODELS OF SHOPPTNG DESTINATION
ÄN O\IERVTEWcHorcE :

The model formulation that is subjected to concent.rated
attention during this review is the multinomiaL rogit
model. It has the general form:

Prob I r =i ì P exp V' ql tieN exp Vqi (2.L)q qi

where rq is a polychotomous variabre taking varues I to N

and rq = i if alternative i is chosen by individuat Ç., Nq
represents the set of arternatives available to individual
g, and tn" Vqi are parameterisable functions consisting of
variabl-es describing the attractiveness of alternative i ( j_

: 1 a + ìT \ +^ ì sji --¡ J--^ aL, ¿, .., ), .., *q) to individual q. Vqi can be
interpreted as an index of util-ity obtained by individual- q
when consuming alternative i. rn particular, âD MNL model
can be derived by assuming that the total utility, Vqi,
obtained by individuat q when consuming alternative i
conslsts of an identifiable representative component, vqi,
and an unobservable component, €qi, where the ratter are
independently and identicarly distributed (iid) extreme
value type l- across individuaLs and arternatlves (McFadden
L97 4) :

q

q1 vqi + €qi

Alternatives in the context
modellingr can be defined as

of spatial choice shoppingr
shopping destinations (d) or

(2 .2)



mode (m) /destlnation
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stores.

combinations. Shopping
zones, shopping centres
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de s tinati ons

or individual

Vqi can be conveniently decomposed into two

variables, one representing the disutility of travel to
shopping destination L, Dqi, and the other representing the
attractiveness of the shopping destination, Àqdt

1 vqi(Dqi, Ào¿)V (2 .31

In turn each of these variables can be endogenlsed by
expressing Dq1 as a functlon of fixed. parameterr, oll and

characteristics of the transport system-serving i, ,är, and
Aq¿ as a function of fixed parameters, ol , and destination
attractiveness descriptors, r'OO.

There seems to be general agreement that the 'loqi
included in Dqi can be adequately represented by travel
times and costs to destination i. When the travel
alternatives used in the logit model are taken to be mode/
destination comblnations, the modal specific travel times
and costs can be included directly in the model. However,
when travel alternatives are defined exclusively as

destinations, a oomposite accessibility measure must be

constructed, which incl-udes elements of travel by a11

avallabl-e modes. Many ad hoc accessibility measures have
been used. Following work by Ben-Akiva and Lerman (1-979),

however, it is noÌ^r recognised that the theoretically correct
measure, when the shopplng destlnation choice modet
specified is of the MNL form, derived from random utility
theory, iS defined by an inclusive value term calculated
from a lower l-evel- model explalning choice of mode. From
such a model levels of utility, Vqd*, âssociated with each
modal alternative, m, avall-able to destinatlon d can be

identified and the lncluslve val-ue index, fVqd, calculated
AS:

t q

M
29
m

V lIVqd 1og dexp (
dm

(2.4)
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vJhere Mqd is the set of modes available to destination d for
indlvidual q.

There is much less consensus on the terms to be

included in the vector Z?^. Contained. in Table 2.L is aq(r
listing of major studies concerning shopping destination
choice that have appeared in the transport literature in the
last decade. Also included are a selection of studies
reported in the marketing literature that have involved the
estimation of discrete destination choice shopping
models*. Baslcally two groups of studies can be recognlsed.

In one group, studies are characterlsed by the use

of aggregate (zonaI) concepts of shopping destinations and

non-behavioural, somewhat circul-ar, measures of
destinational- attractiveness, such as retail employment and

selling space. Heggie (L977 ) has argued that theoretically
such measures are of dubious validity. It is more probable
that retail employment and provision of selling rpu"ä are a

conseguence of the spatial pattern of demand, rather than
measuring destlnation attraction. There is a certain
tautology implied 1n the inclusion of variables, themselves
a function of aggregate travel choices in models purporting
to predict these choices. One study (Southworth 1981-)

simply used the absolute leve1 of zonal trip attractions,
estimated from a category mode1, as the measure of
destination attractiveness. This practice has been common

when destination choice models are estimated as part of a

transport planning exercise (e.9. Pak Poy and Assoc.
1978). For consistency, when such measures have been
adopted, âD iterative process should be invoked in which
numbers of trips terminating in each zone, as estimated from
the destlnation choice model- are checked against those

* A notable omission rn the coverage of marketing research,
is reference to any studies concerned with where to purchase
particular products or brands. This has been a major use of
discrete cholce model-s in marketinq. The l-owest level of
aggregatlon consldered in this revle$J rs where to purchase
classes of products (e.9. grocerles).
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STUDY
REFERENCE

GROUP I

Adler ond

DATA SOURCE
(SAMPLE SIZE)

PURPOSE,..
CATFGORY(I,,

oll
shopping

A LISTING OF MAJOR EMPIRICAL STUDIES CONCERI€D
WITH MNL MOOELLING OF SHOPPING D€STINATION CHOICE

IDENTIFICATION DEFINITION METHOOUSED
OF CHOICE OF DESTINATION TO IDENTIFY

ALTERNATIVES ' DESTINATION
ATTRIBUTES

DESTINATION ATTRIBUTES USED

refoil employment, CBD
dummy

reloil flær spoce I zonol oreo,
zonol oreo

reloil employmdt, retqil
employmenl t nel
æmmerciol ocreoge

reiq¡l employment

zonol populotion, composite
retoil employmenl, store hours
voriqble

reto¡l employment

retq¡l oreq

retoil employmmt, CBD
dummy

retoil employment, reloil
employment r Fþpulolim
ærving ocreoge, CBD dummy

retoil employment, reto¡l
employmeni r lolol
emPlo),ment, CBD dummY

number of zonol lr¡p
deslinolioß

employmeni (service ond
profesionol), CBD dummy,
CEASA mqrket ploce dummy

employmenl (tertiory)

BorfoeAschmon Los Angeles,

Ben-Akivo,
1976

Ben-Akivo
et ol., 1980

Chqrles River
Asæ, 1976
(Domencich ond
McFodden, 1975)

Kilomuro ond
Kermonshoh,
t9s4

Londou
et ol,, 1982

Miller od

Woshinglon,
usA, t978
(403)

West Yorkshire,
Englond, 1970
(5r7)

Moceio,
ðrozil, .t977
(234)

Amsterdom,
The Netherlonds,
t976 09sl

frequency/
desÌinqfion/
mode

USA

Wchington,
usA, 1968

Pittsburgh,
usA, t977
(63)

Bol timore,
usA, t977
fl 30)

Tel Aviv,
lsroel (467)

Ontorio,
Conodo,1978
(3s6)

Eindhoven,
The Nelherlonds,
r 970 (430)

Son Fronsisco,
usA, t965

Bollimore,
usA, t977
(344)

næn hour
CBD shopping

shopping

shopping

ol I non-home
bqsed
shopping

oll
shopping

destinot¡on
only

shopping
mode/
dest¡notion

shopping
mode/
deslinoiion

shopping
mode/
destinol¡on

shopping
mode/
destinolion

shopping
frequency/
destinolion/
mode

dest¡notion
only

zones reseorcher
spæif ied

zoñes reseorcher
spæif ied

zones reseorcher
spæified

zones reseorcher
spæified

zones reseorcher
specified

zones reseorcher
spæif ¡ed

zoæs reseorcher
spæified

zmes rseorcher
specified

zones reseorcher
spæif ied

zones reseorcher
spec¡fied

frequency/
destinolion/Assoc/Combridge ,r,

Systemotics,1976"'

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

o

mode

mode/
dest¡noli6

deslinoiion
mly

destinot¡on

mode/
dest¡not¡o

ony

î;ãilr'
græery
shopping

Richqrds qnd
Ben-Akivo,1975

Ruiler ond
Ben-Akivo,1978

Solmon ond
Ben-Akivo, 1983

5@lhworth,
I98t

Swoil et ol.,
I 984

Vqn der Hoorn
od Vogelor,
t978

ceßus
zones

zones

reseorcher
spæ¡f ¡ed

reseorcher
specified

reseorcher
çecif iedshopping

zoneS t\)
FJ
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Arnold el ol,,
I 983

Eogle, 1984

Goutschi, l98l(3)

Ghosh, 1984(3)

Kopplemon ond
Houser,1978
(Sropher,1979)

Ræker ond
Kostynuik, 1978

Timmermom el
ol,, 1984

Verster et ol.,
1919

Weisbrod et ol.,
1984

Notes: 0)
(2,
0)
(4)

9ræery
shopping

læotion molor
unspecified græery
(300) shoppins

Chicogo,
usA ,r974 (500)

non-9rocery
shoppinq

vortous

experimenlol
design,
wspecif ied
læotim

Son Fronsisco,
usA, t973174
(3s0)

Buffolo,
usA (300)

Eindhoven,
The Nelherlonds,
(9 t)

Amslerdom,
The Netherlonds,
t974115 (2O0\

Boston, USA,
t977 (70)

food
shopping

græery
shopping

mqjor rcn- mode/
destinolion

desl¡nolion
onl y

deslinolion
only

sets ony

ony

deslinofim stores reseorcher
specified

desl¡not¡on synthelic
slores I isting

foclor

prices, vqriety, service, quol ity,
weekly speciols, volue, fostest
checkoul counlers, pleconl
shopping envirmment (oll 0-l
wriqbles)

pr¡ce, selæ1io

Norlment, cenire design,

i?i"iÄ[{)"'hours, 
dress, lock of

store s¡ze

vsrieÌy, quolily 6d
sql¡sf ociion, volue, porking\e'

quolily, store conveniencq
service, store lype

number of stores, porkirE

retoil flærspoce by cqlegor),,
consumer perceived pr¡ces,
reseqrcher perceived prices

tolol number of stores,
proporfion of clothing od
generol merchondise slores,
proporl¡on of olher slores,
vqr¡ely store, plonned cenfre
d:mmy.

shopping
cenlres

stores

shopping
cenlres

reseorcher
spæified +
foclor
onolysis

reseorcher
specif¡ed

reseorcher
specified +
fælor onolysis
+ MDS

reseqrcher
specified +
fælor onolysis

repelory
grid

reseorcher
spæified

reseqrcher
spæified

moJor
shopping

desl¡notim
onl y

stores

clothes
shopping

dest¡nol¡on
on ly

shopping
cenlres

vor¡ous
shopping
purposes

mode/
destinol¡on

moJor
shopping

mode/
dest¡nof¡on

shopp¡ng
centres

shopping
centres

Cotegori6 refer fo homebced shopping unle$ otherw¡se specified
Minor studies included becquse of speciol feolures
Model estimqted using frequency dolo
Refer fo foctor dimensioß.

l-

NN
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obtained from the trip attraction model, âdjusted if
necessary, the models re-estimated,'and the process
continued until colncidence of estimates 1s achieved

Many studies in this first group have al-so included
a dummy variable takingr values of 1 if the destination zone

l-1es within the CBD and 0 otherwise. This variable, 1D

effect, captures qualitative dlfferences between the CBD and
suburban shopping destlnations. A more general r.ray to
capture these differences is to employ a nested logit model
(Sobe1, l-980). An intuitively appeallng nested logit schema

is shown in Figure 2.1,. The lower-level model in this
schema concerns the choice between alternate suburban
shopping centres. From this model an incl-usive val-ue index
can kre constructed, encapsulating the net attractiveness of
aII suburban shopping centres, and used as input into a

blnary J-oglt model of the choice between the CBD shopping
centre and suburban shopping centres (treated as a group).
It can be shown that the nested logit model is a

generalisation of the simple logit model of equation (2.L)
(McFadden 1978). It can be estimated either with a two-
stage process (e.9. Ortuzar and Donoso 1-983) or using fulI
information maximum Iikelihood (e.g. Hensher L986). Nested
logit has yet to be extensively applied in a destination
choice context.

The second group of studies in Tab1e 2.I have used a

varlety of psychometric methodoloqies in an endeavour to
identify behavloural measures of destinatlon
attractiveness. À popular approach has been to present
shoppers wlth a List of specified attributes, typicaJ_Iy of
the order of L0-20 attributes, derived from titerature
revlews and/or questlonnaire pretestlng. Respondents are
then required to rate possible shopping destinations by each
attrlbute using scales such as the Likert or semantic
dlfferentlal scal-es or by paired comparlsons. À danqer wlth
some of these questroning methods is that biases rnay be
introduced due to incl-usr-on of irrel-evant attributes or
exclusion of rerevant attrlbutes (Timmermans et ar. rgg2).
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Destination Choice
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Either attribute scores can be included in a

destination selection model in their raw form or a data
reduction technique applied such as factor analyses or
multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). A problem with iircluding
raw attrlbute scores is that results may be unstable due to
multicollinearity. Data analysis techniques such as factor
analysis serve to remove multicoLlinearity but since these
techniques are purely statistical, relylng on correlation
between attribute scores, the resul-tant factor loadings are

often difficul-t to interpret in a behavioural dimension.
For this reason it is difficult to justify the
interpretatlon of factors as identifying underlying
cognitive dimensions (see, for example, Koppelman l-980,

p. 1-40 and McCarthy l-979 ) . Àssociation in the mind is just
one explanation of correlated attribute scores. Àttributes
independently cognised may nevertheless be correlated
because of quite unrelated considerations. Às an example,
economies of scale may mean that attribute scores for prices
and variety witl be correlated and hence loaded onto one

factor even though they are perceived by the respondent on

dissimil-ar dimensions .

Another strand of research designed to uncover
behavioural measures of destinatlon attractiveness is by
factor listing. Respondents are simply asked to specify the
reasons for preferring their chosen destination to other
avaj-labte destinations. Responses are then content analysed
and subjected to frequency of mention counts. Normally it
is found that most respondents specify a conmon smal1 set of
attributes (2-4) as entering their decislon-makingi
process. These attributes can then be comblned into an

experimental- design (e.9. Louviere and Meyer 1981) or
destinations rated by each attribute and incorporated
directly into a destination choice model (e.9. see Chapter
4 ) . This method of identifylng the cognitive dimensions of
destlnation attractiveness avoids the problems associated
wlth factor analytic methods, 1s less complex rn desiqn, and

the dimensions derived in this way have been shown to
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correlate welI both with observed behaviour and with
physically measurabfe destination attributes.

A more formal_ised method of obtaining respondent

specified destination attractiveness measures is by Kel1y's
repertory grid. This technique commonly involves presenting

respondents with triads of elements ( stores, shopping

centres ) and requesting that they specify some important way

in which two elements are alike but different from the

third.. Different triads contlnue to be presented to each

respondent until no new constructs are specified. on

completing this phase respondents are required to rate each

element on each construct he/she has provided. Final-ly,
ratings of importance of each construct to the individual
are obtained. The repertory grid method has been used by

Timmermans et al. (L982 ) in a study of choice of shopping

centre for da1ly and non-daily goods. Resul-ts v¡ere compared

to the factor listing approach and found to be very
similar. In view of time consuming interviewing process

associated with the repertory grid method it is likeIy that
factor listing wlII be preferred for many applications.

As can be appreciated from the foregoing discussion
each method designed to uncover behavioural dimensions of
destination attractiveness has associated weaknesses. Vühat

is impressive, ho\n¡ever, is that very different methods have

revealed very simllar cognitlve dimensions of destination
attractiveness. For destinations defined as stores, prices,
variety, quality of merchandise, and parking facilities have

dominated study results, irrespective of method. For

shopplng centres the range and number of stores and centre
atmosphere are additional factors*. Unfortunately, although
it is rel-atively easy to derlve direct physical measures for
most of these dimensions (e.9. real price indices for
perceived prlces) it 1s difficutt to predict these measures

other than over a very short time period. It 1s difflcult

* Of course, 1n vlrtually al-l- studies accesslbllity f actors
have also been found of importance.
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to envisage, fox instance, how indices representing prices,
variety and quality of goods, can be used 1n traffic
generation work or in medlum to long term transport planning
exercises. On the other hand the Ínadequacy of currently
used measures of destination attractlveness, such as retail
employment or selting space, has been previously noted.
What is needed is research aimed at interfacing these two

divergent approaches. There has been an appalling lack of
research aimed at relating behavioural measures of
destination attractiveness to readlly predictable and stable
variables.

Not only 1s the identification of appropriate
destlnatlon attractlveness measures a critical 1ssue, but
also- the form in which they are included in the model. This
especially applies to size related measures of
attractiveness, such as employment or selling space. In
particular, it is desirable that the choice probabilities be

directly proportional to these variables. À1so when

destinatÍons are defined as zones it is desirable that
travel forecasts be invariant to any aggregation or
disaggregation of zones. For instance , if some change is
made to an essentially arbitrary zoning system in which two

zones are amalgamated into a single zone, the total number
of trips forecast for the nevr zone should be the summed

number of trips for the origlnal zones. Watanatada and Ben-
Akiva (1978) and Kitamura et al. (l-979) have shown that an

appropriate method of introducing slze related
attractlveness variables is :

V
=M
V + too(^ f -a^ s .^)"qi +vr''f,:L+| I" 'qdL' (2 .5)q1

where Vqi contains all terms in Vqi, except the size related
destination attractiveness measures, S1, s2, sL. By
combining (2.L) and (2.5) it can be seen that the choice
probabil-ities are directry proportlonal- to the varlables S1,
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s2, . . , sL. It shoul-d be recognised that the parameters
ol+l , oL+2' .., clM are only identifiable up to a

multiplicatlve constant and, for this reason, it 1s

necessary to impose a normalisation such âs o M = L. This
method of includingr size variables is now regularly followed
in advanced studies belongingr to grroup 1-. What has yet to
be recognised is that the proportionality argument applies
with no less force to variables such as 'number of stores in
a shopping centre' or even perhaps to selection and variety
of goods within a store*.

4. DESTINÀTION CHOTCE SET IDENTIFICÀTION

A necessary input in estimating any discrete choice model is
specification of a set of alternatives, termed the choice
set, from which selection is made. For the model to be

behaviourally based, embedded in the constructs of random

utility theory, the choice set used by the analyst in the
estimation process should correspond to (or represent a

subset of) the set of alternatives actually considered by

the individual when making a choice. An important feature
of the MNL formulation of equation (2.I) is the abitity to
allow the availabitity of alternatives to vary between
individual-s. This ability is highlighted by subscripting
the set of travel alternatives, N, from which a choice is
made, by q. This formulation all-ows for the possibiJ-ity
that different individual-s may face entirely different
choice sets; some individuals may be very restrlcted in
their choice of shopping destinations, while others may have

a wide range of possible options. Three general issues are
required to be addressed when specifying choice sets.

* The latter suggestion follows from an hypothesis that the
el-emental- alternatives are not shoppingr centres or stores,
but products. In the marketing literature it has been
common to estimate logit models at this level, with
alternatives belngr deflned in terms of spatial l-ocations
ava1lab1e for purchasing a particular product.
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The first 1s the overall dimensions of behavi-our to
be incorporated in model structure. This decision should be

made having regard to the policy areas of model use and the
type and degree of behavioural response expected for each

variation in policy (Heggie and Jones l-978). Two

behavioural- dimensions have already recelved prominence in
this review : destination choice and mode choice. However,

if the policy maker is interested in the degree of travel to
each destination under alternate scenarj-os, a trip
generation dlmenslon is obviously also important. Ànother
example is for traffic generation work where 'duration of
stay/ will affect policy decisions on parking. One recent
thrust of research into destination choice models has been

to expand the dimensions of behaviour considered and

introduce more complex interactions between the various
dimensions. fn some cases this has involved modelling
entire traveÌ patterns, with past destination and activity
cholces impacting on present and future choices. These

models are reviewed in the next section.

À second decision concerns segmenting the dimensions
of behaviour into submodels within the overall structure.
The principal consideration bearing .on thls decision for the
MNL model 1s possibl-e violation of the independence from
irrelevant alternatives (IIA) property*. It is more tikely
that the effects of omitted variables, measurement error,
etc. will cause the unobserved components of utility to be

intercorrelated within a behavioural dimension than between
dimensions. When, for example, behavioural dimensions are
combined to form alternatlves, âS in the estimation of a

joint mode/destinatlon choice modeI, it is possible that
modes to a particular destinatlon will be similar in thelr
unobserved characterlstics. This will result in violation

* The IfÀ axiom states that the ratio of the probabil-ities
of chooslng one al-ternative over another 1s unaffected by
the presence or absence of any addltional al-ternatives in
the cholce set. It is an inherent property of the MNL
modeL.
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of an assumption used to derive the basic logit modeL, that
the correlation between the unobserved attributes associated
with each and every pair of alternatives is zeto. À

solution is to estimate, and appropriately link, separate
logit submodel-s for each behavioural dimension. Às was

evident from discussion in the previous sectì-on, there are
also circumstances where it is expedient to subdivide a

behavioural dimension for modelling purposes.

The final aspect of choice set specification that
requires consideration is the identification of the set of
alternatives within a behavloural dimension from which a

choice is made. It is known that incorrect incluslon of an

alternatlve in the choice set will result in biased model
parameter estimates and understated probability values for
the other alternatives. The spatial context of destlnation
choice behavÍour poses special problems in appropriately
defining a set of alternatives (Ànsah L977, Black 1984,
Tardiff 1979). Work on this lssue is reviewed below.

The most conmon approaches to defining destlnation
choice sets have been either to consider only a spatially
concentrated portion of the populati.on so as to l1mit the
feaslbte choices or to prespecify the destination outlets to
be included, or both. For example, many transport studles
have attributed as destinatlon alternatlves the chosen
destinatlons of other individuals living in the same zone
(e.9. Project Bureau for Integrated Trafflc and Transport
Studies L9'7'1, Charl-es River Associates 1976, Richards and

Ben-Aklva 1975 ) . Others have used more l-oosely defined
choice sets such as regarding all destinations 1n a

metropolitan regrion as beingr potentially available (e.9. Pak

Poy and Associates 1978). À1so interesting variatlons on

these general criteria-are apparent. As an example, Àd1er
and Ben-Àkiva (l-976) in their study of shopping destination
choice included additional destinations 'based on deductive
notions of th'e perceptlon of al-ternatives' . The f inaf
approach, especially, limits the potential transferability
of the model, and all approaches render the model-s
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susceptible to problems arlsing from inclusion of Írrel-evant
alternatlves*.

Ansah (I9'7't, ) was one of the f irst researchers to
define the destination choice set in a more systematic
manner. He simplified the choice set generation process by
inltially assigrning physical destinations into functional
destination categories. Functional classifications r^rere

defined for each orlgin and based on prespecified ranges of
accessibility, represented by airline dlstance, and
attractlveness, measured by retail fl-oor area. The

classificatlons vlere also separately developed for various
market segments. À multinomial response model was used to
predict the probability of selecting a particular functional
destination cateqory. Àlthough this represented the extent
of Ansah/s empiricaL work he further dlscussed how a Monte
Carlo procedure might be invoked to assign functional-
categories to each origin and a MNL model then used to
predict the probability of selecting a particular physical
destination from the functional category.

A tangential approach to that of Ansah has been
developed by Black (f984) who comblnes a destination
classification scheme with the employment of the threshold
values that, if exceeded, for key variables, exclude
conslderation of a destination or class of destinations.
The crucial feature of Black's method is the setting of the
threshold values. This task is assisted by construction of
a simple index which endeavours to capture the benefits and
losses to the modeller of excluding destinations from the
choice set. Losses arise from two sources: exclusion of a

* This phrase is often used, iD this thesis and
elsewhere, when discussing a particuLar property, the IIÀ
property, of MNL models. From the previously provided
definitlon, a more useful mnemonlc for the IIÀ property
mlght be ERA - exclusion of relevant alternatives. Here the
phrase 'incl-usion of irrelevant alternatives' is used to
refer to the inclusion, iD the estimation choice set, of
alternatives not actually considered by the lndlvldual.
Problems that may arise from incLusion of such arternatives
are explored in detail in Chapter 5.
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relevant alternative from the choice set or incluslon of an
irrelevant alternative*. Benefits derive from improvements
in predictive accuracy by excluding irrelevant alternatives
from the cholce set. fn his empirical work Black compared
predictions from probabilistic choice models assumingt
unconstrained destination choice sets with choice sets
filtered by destinatlon specific threshold values.
Predlctlon errors I^¡ere found to be smaller when choices sets
r^¡ere restricted than f or the unconstrained case. This
result, iD fact, almost definitionally follows from the
method used by Black to set the threshold val-ues. However,
the size of the galn in predictive efficiency may surprise
those who argue that choice set identification is
unimportant because probabilities assigned by a ,welI
specified'model to destinations incorrectly included in the
cholce set will be so small as to be, in practice,
indistingulshable from their'true zero va1ue.

The efforts of Ànsah and B1ack, although
contributing to knowledge of spatial choice set generation
processes, may be criticised in terms of tacking a sound
behavloural base. À particular weakness is that the
classificatlon scheme and threshold values depend only on
destination attributes, includlng the location of the
destination relative to defined origin points. Both the
schemes proposed by .Ansah and Bl-ack cannot readiry take into
account characteristics of the individual, other than by the
data intensive method of market segmentation. Black (p. 6i)
in defending this aspect of his approach asserts that
individual characteristics are unimportant. Evidence
provided in chapter 5 carts into question this assumption.

One approach to increasing the behavioural content
in choice set definition has been taken by Burnett and
Hanson (1982). They conceived that the entire choice
process could be effectively modell-ed through a

decomposltion:

* Excluslon of a rel_evant alternatlve while notparameter estimatlon in share models with the 11Àwill affect predictlve use of such a model.

affecting
property,
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q (2 .6)

The first term on the RHS of equation (2.6) is the
probability that alternative j is in the choice se.t of the
individual and the second term refers to the probability of
selecting j given that j is contained in NO.

A more general formuLation, firmly rooted in
economic random utility theory, has been developed by Manski
(L97'l) and extended by Williams and Ortuzar (1982). In
Manski's formulation the choice of an alternative, say ), is
represented by two probabilities,' the probability,
P(NqlJq), that an individual selects for consideration a

particular subset of alternatives, Nq, from the set of all
objectively available choice sets, Jq(Jq = L, 2, ..., Mq,

..., Nq. ...,
probability,
To obtain the
is selected,
probabi liti e s

O ¡Oq ) , and then, given the choice set, the

unconditional probability that alternative j

q

T
CeJ

P (c lJ ) P(Iq j lcr

Pql P( j e NO) P(I i li e No)

P(rq ilNq), that alternative j is selected

is it necessary to sum the conditional
over al-I choice sets that are el-ements of J

Þ-ql

P tclc ) P(I i lc)

(2.7 )

(2.8)

q q
q

Williams and Ortuzar (1982) further decomposed the
probability of sel-ecting NO from JO, P(NqlJq), by grouping
choice sets within Jn that contaln equal numbers of
alternatives. An expanded version of equation (2.7) can
then be written:

Mq
: :P PJC qmqi m=1 CeC

q q m q
m

where c^ denotes choice sets containing m al-ternatives,
P(cmlJq) is the probability of chooslng a choice set of size
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m from the set of all possible choice sets and P(ClCm) is
the probabitity of selecting a particular choice set from
the set of choice sets containing m alternatives. The model
of equatlon (2.8) has been designated the distributed cholce
set (DCS) model.

A special case of the DCS model is when

consideration is restricted to the M sets associated with Cl
and the single set aro, n 

"o,r 
that is, each individual

is assumed to either b'e captirie to an alternative ( j =

t lC1, j = 2lct, .., i = M lCtl or able to select from the
fu1I objectively determined choice set. The analyst,
however, does not know to which group the individual
belongs. Ben-Akiva and Swait ( l-984 ) have recently
demonstrated that the captivity assumption, coupled with the
set of assumptions c.oncomitant with the derivation of a

logit model-, leads to a model of the form:

l_
exp (R exo(V . )' qlt) +

exp (Vqi
q

(2.9)

where ¿ represents a vector of fixed unknown parameters,
Rqi a ror^r vector of variabl-es describing the potential for
individual q to be captive to alternative L, and n *o is the
objectively determined choice set of indivldual q. = By
setting o'.i = exp(Rqi r ) and 0 = ì oqi, equation (2.91 can
be written as:

problto = il
r +: exp(R .L)

ião" ' qI

ql

g

tt'9ìo

.e.tl = "j + l-
exp(V

r
tã, - qr-

I
1+e t_ +e

q

Prob lt ='q
(2.70)
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q
(2.LL)

d Dagenais ( 1979 ) .

) and Ben-Akiva (L977)

n between captivity and
ted as indicating the
ive to the ith
sed so that OM = L,
ion (2.L0 ) corresponds
quation (2.7) (noting

(Rqiú ) in equation

j

l_ +e
T €

exo(V . )'q]-
q

which is the dogit model of Gaudry an

Gaudry ( see the previously cited work
vJere the first to forge the connectio
the dogit model V'lhen Oi is interpre
likelihood that an individual 1s capt
alternative, and a normalisatlon impo

then it can easily be seen that equat
to Manski's.general cholce model of e

1

that P(j I c-l = 1). The functlon exp-1,
(2.9 ) merely represents an expansion of the captivity
parameter. This has 1ed to Swait and Ben-Akiva (1985) to
dubb the model of equation (2.9) 'the parameterised logit
captivity (PLC) model' .

Swalt and Ben-Ak1va (1985) also estimated the PLC

model 1n a mode choice context using data from Sao Paulo,
Brazil. They demonstrate theoretically and empirlcally that
1f a sltuation lndeed exlsts in which choice sets consist of
either one alternative or all alternatives, parameter
estimates obtalned from a slmp1e MNL model- will be downward
biased. The high incidence of captivity in mode choice
situatlons has been demonstrated by Ampt et. al (1985) among

others. It is unlikely, however, that captivity will be

nearly as pervasive in destinatlon choice situations. This
calls for a more general consideration of choice set
formation than that provided by the PLC and dogit models.

Much research has appeared in the geography and
psychology literature concerninq spatial perceptual
fields. Prlmarily this research has involved'collecting,
through appllcation of a variety of technlques, information
on an indlvldual-'s 'awareness space'. À conmon finding is
that individual-'s spatiar knowledge extends toward the city
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centre in an elliptical or wedge shaped fashion. Another
flnding 1s that the area of spatial knowledge tends to be

positively related to the individual's socio economic
status. Also av¡areness space varies by residence location
and 1s affected by landscape features such as rivers and

railway lines (Lee 1954 ) .

Recently some authors (Meyer l-980, Van der Heijden
and Timmermans l-984 ) have attempted to marry this line of
research with economic search theory to obtain operational
models of spatial knowledge more in harmony with the precise
requirements of a discrete choice modelling framework.
Van der Heijden and Timmermans (l-984) estimated a model
conforming to the first probability term in equation
(2.6)*. Data on familiarity with twenty-four shopping
centres was coLlected and compressed into a series of binary
variables. The probability that an individuaL was a\^rare of
the ith shopping centre vras found to decline with distance
to the centre and increase with shopping centre size. It
r^ras also negatively af f ected by the existence of an

intervening shopping centre between the individual's
residence and centre i.

There seems to be a least two major problems in
pursuing this line of research. One concerns the
relationship between the l-eveI of knowledge and the choice
sets used in random utility models. What level of knowledge
is necessary for an alternative to be regrarded by the
analyst as being in the choice set? Àre all known
alternatives, considered alternatives, and therefore
properly deemed to habit the choice set? An important
distinction in considering these issues is between knowledge
gained through passive gathering of informati.on and an
active search process instituted by the individual.

* The modelling approach replicates
study of migration patterns by Brown

that used in
et aI. L97'7 .

an early
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The individual is constantly bombarded with
information about alternative destinations, through radio,
television, ner^Tspapers, billboards, personal contacts and

the individual's or^¡n travels. Through these channel-s the
individual is a passive reclpient of information. The stock
of knowledge collected in this way has been referred to as

an individuaL's aT¡rareness space (Brown and Moore l-970):

Àwareness space would seem to constitute the basis
for active search behaviour. Active search can take the
form of the individual actually visiting the destinatlon or
otherwise seeklnqr information regarding salient destination
attributes. When a destination has been actively searched
it can saf eJ-y be regarded as habitì-ng the choice set, but 1s

this'aIso true for destinations for which even large amounts
of passively gained knowledge are held?

À closely connected problem stems from treating
knowledge, and hence choice set inclusion, as a binary
concept. In reality knowledge takes on many different
shades. It is multi-dimenslonal and continuous, not
discrete. For destination choice two aspects of knowledge
are of fundamental importance: knowledge of the location
and knowledge of the destination attributes. Moreover,
individuals possess knowledge in these areas to varying
extents. For instance, one individual may possess very good

knowledge about a destlnation attribute. Ànother, while
stil-I able to'guestimate'a mean va1ue, may be quite unsure
as to the true value. This implies that knowledge
constraints lmpact both the I,HS and RHS of equatlon (2.I).
To adequately introduce knowledge constraints into random
utitity analysis it is necessary that the choice set effect
and the effect on parameterisation and varlable values in
the satisfaction (util-ity) function be treated in an
integrated manner.

Before concludingr this section it is useful_ to
discuss briefly the objective assiqnment of destination
arternatives to the cholce set. rt will be noted that even
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the objectively defined choice set, Oy, rÁras subscripted by q
in equatlons (2.6) and (2.LL). This is in recognition of
research into space/time prisms that originally received
prominence in the geography literature and filtered through
to transport mainly due to the efforts of members of
Transport Studies Unit, Oxford University (Jones et aJ-

1-983). Space/time prisms have been applied to shopping
destination choice set identification by Landau et aI.
( 1- 9 82 ) . PIace constraints v¡ere conditioned by the locations
of shopping destinations, the home and, where applicable,
school starting hours and shop opening times. These
constraints, when considered in conjunction with the
transport system, enabled derineation of the area of spatial
reach for any person at any point in time, which effectively
defined the individual's objective choice set. prior to
imposition of these restrictions 35 alternative shopping
l-ocations were ( assumed ) avail-abre to each individual. with
the restrictions the average number. declined to 28

locations, but some individuars had as few as L0 locations
in the choice set. A MNL model developed with the
restricted choice sets yielded slightly better predictions
than f or an unconstrained choice se't model.

The research of Landau et aI. and more generally
Jones et â1., points to a need to consider shopping within a

daily stream of participation in activlties. Not only will
shopping destination choice be affected by the individuaUs
current location and time commitments, but also
particlpation in past and planned future activities.
Furthermore, the individual,s current 1ocation cannot
automatically be assumed to be the place of residence, as
has been explicitry or imprj-citty assumed in most shopping
destinatlon choice models. These model-s may be termed /a

situational-/. Dynamic models that are situation speclfic
are considered in the next section.
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5. QUASI-DYNÀÌ'{IC MODELS OF

SHOPPING DESTINÀTION CHOTCE BEHÀ,VIOI]R

À major impetus behind the study of shopping behaviour
within the context of a daily activity schedule \^ras results
from surveys, designed to measure the effects of the US

energy crisis of the mid-l970s, which showed that the most
significant short-run effect eras an increase in the lever of
multi-trip and multl-purpose travel- (Nationa1 Opinion
Research Centre 1,97 4, cited in Lerman l-979 ) . This ef f ect
far outweighed tradltionally studied responses such as mode

and home-based destination switching, yêt no model available
at that time r^¡as able to capture adequately this pattern of
change in traver behavlour. More generally, recent research
has indicated that the proportlon of multi-trip and mul_ti-
purpose tours 1n urban travel is significant and increasing
(Hummon and Burns L981, Kitamura 1983, Kitamura et al-. 198L,
Oster 1978).

The conventional- travel demand modelJ_ing process
effectively recognises two types of shopping trips: trips
which originate or terminate at the home of the travell_er
(home-based trips) and trips with neither origin nor
destlnation at the home (non-home-based trips ) . Models for
each trip type are developed independentry at each stage in
the estimatlon process. That iS, trips observed 1n the raw
data are crassified as being home-based or non-home-based
and then used in model estimation. The weakness in this
process is possibly most transparent 1n a mode choice
context. From an lntuitlve standpoint, choice of mode (e.g.
car driver) for the first trip on a tour is likely to
significantly influence, even logicalIy constrain, mode
choice for subsequent trips on the tour, yet for
independently deveroped home and non-home-based modeLs no
rnechanisms exlst f or this to occur. From the suÍìmary of
research by Landau et al-. (L982 ) provided in the previous
section, it can be seeil that simil-ar conslderations appfy to
successive choices of destinations within a tour. Empirical
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evidence demonstrating the interdependence between trips on
a tour can be found in Kitamura et ar. 1981-, Kltamura l-983
and Graham and Ogden 1,97 9 .

It 1s apparent that the conventional modelling
process as applied to different trips on a tour lacks
behavioural plausibility. In this sectlon model_s are
reviewed which operate from the perspective of entire travel
patterns rather than individuaL trips. Firstry models which
simul-taneousl-y consider entire travet pattern alternatives
are reviewed. After this moders which sequentiaJ_Iy analyse
travel and activity choices are examined.

5.1 SIMTII,TANEOUS MODEIS OF TRÀ\rET PÀTTERNS

rt is a simple matter to expand the utirity formutation of
destination choice, presented in Section 3 of this chapter
to encapsulate entire travel patterns. Here the unit of
anarysis may be taken as an individua]/s travel pattern over
some fixed time period. rt may be posturated that the totat
utility (vtp) obtained by an individuar from pursuing a
particurar travel pattern, comprises a deterministic
component (Vtp) and a random component (€tp),

vttp) =v{tp) + €ttpl (2.L2)

Given that the a(tp) are distrlbuted extreme varue type 1 a
MNL model may be derived, with the dependent variabre
compositely defined by combinations of modes, destinatlons
and activitles as incl_uded in the travel patterns.

The pioneerinq study alongr these lines r^¡as by Adrer
and Ben-Akiva (1979). These authors, using conventional
transportation study data, assumed that van was dependent
upon the total- number of destinatlons in the traver pattern
(Ntp), the totat- number of destinations divided by the
number of tours in the travel pattern
transport l-evel_ of servlce variabl_es

(Nrp /Ttp) ,

(Dtp), a vec
a vector of
tor of

variables measurinq the attractiveness of destinations in
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the travel- pattern
variables (O):

(Arp), and a vector of socio-economic

Vtp vtp(Ntp, Ntp/Ttp, Dtp, Àtp, o) (2.13',)

The terms Ntp and N¡n/Ttp \^Jere incl-uded to measure the
'schedullng convenlence' associated with a travel pattern.
In particular, Adler and Ben-Àkiva hypothesised that in the
absence of the constraining influence of travel, maximum

utility woul-d be attained by pursulng activitles at
spatially separate locations and at different times. The

latter is due to the fact that actlvity needs witl rarely
temporally colncide. From this vlewpoint maximum util_ity
will.result from pursuing each actlvity on a different tour,
and in general utility will decrease as Ntp/Ttp increases.
Simllarly, given a set of activj-ty needs and disregarding
travel, maximum utility would be attained by pursuing each
activity at the site most appropriate for that activity,
rather than consolidating trips at the one location.
Therefore as the number of visited destlnations increases so

wiIl utility.

fn the anaÌysis conducted by Ad1er and Ben-Àkiva
both hypotheses concerning /scheduJ-ing convenience, could
not be re jected at usual- l-evel-s of statistical
significance. Travel times and costs vrere also found to be
statistically slgnificant as v¡ere most of the destination
aLtractiveness variables and certain socio-economic
descriptors.

The principal probtems of the simultaneous approach
to modelling travel patterns 11e not in its theoretÍcal
base, which 1s quite general, but in appJ_ication.
fnvariably, enumerating all- possible travel patterns for
each househord leads to gargantuan cholce sets with erements
that are sometimes very croseÌy rerated. Even though rt is
not necessary to enumerate completery atl arternatives when
estimating an MNL model some travel patterns wil-L tend to be
more closely related than others leading to potentlal_
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violation of the I1À assumption used to derive the MNL model
form. Furthermore, Do means are provided for distinguishing
between those travel patterns actually considered by
households from the ones that are in principle available
(Horowitz 1980). An alternative approach is to sequentially
model travel patterns.

5.2 SEOUENTIÀI MODELS OF TRÀ,VE], PÀTTERNS

It is lmportant to recognise initialLy that sequential
modelling of travel patterns does not necessarily imply a

sequential decision structure being followed by the
individual. Just as it is now known (despite earlier
confusion) that the nested modelling of mode choice within
destination choice does not imply anything about the
sequenclng of these decisions by the individual, so Kitamura
(1983) has shown the equivalence of sequential and
simultaneous approaches to modelling travel patterns. Let
I,.r, = lxl , Vrr ..., X,' I represent a sequence of events.
Vüithout loss of generality the probability of observing this
event sequence can be expressed as:

Prob (X (n) Prob (X x (2 . L4)
L ( .c,-1 )

with Ï, o, = I I The LHS of equation ( 2.l-4 ) is
representatlve of a simul-taneous modelling structure and the
RHS, of a sequential- modelling structure.

Nor is it correct to infer that the backward
conditioning evident 1n the probability terms on the RHS of
equation (2.I4 ) precludes planning behaviour by the
individual-. Def inlng X1r.,*¡ as I Xr, X'*, , . . ., lr, I and
using Bayes' theorem, then:

1-

n
n
=L

Prob (X X
n
il

9" ( ¿-1)
9" 1

tft x (¿ -1)

Prob (Xr-I X (n* )

x - 9"-r
9"-L

Prob (X
L

(2.L5)
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The implication is that a choice conditioned on the past is
also conditioned on the future (Kitamura 1983 p. L4).

The drawback 1n sequential modelling of travel
patterns, then, is not because restrictive assumptions
necessarily need to be imposed, but because of the
difficulty in adequately representing the backward
conditioning of activity participation. Effectively a

sequential structure transfers the problem of modelting
complex travel patterns from the dependent variable, that 1s

from delineation of vast choice sets, to the set of
independent variables. Even when only a narrow band of
activity participation decisions arg considered, the chain
of conditionality, as shown in equation (2.L4), soon becomes
quite complicated. Complexity is substantially increased
once a spatial component is introduced.

A useful framework for modetlingr trip chaining
behaviour is provided by Markov and Markov renewal
processes. A simple Markov model assumes a system
comprisingr a finite number of states together with a

probability l-aw of moving from state to state. In a travel
pattern context the 'states/ may refer to l-and use types,
geographlcal zones, etc. A matrix, P, 1s constructed
showing the probabillties of moving from one state ( i ) to
another (j). The probabilities, termed transitional
probabilities, may be generated from the retative
frequencies of travel- between origln-destination (o-D) pairs
at a point in tlme.

Stated formally,

Prob ( X, si I xi-r S ¡ = Þik (2.]-6)*

where, Xi denotes the state of the system at tlme point i,
si, s;,
transltion probabillty from SJ to S;. Note that for the
first order Markov chain of equatlon (2.L6) Þjx is assumed
free of i. That is, the process 1s memoryless with the

)
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from j to k being independent of the
visited before j.

the startinq state of the system with

(2.L7)

in state Sf,. after n

Let X

probabilities
6 denote
given by

(0) *
Þ¡ Prob ( X Sr. )0

ÀIso p,l" ) i s the probabllity of being
steps. Then it can be shown that

P
(n)

P

where P
(n)

of ttansition

(n 1)

.-(n) -(n)(Pt , þ2 ''
probabilities,

-(n).Pw)
which are

and P is
constant

(2.L8)

the matrix
over time.

P

If P is regular (i.e. some por^rer of P has all
positive entries ) then it is possibLe to eventually get

*state Si for any pair (), k), and repeated matrlx
multiplication will yield a stationary (or equlLibrium)
distribution which gives the probabilities of being in
respective states after many transitions have evolved.
a matrix is termed the À matrix, when

from

the
Such

fI Pn (2.]-9)

À particular .j can then be interpreted as the expected
percentage of travellers whlch will be found in state j at a

randomly selected point in tlme.
If a state is designated impossible to leave once

entered (i.e. Fii = L and þr, = 0 for ) + i) then the state
is termed an absorbinq state and an absorbingr Markov chain
can be formed. fn the case where it Ís possible to
eventualty get to an absorblng state from every other state,
the Markov chaj-n will end up in an absorbing state. By

operatlng upon this modified P matrlx, wlth /home/

deslgnated as the absorbing state (i.e. once the home state
is re-entered it is impossible to leave), another matrlx can
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be formed, the elements of which provide the expected number
of trips made on each tour.

Simple Markov model-s of the form outlined have been
used in descriptive studies by Marble ( 1964 ) , Horton and
Shuldiner (1967), Horton and Wagner (1968), Hemmens (1970)

and Vüheel-er (L912) . A ma jor advance by Lerman ( 1979 ) was to
relate the transitional probabillties to exogrenous

factors. This general approach has since been followed by
Ben-Akiva et al. (1979) and Kitamura and Kemanshah (L983 and

1984 ) .

Lerman utilised a seml-Markov process which
represents an amplification of the basic Markov model by
permitting incorporation of a time dimension. FormaJ-J-y a

semi-Markov process is defined by:

P(r) P F(t) (2.20)

where, P(t) is the matrix of probabilities of a state j to
state k transition durlng time period (0, t), P is the
matrix of transition probabilities of qolngr from state j to
state k and F(t) is a matrix with el_ementr f jk(t) which
represent the time of departing from j to k, given that the
system 1s in state j and the next state is k, in the tlme
period (0, t).

Four g'eneral transltion states were recognised by Lerman,.
home (which 1s treated as a special state in that it is
def ined as the traveller's initial- l-ocation and once l_ef t is
never re-entered), destination dH which 1s reached from home

by mode mH, destination dNH which 1s reached. from some non-
home destlnation by mode *NH, and another home state for
subsequent arrivals and departures from this location.
Corresponding to these states are three departure tlme
distrlbutions . €H-- --rrì; f*¡O¡1(t) the distributlon of the time of
the first departure from home to mode/destinatlon

combinatron *HdH' f[u -(t) the tlme distribution of
-t.1, , rrmcl
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subsequent home departures to mode/destination combination
H.H ^NHm^^d'^, and f"äff .NH(t ) - the distribution of departure times

mo
from non-home locations to mode/destination combination

mNHdNH. Two logrit models v¡ere developed to determine state
transitional probabilitles, one for home to destination
travel, the other for travel originating from non-home

locations. Gamma and modified exponential distributions
$rere used to approximate the departure time functions.
These functions define the frequency of travel. They are
developed by Lerman outside the utility maximising framework
and are assumed to be unaffected by accessibility and other
factors associated with m or d.

. A comparison of equations (2.20 ) and (2.1,6 ) with
(2.I4 ) reveals that the chain of condltionality is summarily
truncated 1n first order Markov processes. Àccordingly,
many authors have expressed doubts about the applicability
of memoryless Markov models to data on complex travel
movements (e.9. Jones 1976, Hanson L979, Hemmens 1966).
Recent work by Kitamura (1983) and Kitamura and Kemanshah
( l-983 and 1984 ) has specif icaJ-ly addressed this aspect of
the Markov model. Their work also represents an advance on

Lerman's research in that there is differentiation of non-
home activity types.

fn a preliminary exploratory study to model
development, Kitamura (1-983) found that the stationarity and
history-independent assumpticns underlying the simple Markov
chain were untenable. In partlcular, Ki-tamura found that
the strength of linkages between activities was dependent
both on their position within the trip chaln and the history
of previous activities pursued in the chain. There v¡as a

strong tendency for activities pursued within a chain to be
rel-atlveIy homogeneous. Neverthel-ess, Kltamura was abl_e to
obtaln a good representation of observed actlvity J_inkages
by formulating the conditional probabil-it1es as:

+ 1l X" ., Bxrr)
(2.2r)

Pr (Xr., XT, x2' lr{\ + 1l \, Brr, ,Ern,
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$rhere Bj., is a binary (0 f ) variable, which indicates
whether activity type j has been pursued in the chain by the
nth transition, and K is the number of activity categories
used to represent the history of the chain.

Kitamura and Kemanshah - K & K - (l-983 and 1984)
v¡ere able to use this relatively simple depiction of
actlvity participatlon history in a subsequent modelting
effort. A schematlc description of their modelling system
for the transitional probabil-ities is shown in Figure 2.2.
Four activity types that could be selected from home were
recognlsed; personal- business, serve passenger, shopping
and social-/xecreatlonal. Àn additional two actlvity types,
temporary home and permanent home could be reached from non-
home. activity types, the latter acting as an absorbing
Markov state. Nested within the activity type models are a

number of destination choice models. IncIuslve values $rere

calculated from these models and passed on to the activity
type choice models,' but the assoclated coef f icients mostly
took on values statistically insignificant from zero and/or
lying outside the 0 - 1 interval. Selectlon of shopping as

an activlty, in partlcular, appeared to be unaffected by
accessibility to shopping opportunj-ties.

A unique f eature of the models r^ras that the
transitional probabilities !{ere made time-dependent. This
!,ras achieved by lncluding time of day as an independent
variable and 1n combination with other variables, such as

trave.l- times and destination attractiveness descrlptors, 1n

the utility expresslons of the logit models. The model-s

provided strong evidence of temporal varlations in
destination cholce and activity participatj-on behaviour.
Additlonally, the utitity expressions for non-home
destination choice contained a variable measuring home-
destination travel- t1me, thus building lnto the models an

element of lndividual f orward planning * . Thi s varlable r¡ras

* A more general attempt to embed concepts of individual
planning lnto models of destination choice with trip
chaining can be found in Kitamura (L984).
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found to be at least as significant as the traditional
origin-destination travel time. The activity history
variables of the type prevlously discussed were important in
lnfluenclngr activity cholce, but not destlnation choice.

Kitamura and Lam (1983) discuss linking the
transitional probability matrix outl-1ned above to a sojourn
time distribution matrix which is current activity, but not
past activity, future activity, tlme of day or Iocation,
dependent. Despite the simplicity of this structure, the
model demonstrates many empirically plausible and useful
properties.

Although the work of Kitamura and Kemanshah

represents the most advanced study of its type, the
examination of historical dependencies in destination
behaviour $ras rather limited and may be criticised Ín
malor areas:

(i)

choi ce

two

OnJ-y a narrow range of posslbl-e historical-
dependencies were examined. In the context of
destination choice Kitamura and Kemanshah only
examined the possibility that a future destination
choice was dependent on the current destination and
activity choice and on past actlvity choices. There
remains the strong possibility, for instance, that a

future destination choice for an actJ-vity is related
to past destination cholces for that activlty ( for
evidence, see Miller and O'Ke1Iy L982). Further, the
broad trip purpose categories used by Kitamura and
Kemanshah and other slmilar studies may have served to
mask detailed historical dependencies in behaviour.
For example, observed destlnation choice behaviour may

appear to be historically independent if all shopping
is considered as one categrory, with dependencies only
revealed when grocery shoppinq is considered 1n
lsolation. Finaffy, the data used by Kitamura and
Kemanshah restricted the examination of historical
dependency to a maximum period of one day. It may be
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that
over

cycles in destlnation choice behaviour stretch
a lonqer period.

( ii ) Some of the statistical technlques used by Kitamura
and Kemanshah are suspect. Two issues requj-ring
attentlon are the use of endogenous variables in one

stage of the modelting process as exogenous variables
at another stage (a difficulty recognlsed by the
authors ) and the failure to adequately distinguish
between heterogeneity, non-stationarity and state
dependence effects in modelling discrete choices over
time.

These criticisms are not pursued here. However, in
Chapter 8 brief coverag'e is given to the wider econometric
literature on the modelling of discrete choices over time.
This l-lterature serves to expose the timitatlons of
approaches favoured in the transport research community.

TNTEGR.à,TED MODETS OF SHOPPING DESTTNÀTTON

CHOTCE ÀND SHOPPING EXPENDITI]RE

.Another area of recent development in the modelling of
shopping behaviour has been llnkinq modets of shopping
destination choice to models of shopping expendlture.
Interest in this area wouLd seem to have stemmed from two
major sources. One concerns the critique by some transport
researchers (especially those from the TSU, Oxford
Unlversity) that discrete travel choice models ignore
important aspects of activlties conducted at trip ends (e.g.
Jones et al. 1-983, p. 6; see also Damm 1_984, p. 249) . The
other is more practical in orientation. With increasingr
level-s of retailing competition there has deveroped a need
for planners and retail-ers alike to obtain more accurate
predictlons of retailing actlvity under al_ternative
scenarios. For instance, amonq planners, there has been

6
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recent interest 1n the effects of transport associated
policy measures on retail_ saIes, particularly in the CBD
(Atherton and Eder L982, Kern and Lerman 1982, Lundon and
Coog'an l-985), presumably to ensure continued financial_
viability for existlng centres. Retail-ers arso have shown
keen interest 1n obtaining accurate predictlons of the
effect of site Location and centre characteristics on
patronage and turnover.

Two early studies that considered shopping travel
behaviour in conjunction with shopping expenditure were
Rushton et al-. (L961 ) and Huff (1963). As pointed out 1n
chapter L, devetopments of the Huff moder stilr enjoy wide
use. From equation ( 1_.5 ) , the model basically involves
weighting the destination choice probabil-ities by consumers,
anticipated expenditure l-evels where the latter are made a

function of socio-economic characteristics. The output is
expected expenditure by each consumer at each centre. The
values can be summed over consumers to obtain predicted
retail sales at each centre. Later variants of the Huff
model incrude the expenditure weighted mul-tipricatlve
competitive interaction (Mc1) model (e.g. Nakanishi and
cooper L9'14 ) and the muttinomlar rogit model (e.g. Malhotra
1984 ) .

Vickerman and Barmby (i-984) is the first published
work recognlsing two important aspects of model systems
accountlng for both patronagre and expenditure decisions. *
Firstly, given a utillty based theoretlcar found.ation for
the system, the model used for the patronage decision and
that used for the expendlture decislon are not unrerated, as
implicit in the Huff formul-ation. secondly, the system
statistically fal-rs into a qenerar cl_ass of econometric
models deal-ing with interconnected discrete and continuous
choices.

* The work detail_ed in Chapter 3 of this
recoqnlses these aspects of modet systems
both patronage and expenditure decisions
lndependently from that of Vickerman and.

thesl s also
accounting for

and was developed
Barmby.
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The main thrust of vickerman's and Barmbyrs research
r¡ras in the number of shopping trips made by the household
and expenditure. To do this they set up a theoretical model
only loosely based on the tenets of economic utility
theory. Their formal exposition consists of four
equations. They begin with a trip generation relationship
of the form:

f1 (Piq, Yq' siqs ) (2.22',)

where Tq is, for a glven period, the number of trips made by
individuar g, piq is the price of good i for individual q, y
1s income and Ttn is the shopping costs associated with
purchasing good i. In turn, Ti{ can be specified as:

=iqu = Tiql(aiq, b rqI

where uiq is the acquisition cost of purchasing good i and
biq¡ is the traver cost for individuar q living at location
9' . Àcquisition costs are meant to cover individual_s, time
spent in search and other incidental costs.

The budget constrai-nt faced by the individual is:

Bq¿ (2.23',)

Tq

N
= I 

(piq * =iqu 
(aiq, biql ) ) crq

where Ciq 1s the quantity of good i purchased by
q. From equation (2.23) expenditure on shopping
individual q is:

individuat
groods by

N
-/J i

11"q piq c 1q

fr(Bqs, p1q,

OT,

tEq

"tq' u¡¡q )

PNq, t1qø, NqÎ.

(2.24)
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Barmby and vickerman hypothesize that the rever_ of
trip-making is the resurt of a ,constralned pranningr process
whereby the individuat undertakes the mlnlmum number of
trips that wil-r stitl enabre hlm to achieve the desired
level- of expenditure and be consistent with the budget
constraint'. They specify the resultingr level 0f trip-
maklng as:

T f 3 
(Eq, trq,., ,t Nq¿ (2.2s)

Equatlons (2.24) and (2.25) represent the rink between
expenditure and trip-making. Empiricarly thls rlnk can be
handled by two stage generallsed l_east squares.

Even vlckerrnan and Barmby recognise some probrems
lnherent 1n the formuration of equatlons (2.22) - (2.2s).
rmportant deficiencies are that the theoreticar analysis is
partial in orientatlon (there is no formar_ interaction
between shopping expenditures and the prices attached to
other activities ) and that travel costs are treated in a
proportionate manner to quantities of goods purchased.
(crearly the spatiar distribution of opportunities need bear
no rerationship to quantities of goods purchased. ) Their
empiricar work did not differentiate between trips of
different destination and indeed it wour_d be dlfficur_t to
incorporate this generalization within the approach
adopted' Furthermore the simurtaneous regrresslon techniques
used exhibit well--known weaknesses when applied to d.iscrete
choices ' The authors justify the use of regïesslon by
arguingi , ' . .. the complexlty of the way in which trips can
be ordered and ths rather different ways in whrch their
sigrnificance cour-d be assessed in reration to a utility_
maximising hypothesis would also pose problems for a simple
model of discrete cholce / (p. r2o) . r wir-r show,
particularry in chapters 3 and '.., that a discrete/continuous
modeJ- system based on the tenets of utirity maximlsing
theory can readity be constructed to account for shopping
behavl our .

q
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7 . CONCLIIDTNG COMMENTS

Later chapters 1n this thesis contribute advances 1n most of
the areas covered 1n the foregolng review. However, from
the review two areas emerge as being particularly weak.
Firstly, immaturity is evident in the theoretical
underpinnings provided for the models. Secondly,
comparatively little work has been conducted in linking
shopping destination choice and expenditure decisions. rt
so happens that a sophisticated. theoretical specification of
how destlnation choices are made also estabtishes a r-ink
between these decislons and those to d.o with shopping
expenditure. This theory 1s set out in Chapter 3.
Estimation of the theoretically estabrished rink between
these decisions involves appropriate statistical recognition
of the rerationship. Statisticar estimation of an
integrated store cholce/shopping expenditure moder is'
contained 1n Chapter 't .

Two further areas covered in the revie\^¡ receive
detailed attention in forthcoming chapters. rn chapter 5
variations in reported choice sets are examined, together
with the impact which cholce set specification exerts when
estimating discrete shopping destination choice moders. rn
chapter 6 a moder of food shopping traver. patterns is
described. The approach is simirar to that used by Àdler
and Ben-a,kiva, but the study is conducted at a micro leve1,
specifically conflned to urban food shopping. The micro
]evel focus of this study, âS with other aspects of this
thesis, aligns with Hanson,s. (1979) suggestion:

/It 1s my opinlon that attempting to build a
single, al1 encompassJ.ng super model_ of travel-
Iinkages woul_d be inappropriate at thi s time .

more reasonable approach is to construct any
number of more modestty conceived models aimed
addressing selected aspects of urban travel-
linkages., (p. 95)

A

at
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CHÀPTER 3

À THEORETICÀI MODBI, OF SHOPPING DESTINATION CHOICE
ÀND ITS REI,ÀTTONSHIP VüTTH SHOPPING EXPENDITT]RE

1. INTRODUCTTON

Research presented in this chapter has the general objectlve
of strengthening the theoretlcal underpinnings of discrete
shopping destination choice models. Two specific alms are
also evident.

The first specific aim stems from recent criticism
in the transport literature of discrete choice travel models
on the grounds that they ignore aspects of activlties
conducted at trip ends. It is argued by these critics that
these activities, which are the cause for travel-, are much

neglected in current travel modelling schemes. For example
Damm (l-984 ) states: 'Even in the context of recent
'behavioural' modeJ-Iing of transportation-related choices,
only a smal-I amount of time has been spent trying to explore
the highty interrelated nature of people/s activities and
the resultlng consequences for travel behaviour'. Jones
et al. (1983) in this context provide a more specific
critique of discrete choice travel- modeÌs (p. 6): ,The

models do not provlde a means by which the
interrelationships between travel and non-travel- aspects of
life may be better understood. Technological advances
relating to certain activlties may affect activlty
participation and so indirectly travel patterns;
conversefy, transport poJ-ic¡-es may have important non-travel
j-mpact s ' .

It should be recognised that current approaches to
modelling travel- choices do not attogether ignore trip end
activity participation. The traditional stratiflcation of
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these models is in explicit recoqnltlon of the derived
nature of travel demand. Economists have longr hypothesised,
from general theory, certain aspects of the rel-ationship
between the demand for a final activity and the derived
demand for an intermediate activity. fn particular the
el-asticity of derived demand is hypothesized to be an

increasing function of the el-asticity of demand for the
final activity, the ratio of intermediate to finat activity
cost and the avail-ability of supply of f inal- activity (see

Hicks l-936 f or f ormal- proof s ) . Stratif icatlon of travel
choice models by trip purpose permits the parameters to be

affected by the type of activity pursued at the trip
destination. No link has been forged, however, between
travel- and the intensity of activity participation. The

first specific alm is to demonstrate from economic theory
the links which exist between one particul-ar travel
decislon, shopplng destination cholce, and the degree of
particlpation in this activity measured by shopping
expenditure.

The second specific alm 1s related to the Huff
model. In particul-ar, many users of this model g'enre have
advocated a utility interpretatlon for the Fiq functions.
Indeed, this sug'qestion is evident in Huff's original
work. It is an lntention of this chapter to demonstrate
thaL the treatment of expenditure in Huff-type shopping
models 1s lnconslstent with a utility based interpretation
for the Fiq functions. ft will al-so be shown how empirlcal
models consistent with util-ity maximisation theory can be

derived. These models represent a generalisation of the
generall sed Huf f model- .

Takinq a wider view, this chapter forges the 1lnk
between two hitherto disparate approaches to examining
shopping behavlour. one approach characterlsed by dlscrete
choice shopping model-s has invol-ved analysinq the declslon
of where to shop 1n 1solat1on of how much to spend (see, for
example, Domencrch and McFadden 1975, Recker and Kostynluk
l-978, Koppelman and Hauser L91'7, McCarthy I9j9, Gautschl
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19Bl-, Weisbrod et aI. l-984, Parcells and Kern l9B4 and Eagle
1-984 ) . Another set of models has examined shopping
expenditure or retail sales patterns largely ignoring how

this is rel-ated to individual decislons of where to shop
(see, f or example, Curhan L9'12, Guy l-984 and Morey l-980 ) .

To the extent these choices are interrelated these models
will be less than complete and results from them may be

biased. From an information viewpoint it 1s obviously
beneficial- for developers and planners to know both the
number of persons using a store and expendlture at that
store.

The remainder of this chapter takes on the shape of
a funnel. Most of the objectives enunciated above are met
in the following sectlon which proposes a general
theoretical framework for analysing shopping destination and

expenditure choices. More specificity than this, however,
is required before obtaining an estimable model-. The

speclfics are dealt with in Sections 3-5.

SHOPPÏNG CENTRE AND EXPENDTTT'RE CHOICE:

THE GENERÀL THEORETICÀÏ, ERÀMEWORK

Àt the core of theory presented in this section is the
assumptlon that an averaqe consumer selects a shopping
destination and l-evel-s of shopping expenditure, f êisure and
consumption of other goods as if to maximise utility. The

'averaqe consumer' may be identified as the main household
shopper and the analysis conducted at a household leveÌ,
provided the household has a single dictatorial decision
maker. A general form of the consumer's utllity function
may be written as:

U U (G, B1, 82, BN, z L) (3.r_)

2

where G 1s a vector (gL, g2, ..., 9¡l) representing
consumption of shopping items from centreS 1, 2, N,
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respectively, Bi is a vector (bi1, bi2, . . . , bit<) of quality
variables associated wÍth the consumption of shopping items
from the ith centre, Z is the Hicksian composlte commodity
encapsulating consumption of other goods and L is Ieisure
time.

Maximisation of utility is constrained by an income
constraint and a time constraint:

N

1
Y P¡-9i

N

1
L T Ëiti

N+z+>
i Ëici (3.2)

(3.3)

where pi is an index of shopplng prices at the ith
destination alternatlve, åi = Ëi (gi) is an indicator
function with Ëi = 1 if 9i >
is the cost of travel to the ith destination al-ternatlve, ti
is the time taken to travel- to the ith destination
alternative, Y is income and T is total time available.
Note from the above., alternative i is strictly taken to be a

centre/mode choice combination ( since travel times and costs
vary by alternative modes as well as centres). However, it
is often conceptually easler to think of j- so]ely in terms
of centre choice. This is the practice adopted in
presenting the model.

Truong and Hensher (1985) have identified the
treatment of tlme in the equation system (3.1), (3.21 and
(3.3) as following the Becker framework. It represents a

development of the simpre work lelsure model (Robblns 1930,
Train and McFadden 1978 ) in that independence 1s assumed
between the income and time constraints. one reason for
such independence may be a fixed working week. The resurt
is that tlme cannot necessarily be traded for income at the
I^Iagf e rate.

Thus far the theory presented does not dlverge
greatly from cl_asslcaI consumer theory. Two primary
modifications to this approach are now made. Flrstly, it is
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explicitly recognised that although to the consumer U(. ) is
known with certainty, the analyst is only able to observe a
portion of individual utillty obtained from the consumption
of commodities. Equation (3.1) can therefore, be rewrltten
from an analyst's perspectlve as:

E)-N, ,? L, € ) (3.4)

where € is a vector (€1, eZ,
influences on utility which can be treated as random
varlables. This modification 1s 1n the spirit of random
utility theory first formul-ated by Marschak (l-959) and
subsequently developed by McFadden (esp. 1915, l_978).
Secondly, âD element of discreteness is introduced in the
model by assuming that 1n any tlme period the consumer only
selects one destination for shopping purposes. Thls
restricts the solution of the constralned maxlmisatlon
problem to be such that Z, L and one of the gj" is positive,
with all gi (i + j) equal to zero. The discrete el-ement of
the sol-ution relates to which of the g:-s are to take zero
varues. A continuous dimension 1s also evident because the
non-zero gi, Z and L can be consumed in any quantities.

In general, tvJo maln reasons can be ldentified for
the maximlsation sol-ution to be of the form arluded to above
( Smal-I and Rosen l-981- ) . One is that the choice of some

goods may be restricted to a smal-l_ number of mutually
excl-uslve varieties. Mutual excrusiveness may arlse due to
supply, institutional_ or logic constralnts. A particuJ_ar1y
conmon case is that goods may onry be avallabre in dlscrete
quantities which are so large that most consumers can
cor).sume but one unit at any polnt or period of time. An

example is housinq tenure: within current housing markets a

consumer cannot, for instance, rent a bathroom and own a

kitchen; rather the rent/ownership decisj_on can only be
made with respect to an entrre house. Other examples
incl-ude co11eg'e deqrees and transport mode choice. For
these qoods the form of sol-utlon is effectlvely the result

U : U (G, Bl, 82,
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of an extra constraint operating
process. This constraint may be

on the maximisation
written as:

9¡9; 0foralli+j (3.s)

0, the maximisation

(3.6a )

(3.6b)

(3.6c)

A second, possibly more pervaslve, reason for
discreteness, hovJever, relates to the shape of the utility
function. In this case, the consumer,s preferences are such
that only one of the gis is selected at any time. This is
assumed to be the cause of discreteness in the shopping
destination/expenditure choice problem analysed in this
thesis. rn particular it is assumed that the consumer views
alternative shoppinq destinations as perfect substitutes.
Formally this impries non-concavity of the utirity function
leading to a choice between alternative corner sol-utions.

fn obtaining optimal values of the gis, Z and L the
consumer can be thought of as applying a two stage
maximisation process. The first stage involves redefinition
of the utility function initially with 91 >

= 9N = 0, with concomitant simpliflcation of the income
and time budget constraints. rf it is arso assumed that if

9i 0

problem can be redefined as:

max U1 U1 (9L, Bt_, Z, L,€)

subiect to: Y : pl91 + Z + cl

T t1

then au
âb, -

r_l_

AU

ãb. ^L¿

ðU
abir{

L

where Ul-, is assumed to possess the usual properties of
monotonicity, eüasi-concavity and differentiabillty. The
sol-ution to ( 3.6a ) - (3.6c ) is a set of demand equations:

* *
9y 91 (Pl, Bl_, tl, c!, Y, €) (3.7a)
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(3.?b)

* * (3. 7c )I (Pl, Bl , tl- , cL, Y, € )

This process is repeated for g2 >
and so on. The Ui have been labelled conditional direct
utility functions as they are conditlonal- on choice i being
made. AnaLogously gi , ,; and ti are conditional d.emand

functions. The second stage in the maxlmisation process
then invoLves the consumer comparlng utility l_evel_s from
conditional maxlmisation and applying a rule: choose j iff
uj (q;,4, L;, Bi, e ) ui (si, z;, Li, 81, € ) ror arl_
i + ).

For empirical_ applications, rather than working
directly with the Ui (g;,2;, ti, Bi,e ), it is ofren
convenient to substitute in the price vector, travel time
and cost and income to obtain:

\7
"i U ]. rsi,Zi, ti, Bi, € ) Vi ( pi, Bi, tl, c.., Y, € )

(3.8)

(P1, 81, tl_, cI, Y, € )

the conditional indirect utility
destination j will be chosen 1f:

L LI

where Vi
function

1s termed
Shopplng

vj 1P j' B tj' ")' Y
)

Vi (pl, Bi, ti, ci, Y, € ) for all- i + I (3.9)

The Vi are the Vi encountered in equation (2.2) with the
non-stochastic elements represented by Vi (equation (2.L))
and the Fi functions of the generafised Huff model (equatlon
( 1.5 ) ) . Note for certain functional_ forms, in comparlng
shopping destinatlons 1 and ), Y can be deleted. Also note
these functions contain variables descrlblng prices at
destinatlon i, other attractiveness variables associated
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vTith destination i, and travel- tlmes and costs to
destination i - in other words, aII the variables normally
included in a behavlourally based destination cholce model

The convenlence of workingr with the indirect utility
functlon derlves from the fact that demand equations which
are consistent with consumer maximising behaviour can be

obtained through simple differentlation of the Vl rather
than explicitly solving the previously set out maximisation
problem. In particular Roy (1,942) has shown for an indirect
utility function of the form V = V(pl, Þ2, ..., pN, Y)

corresponding demand equations , CL, can be derived by
-ôV /ôp.

applying the identity C, = ! As is proved in
ðv /ôY

Appendix 3A this holds even when V is expanded to include
trave1 time and cost, quality and error variables. Thls
permlts derlvatlon of conditional demand equations for the
consumption of shopping goods from the condltional indirect
utility functlons as f oll-ows:

ðv /ðpi
9i (Pi, Bi, t1, ci, Y, €) (3.10)9i

dv /aY

For i - I equation (3.10) is exactly the
(3.7a). Equation (3.10) can be expressed
form by multiplylng both sides by pr:

(Pi, Bl, ti, ci, Y, € )

as equation
expendlture

(3.11)

s ame

1n

* *
Pi-9i Pi9iTJ

Equation ( 3.11 ) and the corresponding indlrect utility
function (equation (3.8) ) establishes the link between
shopping destlnation and expenditure choices.

To this polnt the analysis has been for one

consumer. When a number of consumers are considered the
conditional indirect utillty functions and demand equations
must also be subscripted by q,. thus, V, becomer Viq, the
condltional- indirect utitlty functlon associated wlth
shopping mode/destinatlon al-ternatlve 1 and lndividual e,
and E, becomes Ei.,.
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Three aspects of the theoretical analysis thj-s far
warrant highlighting. FirstIy, iD modelling shopping
destination choices, provided the Vrq are correctly
specified, the level of activity invol-vement directly shapes
the consumer's travel decision. This is evident from
equation (3. 8 ) . Th j-s equation shows that the optimal l-evel-
of activity lnvolvement 1s embedded in the indirect utility
functions used to model shopping (destinatlon) travel
choices. Secondly, the travel environment facing the
consumer and his travel decisions directly affect his chosen
(optimal) level of activity invol-vement, This is evident
from equation (3.10). Notice the symmetry here between
travel- choices and activity participation choices. Flna1ly,
a ma jor weakness has been exposed in Huf f type modeIs,.
namely, expenditure must, iD general, be al-Iowed to vary by
attributes pertaining to shopping destinations, as well as

across individuals. Any other formulation is inconsistent
with a utility lnterpretation for thls genus of models.

3.
ÄND

ISSUES IN THE SPECIFICATION OF THE QUAf,ITY TNDICES

FORM OF THE CONDITIONA], TNDIRECT UTIITTY FI]NCTIONS

fn developing the rnodel further to the stage that 1t is
amenabl-e to empirlcal- estlmation, it is necessary to select
a particular method for inclusion of the quality variables,
choose a functional form for the conditional indlrect
utility functions, decide on an appropriate structure for
the error terms, and develop the mechanics of statlstlcal
estlmation. -I. this Section the first two topic areas are
discussed. These may be regarded as preJ-lm1nary topics to
the development of two procedures in Sections 4 and 5, which
l-ead to estrmabLe forms for the modeJ- system derived 1n

Section 2. One procedure 1s based on the work of Hanemann
( 1984 ) , the other utilises a fuII condltlonal lndirect
utility functlon approach. Statistical_ estimatlon issues
for the integrated destlnation/expendlture choice system are
primarily dealt with 1n Chapter 1.
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3.1 QUATITY VARïÀBLE INCIUSTON

In considering the quallty variables it is initially
convenient to compress the (b11, bLz, ... t b1K, b2L, ...r
b2K, ..., biK, bUX) into a singrle lndex for each i ( i
= L, 2, ..., N). The index can be denoted rlrr = rþi ( ^t,
Bi-) with ^t representing a vector of unknown f ixed
parameters ( ^l = 1I, 72, 711). As wil_l_ be seen, for
the purposes of research reported here, 1t 1s

computationally convenient to assume that the ú i. are
exponentialJ-y mul-tiplicative in the bifs (k = L, 2,
such that: x

,þI exp (> 7k biX) (3.L2)

Àt least two methods then exist for inctusion of the quality
variabres in the conditionar indirect utirity functions.

One method is to expand the constant terms 1n the
conditional lndirect utility expressions. Às an example,
for a simple l-inear specificatlon of the conditional-
indirect utility functions:

Vi = o li + o 2 Þi + o 3 Y + €i (3,13 )

quality variabl-es might be included by defining o li as:

o 11 fog exp ,? "n bix) ( 3. r_4 )

Another, theoretlcally more elegant, method for
incl-usion of the quality variabl-es 1s to foLl-ow the simple
repackaginq hypothesis of Fisher and Shelt fi-971). When

* The quality vectors bì, i = I, 2, ..,, N, may be of
dlfferent length and comþosltion. Here they arã implicltly
standardised by constructlng a globaI set of quality
variables and incruding 0 varues for al-ternatlves wñere aparticular qual_ity variabl-e 1s undef ined.

= ri +
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there is perfect substitutability between the g1s a

convenient generar form of the direct utility function
incorporating the simple repackaging hypothesis can be
wrltten as (Deaton and MueÌlbauer L980a):

( 2 giú i, Z, L, e ) ( 3. 1-5 )

where u* is a conventional- bivariate utlrity function. rt
is easy to see diagrammaticalty in the two good case that a

utllity function such as ( 3. l-5 ) ensures a corner sorution
with at most one gi >
total-J-y dif f erentiating (3.1-5 ) yields:

ðU
r,û. do. +,1-1 --3 AU

ðh ôeI
(3.16 )

U:U*

ð
2

i
2

dU=?.1
U

ôh
-dú. +ryÐ*49ar,*3r-r-ôZALI

By holding Z and L,
constant, equation

the quality indices and
( 3.l-6 ) can be simplif ied

de.
1

error terms
to:

ðU + ðUdU ,lrL ¿91 dg2
ðh 2 ðh

,/,, ( 3.17 )

with dU :

dq1

0

,þ2
(3.18)dsz ú 

L

which is the slope of- the
this stope is lndependent
as depicted 1n Figure 3.1
expenditure, Yg, orr goods

set of indifference curves. Since
of g1 and g, it is a straight 1ine

The budget constraint for fixed
g1 and 92 1s also shown. It is

apparent that, except in the limitinq case where
úL

causing the budget line and the indlfference curves to take

* It is implicitly assumed throughout that

,1,2
=Ptp2

is an essent
respect to U
unconditiona

IA l- activity impt_ying that 9iand ensurlng that the soluË

qrocery shopping
essential with

1
l-

1S
10n to

onemaxlmisatlon wilf be such that 91 >
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ÈrAGt t.jf.ri,tilliì 4, 1it'._l_

il{ì$'l t-ii'i;- 1:= -i r:

L _--- -- -

9r

Y -c/2= Prgr + Pzgz
s

"n-"t=Pr9t+Pzgz

A
9z

Fig 3.1 - Indifference curves (shown by dotted lines) and Uti¿getlines (shown by unbroken lines)

fortheunconditionalutílityfunctionofequation(3.15}withN=2'

Notes: + Slope of indifference cuÌves = 
\ 

'fí,

* c, and c2 ãrê, respectively' the travel costs

associated w¡th the consumption of 91 and 92

* Other notation is defined ¡n surrounding text



on the same slope, the budget l-ine wil-l intersect the
highest attainable indifference curve at a point where
either g1 = 0 or g2 = 0. In Figure 3.1 this 1s point A

The conditional- dlrect utility function
correspondlng to the function of equatlon ( 3. l-5 ) can be

expressed as:

67.

(3.r-e)I

and Muellbauer (1975) has

utility function is given

(gi úi, Z, L, e )
*

U U

shown the conditional indirect
byt

*vi V

Equation
from it,

(pi/ ú i, ti, cL, Y, € ) ( 3.20 )

( 3.20 ) together with the demand function derived
namely,

9i gi (pi/ t i, ti, ci, Y, € ) (3.2:-1

form the basis of the model developed in Section 4 of this
chapter.

3.2 À NOTE ON FI]NCTIONAT FORM

A further need, identified above, irr operational-islng the
util-ity based model of destination choice/shopping
expenditure is to specify a form for the conditional
indirect utility functions. Ideal-Iy what is required is a

slmpIe, flexibl-e functional form that produces valid
indirect utility functions and does not present unreasonable
estimation problems. As will- be shown, irt practlce it is
difficult to concurrently meet aII these features,
necessitating trade-offs to be made.

Diewert (L9'14) has shown that indirect utitity
f unctions possess the f ol-l-owlngr propertles:



(i)
(ii-)

(iii )

(iv)

V(. ) is continuous for all prices and
V(. ) is homogeneous of degree zexo in
].ncome,

V(. ) 1s non-increaslng in prices and
decreasing in income, and
V( . ) 1s quasi-convex in prices.

68

income > 0,
prices and

non-

The serected functional- form upon estimation should conform
to these condltions. If these condltions are not met it
wilr be cfear that the function estimated is not an indlrect
utility function.

Adherence to these condltions, however, does not
mean that the function estlmated represents, or even
approxlmately represents, the true indirect utility function
implicitly used by the average consumer under study. fndeed
certaln frequentry used functionaL forms, such as the rinear
expenditure system (Stone 1954) and the cobb-Douglas utility
function, display intuitively implausible and unduly
restrlctlve properties. For exampre, the s1mple repackaging
quarity enhanced indirect utility function assoclated with a

cobb-Douglas direct utility function has the qeneral form:

V
D.-1

,1,

oi
Y

iIi I

which yields demand functions:

cl .Y
_1

D.

Not only is the demand for good C, directly unaffected by
the prlce of other goods but also by the val_ue of its
quality index, t i.

Àn appealing famlly of functlonal_ forms that can
serve as l-ocal first or second order approximations for any
arbitrary utiJ-ity functlon have become known as / frexibfe
functronal- forms'. Two members of this family are the
/indirect translog model' (Christensen, Jorg,enson and Lau

U.
].
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l-975) and the 'almost ideal demand system' (AIDS) (Deaton

and Muellbauer 1980b).

Ignoring for the moment travel times and costs and
the error terms, âD ÀIDS version of the condltional indirect
utility function shown in equation (3.20) can be expressed
AS:

vi t loq Y 0
ct o1 1og pi + bi r.or27k

-ct
x exp ? "o oto]

O¿
D.t

1_ 5

2

( 3 .221

(3.23)

and yiel-ds a conditlonal demand equation of the form:

9i pi h o3 oo CI-
J

ol- fog Pi
Y

+ d3 0r I 7x b¡-x + o3 rog Y]

A simiLar version of the translog model is:

Vi = oo - o, 1og p1 - ot 1og r/. + los Y -2 rtos pr)2

+ aa logt ú, tog pi * (aa - on) rog Y 1o9 pi 3 (1ogr p 2

((tl + 02)

ct

I
2

(q - o4) tog úf log Y - (cr3 * o4 * or)(1og Y )2
J

(3.24)

with the associated conditional demand function:

-?t_ -o3 to9 pi + o, 1og þ i *
3

- *4) log Y(cr
Ygi
P¡- -( ur+ar) (crr-on )1og p. +(cr3-o4 )l-og ry'. +(o 3*4*5 ) J-og Y

(3.2s )

where úi is given by equation (3.L2). Às can be seen, for
the AIDS the indirect utility function tends to be quite
complicated, makinq estimation difficult. The AfDS demand
function, however, iD budget share form is simple to
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estlmate, i.e. , I^rith the dependent variable specif ied as
(pi gi) /Y. The converse tends to be true for the translogr
model-. In fact it seems generally to be true that for
flexible functional forms estimation is difficult either for
the demand equations or the indirect utility function or
both. Furthermore, the apparent generality offered by
fl-exible functional forms may be somewhat illusory. In
particular the approximation to the true indirect utility
function can only be accurate in the locality of specific
(quality adjusted) price/income values, not over an entire
sampling range. The necessary non-constancy of prices,
quality variables and incomes in samples used for estimatlon
inval-idates the interpretation of flexj-bIe functional forms
as sÇandingr in for any utility function.

fn view of these drawbacks with the use of flexibl-e
functional forms an alternative, increasingly popular,
approach has been to start with an easily estimatable demand

function and derive (by differential equations and Roy's
identity) the simplest form of indirect utility function
compatible with it. For the shopping problem under study it
is convenient to specify the demand model as linear-in-
expenditure or log-linear-in-expenditure.

A l-inear-in-expenditure model- corresponding to
equatlon (3.2I) (again momentarlly neglecting the travel
related variabl-es and error terms ) can generally be written
AS:

Pi 9i = ot_ Y + ft (1og (Pt/út))
0

(3.26)+ 0

where fL
specific

is linear-in-parameters and aO is
form of (3.26) is (using equation

a constant.
( 3.12 ) ) :

A

P1 9i or I o2 log Pt + oz I 'Yk bix + o3 (3.2i)
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A general form of Vi compatible with the linear-in-
expenditure conditional demand model (3.26) is:

vi t, \lt1 ( log (pr/ úr) ) + c 1Y] exp [- cr , tog ( pi /,t,]l I
( 3.28)

where f2 is any function, with a specific form of equation
(3.28) being:

v = roø [", o2/ o'r. o2log Pi + orDrn ik +

crrlog p, + o, I 
"o ik

t r"]1

(3.2s)

A similar exercise can be undertaken for a 1og-linear-in-
expendlture modeI. Here the conditional demand function can
grenerally be specif ied as:

Iog (pi 9i) = ol_ log Y + f1 (1og (pr/ rþ r)) + do (3.30)

of which a specific form is:

1og (pi 9i) = o1 1og Y a2 log pi + "24 ?f bi]< + o3
(3.31)

A general form of conditional indirect utility function for
the condltlonal demand function (3.30) rs:

V.
1

I
-c-L2 Y(1-o1' . 

fu ",çFr[roe(pr/úr,f ]1. L+ r, ã, +0
(3.32)

where õo is an additional constant

A useful specific form of
Roy's identlty, yields (3

0

(3.32) which, upon applicatlon of
31) is:

or--l

L
o2V o2fog pi + oZloq ú r)i

1
ct I

(o
3

( 3. 33 )
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Equation systems (3.22) and (3.24 ) and (3.30) and
(3.32) form the basis of much of the work in this thesis.
It should be realised that the Diewert restrictions if not
naturally met, must be imposed on equations (3.28) and
(3.32) . Fuller discussion of the Diewert restrictlons is
reserved f or Chapter '7 .

4. À MODIFIED HÀNEMÀNN MODEI OF SHOPPING DESTINATION

A}TD EXPENDTTI]RX CHOICES V{TTH ÀCCESSIBILITY TREATED

ÀS A QUÀIITY VÀRIÀBIE

In the previous subsection the embodiment of error terms and

traveL times and costs in the conditional- indirect utility
functions vJas ignored. One method of including these error
terms and shopping destination accessibility, measured by
travel times and costs, is as quality variables. The

conditional indirect utility function of equation ( 3.20 ) can
then be written as:

Vi Y) ( 3.34 )

whereú1 =þi (81, ti, ci, Êl',-Y,^t",^t¡)

exp tI ro rro ci+7tti+€i) (3. 3s )

*
V (pi/ úi,

+ 1c

which represents a modified application of the
discrete/contj-nuous choice model system considered by
Hanemann (l-984). The parameter Yc may be interpreted
representing the marginal utility of travel cost.
Similarly, yt reflects the marginal utllity of travel

Construct f as a polychotomous varlable with
1toNandf=iif9i>
of equation ( 3.20 ) to reflect the different treatment
travel- times and costs:

AS

t1me.

va lue s

verston
of
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N,L+) )

)

-- Prob V )> v(
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, N, i+j

( 3. 37 )

*Prob I = Prob V) (p
)

i = L, 2,

* p i
ViY

1 L, 2 i+) (3.36 )

Note that since indirect utility functlons are homogeneous

of degree zero in prices and income, Do particular
restriction 1s implied using ratios of prices to income
rather than the variables themselves.

. For the conditional indlrect utility function V, =

D.
V (-- ), i = L, 2,

V i Y

maximisation they must be decreasing in pr/r/r. Also in
comparing any two conditional indirect utility functions Y

remains constant and therefore can be eliminated. Equation
(3.36) can, as a result, be simplifled to:

N )

eror{r=i} = erob{nr/þi=pJút, i = L, 2, .., N, i+i 
}

= erob{fonli - rog pj = togúi - fog pi, i = 1 , 2,.

= eron{ ,) * ,".)* Ttrj * ?noro - rog pi >

.i * y""i * ytti * Stobrn - log pi,

I = L, 2,

)

If the . is are independently and identically distributed
(iid) with an extreme val-ue t pe I distribution then the

is a logrit mode1,
Y

)resultinq form of Prob
{

l= )
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eroblr=il = P "*Lr ?"*b
'Y¡ ^l¡

., +ic.+ 't.+
lKl.L)Pl

1- 't

u tog PIJ

t"*[t ?"norn * I .r* ] ., * å rog pi]
l- (3.38)

where p is the logistic scale parameter.

White the choice of shopping destinatlon (= prob

lsi >
problem, can be determined simply by evaluating pr/rLi, to
obtain the amount of shopping goods purchased ( i. e. , the
value of pjgj) it is necessary to specify a form for the
condltional indirect utility function. Suppose Vj is of the
form shown in equation (3.33) with r/, replaced by /r. Then,
as noted earlier, the assoclated demand function can be
derived through application of Roy's identity.*

x The discrete choice model could have also been directly
derlved from the indirect utillty function. The conditional
function is:

( 1-o

)

V 1 ;fexn{o3 - a2logpj * o rtog,þilj or

In comparlng Vj wlth V, the Y term 1s elimlnated so:

Prob {vi )vi l= Probl*tr"* ( o3 - cr, 1og p, + o2 rog þ))

L = !, 2, ., N, i t j 
I

Takingr logarlthms and simplifying (3.1F) yields:
eroblv, > vi| = erob llog ti - tog p, > fog ,t,, - log pi;

i = I, 2, ..., N, f # j l

( 3.33 rptd)

(3.lF)

OT,

Prob {I = i l = prob { . j * ?" "j *'yt tj * P TL bjx

-logpjZ.i* Tcci+ Ttti

*P "nbil.- logPi, i=r, 2, ., N, i * il
which 1s equlvalent to equatlon (3.3?). However, since the
derivatlon of (3.37) applies to al-t forms of Vj (p)/ úl,y)it is the more general.



For shopping goods purchased at destination j the demand

function is:
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(3.39)

(3.37 ) ,

(3.42)

= 
# 

exp(o, - o zros p) * o 2Losþi)ôv /ôY
)

Equation ( 3.

expression for log (

can be lnverted to obtaln an

that is as the non-stochastic elements of equatlon
then:

,l',j = exp ( 
^j 

+ log p, + .j)

and from ( 3.40 ) :

ðV./ðp.I -l
sj

39)
,t, 

)

log ( új) = o2
1 (o3- (at+1¡ logpr+ crtlogY

- 1og g, ) (3.40)

By denoting À j u. P tx bjL + 7c "j 
+ 'tt tj tog pj,

C
I

q (a (a + i_) log p, + o! log Yj 3 2
2

log gj) + 
^j 

+ log pj (3.41-)

To obtain the conditional probability distribution
for the set error terms recall that an extreme
value type l- distribution was used to derive the logit model_

of equation (3.38). The distribution has the form:

{ )Élf=)

tl = "* r-rrr,) 
þ>æ - ? "* ,- lj, u + ì\L/ tt + xlp )l /tt

The conditional- marg'ina1 density for f 
e

therefore:
lr = j lsj



fe¡lr=i (ti t) tp
)

s:4.*p (- 
^j]-

Ài//, ) exp (- ,)

g lr: j
s4 exp(-\./r¿1-)

+ \ /p)

-t_
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/ t-r ')

(3.43)

/tt

ltt +

x exp tt exp (- À /tt + Ì
) i /tt

I

l+ e /trl l-L
)

Substituting for ,) the RHS of equation (3.4f) gives:

f (g
""p [ 

(arr)-t,o,

l

) 1
)

(o2 + l-) log Pi + o2Y log g + /tt
)

+ /p)

À

À

j

i* ! tos ni ] "*n (- ? ""n <-xrru

x exp (a p.)

+ arY

2

rog g ,aî /tt

(o2 + f ) fog Pjt d.

j )

3

+ +!p)
log p

-L/a, p
= T "*n 

(\r/ u ) exp Lar(arul -\ pi
I

-L/aru
jx

"or/ 

o 
ru 

n "*o[Ð'L].
_L/o2F

exp(Àr/r)

"oL/ 

l'o2
x exp [a

-I/a
x o.-)

3(o 2u, 
-1ni

-1p

(3.44)

The discrete/continuous system of equatlons (3.39)
and (3.39) can now be estimated using fuII information
maximum likelihood. The l-ikelihood function for a sampre of
0 individuals 1s given by:

O*I (qä)nq=l (tn,.o r=i xP j*q (3.45 )
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where P
* is given by equation (3.38) and

(3.44).
lq by

equation

Evaluation of this likelihood function in prlnciple
will provide consistent and asymptoticatly efficient
estimates for a11 unknown parameters. The likel-ihood
function, however, Rây possess multiple roots and
converqence to the global maximum is as a consequence not
a s sured .

Fortunatefy, an alternative two stage estlmator is
availabl-e. The logit model of equation (3.38) can be
estimated by maximum likelihood methods as described for
instance, by McFadden (L97 4) . The log likelihood f un.ction
is:

f fog (P 1q ( 3.46 )

where kiq = 1 if al-ternative i is chosen and 0 otherwise.
Pi., is given by the RHS of equation (3.38). Standard
computer packages are availabl-e to evaruate this function
and provlde estimates of ^f , lc, 7 ¡ and p

To obtain an estimator for the continuous choice
model, rearrange equation ( 3.41 ) :

tnr*o r:j

a
J-

q=1

Nr

,!, ( o'o

/ a,n

) - exp(J
\cz

I or
.l-oo o .-') + log Yexp (-e rog p

)

exp (

r/ o2

l o

T

0
2

l

2

1 log g
)

p
)a2

L/ a 02(p I exp (cr3/a2)Y exp( À + e.)
))

log(pjg 03+ollogY+ o2 T +

) )

) )
e.)

-)

(3.47)

where (pq)j P¡ g). The expected value of fog (pg)j is:

elroq (pq)jlI = jl : og + o, tog Y +aZ (fj + Elerlr = lll
(3.48)
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but (see, for example, Johnson and Kotz 1970 p. zjï),

elerlr jl Ð"*p (- T
]-

/tt)

j/tt + l\i/p )

(-e ""e[-?u"n \ /p) )

+ >\i/ P
_1,)/u ) tt 'd. j

=lt

where f is Eulers constant (È0.577). Therefore:

e lroq (ps) i I I jl o3 + cll log Y + a2þ

(t"nì"*n 1- xrru + \ru , . r)

(t"n F"*n t xrrr ) +x

Equation ( 3.50 ) pertains to
aggregation of individuals is being
approprlate model is:

log (pg) j*q CI, Ĵ o1 fog Yq + o2þ

(3.4e)

0.577
(3 50)

an individual. When an

considered the

X (ronE
\1

exp t \iq /tt ) + 0.5'7't + tq

where rq is an indlvidual specific error term
distributed iid extreme value type 1 with E(vO
estimated val-ues of \O urrd tt obtained from
equation (3.46) to equation (3.38).are used to

(rrcuÐ"*n txrou lI + ro.srr).
\1¿Y/

(3. s1_ )

that is
) - 0. The

appli cat j-on of
form the term

then:
The shopping expendlture model to be estlmated is



1og {ps)j*o a3 + o1 log Y + oZþ

('"n ? "*n /tt + 0.577
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+\/'q
(3.52a)

(3.52b)

^l c,
. sl)

The

imated
al- vlay

(3

on

st
SU

rh

x (). rq

where

1(î,tq:tq+ a2 log t exp(\ /t'r )1q

tr rog I
I

(À ^/tt)+(p-tt) 0.577rq

Equation (3.52a) can be estimated by OLS to obtain
consistent, but inefficient, estlmates of o 1, s,2 and

o 3. The conventlonally calcul-ated varlance estlmates
associated with these parameters wilI, moreover, be blased
because the vq are non normally distributed and from
( 3 . 52b ) , heteroskedastic . To obtain unbiased variance
estimates the consistently estimated values for + ,Â¡^^^1t, tt , c-L, d2 and o3 from equations (3.38) and
should be used as starting values in a one step Newt
Raphson evaluation of the l-ikelihood function ( 3. 45 )

parameter estimates obtained wilI be conslstent,
asymptotically normal and efficient. The unblased e

varlance-covariance matrix can be extracted in the u

by reference to the informatlon matrlx assoclated wi
(3. 4s ) .

* At least in some contexts, ho\ntever, it woul_d appear that
a one step eval-uatlon is inadequate. For instance, Berkovlc
and Rust in estlmating a nested rogit model- of automobil_e
holdlngs using fu11 informatlon maximum l_ikellhood,
following sequential estimation of their model system,
report: /rn theory, one Newton-step shourd yierd efficient
parameter estimates that are close to the parameters that
maxlmise the full llkelihood function. In practice, 1t
appears that the parameter estlmates obtained 1n this manner
are not stable and may be rel_ativety f ar ahray f rom the
parameter values that maxlmise the futl_ Ilkelihood
function. rt appears that 1n order to guarantee convergrence
estlmates, one must iterate untlI stationarity of the
rlkei-rhood function 1s obtalned rather than perform onJ_y one
step' (Berkovic and Rust 1985, p. 2i9) . fn a similar
context, this has also been the experience of Hensher(1986).
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5. À ETIII CONDTTIONÀT INDIRBCT UTILTTY MODEI

The shopping applicatlon of the modified Hanemann moder as
presented above, arthough highrighting the rerationship
between the error terms in the utlrity model and the demand
model, would seem to suffer from two major disadvantages.

The first disadvantagre is that the sol_e source of
error in the demand model for an individuar is assumed to
derlve from uncertainty concerning the quarity index ( rþ), r
= j ) . No error is introduced into the demand modet as a

result, for instance, of slight misspecificatlon of the
indirect utirity function or ( lncorrect ) omission of quality
varlables associated with the Hickslan composite
commodity. Further, it is assumed that the budget
constraint is observed with certainty. rn most applications
thls condition is unlikely to be met. For the shopping
problem under study the pis refer to price indlces at
shopping destinations. This aggregate concept lgnores many
individual variations such as differences in purchaslng
patterns within a shopping destination.

A second, possibly more tel]ing, disadvantage with
the Hanemann model when applied to the shopping
destination/expenditure choice probtem has to do with the
treatment of travel- time and costs. rn particular treating
destination accessibllity as a quality variable, although
convenient in terms of produclng tractabre moder forms, iS
somewhat removed from the spirlt of theory presented 1n
Section 2 of this chapter which lntroduced travel time and.
costs as constralnts on choice. once travel times and costs
are incruded as constralnts, however, the choice of shopping
destlnation (: prob | øi >
reference to the Þi/ t is but must also take account of the
variation in remaining j-ncome (yi = y 

"i) and remaining
time (Ti : T ti) .

This drawback to applying the Hanemann model_ is not
merely restricted to the current shopping destination
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expenditure choice environment. rt is colnmon in situatlons
with an element of discrete choice for there to be some
fixed costs. rn appried demand studies such costs, which
are invariant to deqree of use, have been traditionarry
incorporated by subtracting them from income. The
condit j-onal- indirect utility function then becomes:

vi V
P1 1

'lr7n.' Y.'1 1 1
].

where L represents the normal-ised price of the Hicksian
composite good and Yi income l-ess fixed costs Ki. rt can
clearly be seen that the Hanemann method is unserviceabl_e
when the condltlonar indirect utllity function 1s of this
form.

To remaln in harmony with the theory presented 1n
sectlon 2 it 1s necessary to evaluate the full conditional
indirect utility function in predi-cting the discrete choice
of shopplng destination. Virtuall-y all previous work in
this small- but expanding field of discrete/continuous
modell-ing based on an integrated economic consumer theoretlc
framework has directly used the condltlonal indirect utility
function in the discrete choice model-. This work includes
published articl-es by Trost and Lee (1984), Hill fi_983) and
Dubin and McFadden (1984), reporting empirical research
where the discrete cholce is porychotomous. Four further
unpubrished pieces are Hay (Lg't9) , Mannering and winston
(l-985), Hensher and Milthorpe (1985) and Train and Lohrer
(1983).* A disadvantage of using the furl conditionat
indirect function is that forms which produce interesting
demand functions are lnevitabry non-r1near. This makes the
dlscrete choice model- srightly more difficult to estimate. **

t rn addition to these works and the work of Hanemann,
oreticar rerationship between dlscrete and continuousices has been explored, 1D the context of wel-farel-uation, by Small and Rosen ( 1981) .

the
the
cho
eva** of the authors just mentioned, arr empirical studiesexcept Dubin and McFadden, Mannering and winston, assumed.the indirect utility function to be linear and d.1d notdirectly derive demand functions from the utilityfunctlon. The rink between much of this work aná theory istherefore rather tenuous.
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The form for the indirect utility function used ln
pt'esenting the modified Hanemann model, namely equation
(3.33), is reasonably non-linear once Y is replaced by Yi,
making estimation quite difficult. An easier form to
estimate is given by equation (3.29) , appropriately modified
to incorporate remaininq time and income terms:

v
)

fog o3
oz
ol a"21og ú. + 01 (Y

" j)

+ a4 (T t- ct 1logpj+ c11og t) ( 3. s3 ))

It can be seen that (3.53) 1s a special- case of the general
conditional- indirect utility function arising from the
theoretical model specified in equations ( 3.1- ) - ( 3.3 ) .

This conditional indirect utility function was originally
specified in equatlon (3.20) as Vj = V* (Vi/ úi, t
cl, but can more precisely be written as: Vj = V*
T t), Y "),e ).

Àn error term ,) can be added to equation (3.53) to
account for the uncertainty in observing individualty
obtained utility. The the probability that shopping
destinatlon j is chosen, Pj, is:

P, = Prob lr = if : eronlV) * ,i àVi * ,i, i=1-,2, N i+j I

j' tj' Y,
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> los ["s - ú.- ",1og pi * ", ì7xbix 
+ crr(y - "i)

+ crn(T - ti)] - al fog pi * or 
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zxbix *.il

(3.54 )



When the e 1 are iid extreme value type I the cholce
probabil-ities are glven by:
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(3. ss )

(3. s6 )
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The logit model of equation ( 3.55 ) is not dissimilar to the
type of logit model applied when the alternatives used in
estlmation are not el-emental alternatlves, but rather
represent amalgramations of elemental alternatives. This
situation v,ras discussed in Chapter 2, Section 3. From
equaçion (2.5) with I - l- and o)p. = o i.Q, , the correct
form of logit model for the aggregate alternatlves when V1

is linear for the elemental alternatives is:

exp
LI-
=I

ot, zg,
M

+ 1og(u år"t.r,
oe." ni + log(u=Ë-,

t
P

e

Unfortunately, âs noted in Chapter 2, the parameters
o L*1, oL+2

multiplicative constant. For the particular problem under
study, thls restrlctlon may be properly circumvented,
because of relationships between parameters within the Iog
term and other parameters in Vr. It does, however,
complicate the estimation process.

Another variant of equation (3.28 ) is:

vi s 2 log (pi/ { i) + 0 (Y

j
og t.Q, i )

1 "¡- 
)

the additlon of iid error
l- distribution to (3.57),

0 5 fog (pi/ úi)
(3.57

an extreme val-ue
destlnation

+ a4 (T tir) exn (
)

wi th
type

terms taklng
the shopplng
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choice probabilities can be described by:

e>ap

P

The MNL model of
Iikel-ihood. The

individuals is:

[o : - crrlog(p ) + crr(Y-c
4

/{/ )+

+ (T-r
4
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0

(T-r )l rp

)l {nr/ú, )

j -d
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(3.58) can be estimated
log l-ikelihood function

(3.s8)

uslng maximum

for a sample of O

log (P rq

where Ptq is given by the
appropriately modified to
individuals.

(pq ) iq +

RHS of equation ( 3.58 )

take into account dlfferent

r=I 
?nro (3.s9)

The shopping expendlture model associated with
equation (3.57) is:

05d3 s,2 o 2os

Ç 
ron (Ptq/útq)

o 1 o1

(Y +
0 504 (T t )+u (3.60)q

1
1q iq

where riq is an additive error term. For reasons werl
emphasised by the Hanemann model, iD estimating the
discrete/continuous cholce model- system of equatlons ( 3.55 )

and ( 3.56 ) the dependency of error terms 1n the two moders
needs to be recognised. This recognition, hor^rever, wil_l now
take a statistical form rather than be theoreticatly
derived. Two methods of statisticarry accounting for this
dependency are discussed 1n Chapter 'l .

ct
c. )1qct-

5
+
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6. CONCT,USTON

In this chapter a theoretical framework has been establ-ished
for analysing shopping behavlour, particularly, shopping
destination choice. This theory also provides a link
between shopping destination choices and decisions regardingr
the intensity of participation in shopping activities,
measured by the level- of shopping expenditure. The

theoretical framework was buil-t around the paradigm of
economic utility maximisation and from this base a number of
empirically estimable models were derived. These models
clearly demonstrated the rel-ationship between shopping
destination and expenditure chorces.

. The remainder of this thesis 1s devoted to
empirically delving into a number of aspects of the
theoretical framework presented above. In the next three
chapters aspects of the destination cholce declsion are
empirically analysed. Chapter 4 contalns some basic
mode/destination choice models for categories of food
shopping, Chapter 5 investigates specification of the
destination choice set for major household grocery shopping
and chapter 6 the linking of destination choice decisions
between the various categories of food shopping. These
chapters, iD cornmon with vlrtual-l-y alt past research,
utilise a vi speciflcation which is linear in the parameters
and the variabres. The finear speclfication may be vlewed
as a first order approximátion to the true, non-linear,
form. rn chapter 7 a non-linear form, similar to that shown
in equation (3.57) is utilised for V, and an integrated
shopping destination and expenditure cholce moder estimated,
the application context being urban grocery shopping. It
will be seen from the empirical estimates that for the data
set
form

in this study, for grocery shopping, the Iinear
Vi may be a reasonable approximation. The data set

1s described 1n the next chapter.

Note from the above that 1n order to impregnate the
emplrical study with a hi-gh behavioural context, shopping

used
for
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destinations have been identlfied at a high level of spatial
specificity, iD particular, by individual stores. (In fact,
in Chapter 6, destinations are identified by sectlons of
indivldual stores. ) Care has been taken, hoerever, in this
chapter to identify the i = L, 2, . . . , N, generically as

'shopping destlnationsl. Provlded appropriate price indices
can be formed there is no bar to applying the theory
developed in this chapter to shopping centres (as may be

required for traffic Aeneration work) or shopping zor,es (as

may be requlred in transport studies ) .
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APPENDIX 3À

PROOF OF ROY'S IDENTITY WHEN ÀPPTIED TO À QUAIITY
BNHANCBD CONDÏTIONÀ], RÄNDOM INDTRECT UTTLTTY ET]NCTION

Begin with a

that defined
conditional
in equation

maximisation problem simllar to
system (3.6a) - (3.6c):

max U U (9 i, LB i

l, = T t.
1

z

+

e

Pi9i z

(3.Ala)

(3.A1b)

(3.Àl-c)

A2)

(3.À3a)

(3.À3b)

(3.43c)

(3.A4)

1 I

subject to: Y

G ui (9r' z' ti, Bile )+ À(Y

0

Pi9i z
]-

+

The maximisatlon probl-em can be solved by forming the
Lagrangian,

T c. )I
(3

and obtaining first-order condltions:

ôu.1.
aø, 

: rnt
ðu.

]-
À

ðz
1

Y Pi9i z

The marginal rate
groceries and the

c.
].

of substitution between consumption of
Hlcksian composite commodity 1s:

ðU. /ðo.]- -1

/ôzdu.I
and the
solving

L

conditlonal- grocery demand function resultlngr from
(3.41a) (3.41c) ls:
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The conditional indirect utility function can now be formed
as:

Bi, ti, "i, Y, e ) ui [ei (nt , Bi, ti, "i, Y

Bi, ti, "i, Y,
,e

z L(P i,

PartiaIIy differentiating (3.À6) w.r.t. pi, then:

Y, e ) + c

.)l
(3.À6)

(3.À7)

(3.A8)

(3.A9)

(3.A10)
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The budget constraint must also be satlsfied:
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Dlfferentiating ( 3.À9 ) w. r. t. pi qives:
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]- ô9i
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+ D. -9i(Pt, Bl-, Y, e)ðPi

Substituting (3..A10) into (3.48) yietds:

ðVI À g, (Pr, tL'tl' Y, e )dPi B i' (3.À1r_)
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NexÈ differentiate V (.) w.r.t. Y:i

ôv.
].ãr

ðui ¿9i
ð% ãr

ðg*
-L¡ (Pi ãF

ð2..#)
(3.A12)

(3.A13)

(3.A1_4)

Then, differentiating the budget constraint w.r.t. Y

ôg. ô2.1-pi#.#
and substituting (3..A1-3) into (3.À'12) gives:

av.l-.

-=À
âY

Combining ( 3..A'1-4 ) and (3.ÀLl ) gives:

Bi' Y, É )ti'
"i'

(3.Àr_s)

which is Roy's identity.
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CIIÀPTER 4

DATÀ DESCRTPTTON ÀND SOITE BASTC MODELS OF
FOOD SHOPPING MODE/DESTINATION CHOTCES

1. INTRODUCTTON

Having speclfied a sound economic theoretic base for
anarysing shopping destinatlon and expenditure choices it is
no$r timely to empirically examine certaln aspects of these
decisions. The present chapter acts as an initiation to
this task. It is sectioned into two parts. The initial_
portions are devoted to a discusslon of the data base used
in this study. The flnat portions of this chapter describe
the estlmation of some basic models of food shopping
mode/destination choices .

2. DÀTA

The data used in this thesis were from the Aderaide Travel
Demand and Time Àrlocation Survey (ÀTDÀTAS), collected by
the author in october/November 1980 on behatf of the South
Austrarian Department of rransport and Austratian Road
Research Board.

The overall- objective of this survey was to col-l_ect
a data set which wourd permlt investigation of the travel
decislon making process and facilitate the deveropment of
more real-istlc models of travel behaviour. The primary
mechanism for achievinq this objectlve was to adopt the
framework deveroped by human activity researchers 1n which
travel is viewed explicitly as a derived demand, that is, as
an outcome of the demand for other activities. Thls
framework also places emphasls on the existence of
constralnts (both of a spatiar and temporal nature) as
affecting the amount of travel- demanded. by indlvlduars.
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alms
and

In working towards a survey design three specific
v¡ere inltially enumerated from the overall objective

framework. These were:

(i) to collect lnformation on alL activities, not just
the travel activity, in order that travel
activities be analysed in conjunction with other
activities,

(ii ) to collect a data set which would permit
comparison with and val-idation of the L971
Metropol-itan Adelaide Data Base Study (MADBS),

(iii) to collect a data set that would enable detailed
modelling of destination and journey structure
choices, as these decisions vJere seen as offering
the most promising avenue for improvement to
existing travel forecastlng techniques, and

These aims suggested a two part survey design. The
first part consisted of having selected households record
all that they did, for a period of a week, iD activity
diarles. Àt the end of that period, diarles were collected
and adult members from each household selected to
participate in a personal- interview. These intervlews asked
details of work and shopping trips undertaken by a randomÌy
sel-ected fully.emptoyed household member and the main
household shopper, Têspectivety. As we11, information was

sought on personal and househol-d characteristics. The
interviews lnvorved between 45 and 60 minutes erapsed t1me.

The location of the survey was five local government
areas (LGAs), Burnside, Kensington and Norwood, St. peters,
Payneham and campbell-town, in the eastern and north-eastern
suburbs of Àdelaide ( see Figrure 4.1- ) . These LGAs cover an
area of approximately 60 sq. km. The eastern/Iower north
eastern region of Adelalde \¡¡as chosen because of rimlted
modal- avail-abiIity, thus simplifying application of
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exploratory techniques, and because major
irif rastructure investment r^ras planned f or
short to medi-um term.

pubtic transport
the area 1n the

The samplingr scheme used was somewhat different from
the norm. In L9'17, a ma jor transport study home interview
survey vras conducted throughout the Adelaide metropolltan
area. The sample for this survey, for private dwellings,
I^Ias randomly drawn from Electricity Trust of South Australia
records at the rate of 1 in 56. fn aII, completed
interviews I^Iere obtained f or 4,440 dwellings, representing a

response rate of 7B%. For the five LGAs mentioned 1n the
eastern and north eastern suburbs of Ade1aide, 6':.3

households participated in the L97'7 survey, with no contact
beinÇ made with 5.6% of households and L3.2% of househot-ds
approached, refusing to complete the interview. Extensive
checks vrere conducted on the MÀDBS home interview survey
(HIS) data against census data, to ensure that a

representative sample had been obtained. No substantiaL
differences v¡ere found between the MADBS HfS sample and
census data. Detail-s of the MADBS HIS are given in pak poy

and Àssociates (1978). The sampring scheme for ÀTDATÀS then
invol-ved returning to 534 randomly sel-ected households,
residlng in the five mentioned LGÀs, who had particlpated in
the 1-977 survey. This sampling method resulted in a

substantial- pool of househol-ds participating in both the
L91'7 and 19 8 0 surveys , but also a minority of househol_ds who

had moved into these dwellings in the period Lg'ti-i_980 only
participating in the l-980 survey. On the debit side some

bias r^ras undoubtably introduced into the 1-980 survey as a

result of this procedure because non-respondents from the
L9'17 survey \^¡ere automatically excluded f rom the 1980

survey. It is Iikely, however, that this source of bias is
of a minor nature.

First contact with househol_ds surveyed in 19 g 0 was

by post. The letter they received briefry informed them of
the survey and requested their co-operation. Nextr personal
contact r^ras made by the interviewer and diarles distributed
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and explained to every household member 12 years of age of
older. Àlso an appointment !ùas made to col-l-ect the diaries
and conduct the interviews. In the middle of the recording
period interviewers vrere instructed to again contact
households (normally by telephone) to dlscuss any problems
that may have occurred. At the end of the recording period
diaries lvere collected at the appointed tlme and three sets
of questions asked. One set sought information on the
household's socio-economic characterlstics and followed data
normally collected in transportation study HISs. Another
set v¡as directed at a randomly selected employed household
member and concerned mode choice for the journey to work.
The third set requested information from the main household
shopper on the household's food shopping arrangements. À11

uncooperative households $rere asked whether they were
resident in the dwelÌing in L977. ÀIso an attempt was made

to collect skeleton socio-economic and travel information.
The shopping questionnaire is reproduced in Àppendix 4À.

Concerning the shopping questionnaire, prior to the
main survey a small telephone survey of 50 Àdelalde shoppers
v¡as conducted. Shoppers v¡ere asked to supply information on

the outlets usually chosen for meat, glocery and
greengrocery shopping and their reasons for liking these
outlets better than others, disregarding travel factors.
This vlas a method for identifylng destinatlon attractiveness
attrlbutes reviewed 1n Chapter 2. For qrocery shopping,
selection of goods, prices and store convenience dominated
reported choice attributes. For meat and greengrocery
shopping, quality of merchandlse, prices and store
convenience hrere the most frequently mentloned attributes.

The main survey shopping questionnaire sought
information for each category of food shopping on the
frequency and timlng of travel, the normal level of shopping
expendlture, the shopping outl-et usually patronised and
method of travel to that outlet, and alternative outl-ets and
modes considered by the individual-.
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The latter two sets of questions were deslgned to
elicit respondents' perceived mode/destination cholce sets
for each food shopping category. The method was for the
intervler^rer to f ilt out a table based on the respondent's
ans!üers. The respondent !{as f irst asked f or the outlet
normally used for that category of food shopping. Data
pertainlng to that outlet s¡ere then obtained,- namely
perceived attractiveness informatlon and how going to that
store !,tas normally f itted into the respondent / s schedul-e
( i. e. the normal connecting activities ) . Next the
respondent r^ras asked for the normal method of travel to that
outlet. Àfter obtaining some information about the normal
method of travel, other ways the respondent could travel to
that.outlet were explored and information collected about
these. This completes the data gathered regarding the
outl-et normally used. Next the respondent r^ras asked f or
another store that they would consider using for this
category of food shopping if thei.r normal store rÁras

unavailable. Perceived store attribute and modal
information was collected in a similar manner to that for
the normal store. This process was repeated until the set
of alternative stores for the respondent was exhausted. Àn

example of some of the output to emerge from this
questionlng is shown in Figure 4.2.

Overal-I information on food shopping patterns vTas

also collected which lncl-uded the relative location of
shopping outlets, the temporal spacing of shopping
actlvities and the overal-l food shopping travel pattern
s el-e cted

For each shopping outlet mentioned respondents \^rere

asked to rate the outl-et in terms of the price, selectlon/
quality and convenience attributes. To do this they vlere
provided with a five point rating scale wlth a val_ue range
from /far above average' (5) to 'far betow average, (1). In
addition, for each mode , têspondents r¡¡ere asked to supply
information on travel times, travel_ costs ( if pub1lc
transport) and parking cost and avail-abitity (if car). Store
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location \^ras coded using the zonal scheme constructed for
the 1,977 Metropolitan Àdelaide Data Base Survey (Pak Poy and
Àssoclates l-978) and then further identifled using a special
code for each store within a zone. This method of coding
locations allowed ready utilisation of the l-91'7 MÀDBS

network information.

Importantly the same coding scheme \^ras used 1n the
diaries as in the shopping questionnalre. This permltted
the two data (sub)sets to be l-inked. An example diary page

is shown in Figure 4.3. The final format of the diary was

the resul-t of extenslve pilot testing. The dlmenslons of
the diary (200 mm x 140 mm) were chosen to encourage the
respondent to carry it and record actlvities as they
occurred. The address and sample number of the household
lvas inscribed inside the f ront cover, âs wel-I as a means of
identifying the respondent (normally christian name) and the
interviel^¡er' s and pro j ect l-eader' s names and telephone
numbers.

Àlso inside the f ront cover r¡ras the day the
respondent was to commence recording his/her actlvlties.
This information was repeated on the first bl-ank diary page
(to be filted in by the respondent). Pages 2 and 3

contalned some /commonly asked questions/ about the survey,
complete with answers. These related to the aims of the
survey, reasons why certaln ltems of information were needed
and confidentiality. For example, ânswers were supplied on

why information on activities v¡as wanted for an entire week,
the usefulness of information on in home activities and ho.w

to record activlties tI reqard as private'. These questions
vÍere considered crucial 1n al-leviating doubts some

respondents may have had in supplylng, possibly sensitive,
information. Following these questions were three pages of
instructlons, âD example dlary, and immediately before the
blank diary pages, a page containing nothing except, iÍr botd
black type, three reminder points; namely, to record aIl_
travel - even minor tr1ps, to record each shop or buirding
vlsited at non-home destinations, and to carefully read the
example diary.
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Blank diary pages were divided into two parts. The

lower hal-f v¡as designed to facil-itate personal documentation
of the nature, time and ( if non-travel ) place of each
activity episode. In addition information on the regularity
of participatlon for each activity, expenditure on the
activity and whether a child under L2 years ol-d was present
with the respondent was requested. The upper hatf r^ras

designed to allow the respondent to provlde further
information on each trip undertaken ( i. e. travel
activity). fn content this trip information represented a

subset of data items typfcalJ-y included in a conventional
travel survey. For all trips, method of travel was to be

recorded. Mode specific information requested included
direct trip cost.s (fare for public transport and parking
cost for car travel), access and egress walk times (for
public transport and car), wait time and number of transfers
(for public transport) and parking type and number of
occupants ( for car ) .

Response rates f or the survey are shown in Tabl_e

4.L. The or.iginal sample consisted of 534 private
dwellings. Households in 49 (nine per cent) of these
dwellings coul-d not be contacted. Ànother 68 (i.e. l_4 per
cent of 485) households refused to supply any information,
except whether they were resident there in L97i. Of the
remaining 4L1 households , L7 9 were fully participating while
238 supplied partial information. 356 households supplied
socio economic data and valid data for at l_east one section
of the shoppingr questlonnai=u.* fnformatlon col-lected in
the activity diaries total-Ied to 3,431 person days,
containing L3,84'l reported trips and 4'7,876 reported
activity episodes. Sixty three per cent of contacted
households had participated in the MÀDBS HfS, with the
remaining 32 per cent movlng in since L91'7.

* The number of usabl-e responses
shopping categrories, ranging f rom
shopping to 326 for minor g.rocery

varied between food
356 for major grocery
shopping.
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T.ABIE, 4.1
IIOUSEHOTD CÀTEæRISED RESPONSES TO 1980

.ADELÀIDE ACTIVITY DIÀRY ST]RV.EY

Response Category Number of Households

FuIIy participating households
Households with partial returns
Total refusals
No contact

L79

238

6B

49

TotaI 534
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The comparatively l-ow response rates are hardly
surprising given the extremery detaired and arduous nature
of the surrr"y.* They do, however, raise the concern that
the sample is not representative enough, even for the
exploratory type anaryses reported in thls and forthcoming
chapters. Än extensive range of checks Brere conducted,
measuring the representativeness of the l-980 sample against
MADBS Hrs information. some of these checks are shown in
Figures 4.4 and 4.5. These figures shown differences
between ÄTDATAS respondents and a spatially equivarent set
of MADBS Hrs respondents with respect to househord and
personal characteristics. rt is apparent from these flgures
that only minor differences exist in the socio-demographic
mix of the two samples. rt is unlikely that the socio-
demographic d.lfferences exhibited would contribute
significantly to a change in shopping behaviour.

rt needs to be stressed that it r¡ras not the sole
objective, or even a major objective, of ÀTDATÀs to furnish
data for the analyses presented 1n this study. The aims of
ÀTDÀ'TAS $rere wider than this. Àccordingly, the data has
been used by a number of researchers in a variety of
contexts. The data hs been used by the south Australian
Department of rransport. other examples of data use may be
found in papers by Barnard (L985, 1986), the extensive work
of crarke et al. (1985) and minor utilisation by wigan
(1'982) . The present study only uses a small- portion of the
data corrected,' principally, that obtalned in the shopplng
questionnaire and some of the shoppinq activities reported
in the diaries.

fn analyses reported in this and subsequent
chapters, segments of the total amount of shopping
inf ormation collected r^lere used, depending upon the
particular requirements of the models developed. The
subsets used are as f ol-lows:

x rhe response rates are broadly consistent with thoseobtained in the Banbury activity diary survey, cond.ucted bythe Transport studies unit, oxford. university (Jones et ar.
1983).
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(i)

( ii )

(iii )

In the remainder of this chapter, al-I respondents
who supplied information for meat, major grocery,
minor grocery or greenqrocery shopping,
respectively, iD the shopplng questlonnalre.

In Chapter 5, which reports on choice set
specification, all- respondents who supplied
information for major grocery shopping.

fn Chapter 7, which reports on shopping
patterns, al-l respondents who supplied
inf ormation for meat, rtâ jor grocery and
greengrocery shopping with 'home, as the
connecting activity both for chosen and
chosen stores.

travel

only
non-

(iv) In Chapter 7, which reports on estimation of
Íntegrated store/expenditure choice mode1, all
respondents (main household shoppers ) who

supplied income data, information for major
grocery shopping in the shopping questionnaire
and who had recorded in the diaries a grocery
shopping activity, with positive expenditure, to
a store which formed one of the stores mentioned
by the respondent in the grocery section of the
shopping questionnaire .

The rationale for the restrlctions imposed in
obtaining each of the data subsets w111 become apparent in
discussion pertaining to the anaryses. Further information
on ÀTDATÀS procedures, etc. can be found 1n the survey
documentation (Barnard 1981 ) .
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BÀSIC MODE/DESTINATTON CHOTCE MODETS

FOR FOI]R CÀTEGORTES OF FOOD SHOPPTNG

3.1 GENERÀt DÀTÀ ANÀIYSTS

A general analysis of destinatlon choice data coll_ected is
provlded in Tables 4.2 to 4.4.

For major grocery shopping in all a total- of 43

supermarkets vrere mentioned as either being used or as
possibl-e al-ternatlves to where respondents presently
shopped. However any one respondent mentioned only a

maximum of six supermarkets. Frequency tabulations and an
analysis of price, selection and convenience ratings for
each supermarket chain are supplied in Tabl_e 4.2. As is
evident f rom this tabl-e, statisticalJ-y signif icant
differences existed between some of the supermarket chains
with Hal-f case rating best on the price dimension and Target
supermarkets significantly better on sel-ectlon. However,
respondents apparently perceived considerable diversity
between stores within a supermarket chain with differences
in means often statistically significant (contrast with
Louviere and Meyer 1981-, pp. 4L4).* considerable diversity
al-so existed between respondents, perceptions, with
standards deviations of store attributes expressed as a

percentagre of their mean, generally in the range of 20-30
per cent.

For meat and greengrocery shopping, frequency counts
and lnformation relatlng to destination attributes for
classes of stores are displayed in Tables 4.3 and 4.4
respectively. Not surprislngly supermarkets r^¡ere perceived
as being more homog'eneous on both price and quality
dimensions than either meat or frult shops ( from a

comparison of standard deviations ) . Although prlces at

* Unless otherwise stated statistical_
measured at the f ive per cent l_evel-.

3

siqnlficance is



TABLE 4.2

Store Choin

Action Price

Big Heort

Coles

Foodlond

Holf Cose

Serv Wel

Torget

Tom the Cheop

Woolworths

Others

COMPARISON OF ATTITUDINAL DESTI NATI ON ATTRIBUTE
MEASURES FOR DIFFERENT SUPERMARKET CHAINS

Frequency Price Selection

Chosen Alternotive Meon s.d. Meon

Convenience

9

3

83

32

7

4.

58

t9

il6
25

t2

4

202

76

3t

t0

63

32

t39

46

t.69

2.86

1.91

2.01

r.05

2.79

l.8 t

t.92

1.77

2.t3

0.6 t

t.43

0.41

0.53

0.20

0.66

0.60

0.42

0.48

0.47

r.59

2.14

2.27

2.21

2.50

t.B0

2.87

2.1I

2.23

t.07

s.d.

0.36

I.O I

0.57

0.66

0.62

0.57

t.32

0.50

0.70

0.29

Meon

3.00

3.43

2.54

2.60

1.69

3.13

2.60

2.65

2.57

1.73

s.d.

t.l4
t.tB

t.0B

1.29

0.66

1.77

t.24

1.29

t.09

0.78

J
o
Ot
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TÀBTE 4. 
'

MEÀT SHOPPING

COMPÀRISON OF ÀTTITI]DINAT DESTINÀTION ÀTTRIBUTE
MEASI]RES FOR DTFFERENT MEAT STORE TYPES

Store type Frequency
Chosen Alternative

Àttribute Ratings
Price Quallty Convenlence

Meat shops

Supermarkets

2L8

1_15

273

252

mean
s.d.

mean
s.d.

3.07
( . 83 )

3. 89
(.82)

3.2L
(.70)

67
0s )

3.60
(1. 0r_ )

3
(L

2.99
( .6s )

Note: s.d. = standard deviation.
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TÀBLE 4.4

COMP.ARISON OF ÀTTITÜDINAT DESTINÀTION ÀTTRIBUTE MEASTTRES
FOR DIFFERENT GREENGROCERY STORE TYPES

GREENGROCERY SHOPPING

Store type Frequency
Chosen Alternative

Attribute Ratings
Price Quality Convenience

Central Market

Fruit Shops

Supermarkets

25

199

1,L7

3.08
(.80)

4 .22
(.82)

3.79
( . 8r. )

34

L7L

t_96 me
s

mean l-. 95
s.d. (.63)

2
(r

86
3s )

mean
s.d.

3.01
( .63 )

3.68
( .93 )

3.71
( . ss )

L4
71)

3
(

an
d.

Note: s.d. = standard devlation.
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butchers and fruiterers were rated as being slightly higher
than at supermarkets, the hypothesis that there r^rere no

differences in perceived prices coul-d not be rejected at the
five per cent significance level (t =,1-.93 for meat shopping
and t = I.24 for greengrocery shopping). Respondents did,
however, perceive greengrocery pricès to be lower and
quatity better at Àdelaide's Central Market than at other
outlets (price and quality differences tested at the 5%

significance level). Further, meat and fruit shops were
rated significantly higher than supermarkets on quality.

Modal information coLl-ected 1s analysed in Table
4.5. From this Tabl-e, for major shopping purposes,
approxlmately 75 per cent of respondents used a motor
vehicle (either as driver or passenger). The only other
method of travel of any signiflcance was walkingr (which vras

the usual mode for approxlmately 20 per cent of
respondents). This ranking vras preserved for alternative
modes, but with minor modes such as public transport
slightly increasing in relative terms ( i. e. being viewed
more often as an alternative mode than as the usual method
of travel). For minor grocery shopping trips walking
assumed greater importance, being the reported usual mode

for 45 per cent of individuals surveyed. Nevertheless, even
for minor grocery shoppinq trips, travel by car was sti11
the usual method of travel for the majority of respondents.

Àlso shown in Table 4.5 are journey tlmes for each
mod.e. A notabl-e f eature of a previous study of grocery
shopping travel cholces (Kostynuik l-975 ) was that the mean

home-to-usual-shop travel time for those walklng or going by
car \¡ras virtually identical (9.9 mlnutes and 9.8 minutes
respectively). This was seen as further evidence for the
constant travel time budget hypothesis (Jones l-978).
Kostynuik/s results, however, are not duplicated in the
Adel-aide data set with mean walklng tlme being signif i-cantly
greater than mean car traveL time för all shopping purposes.
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TÀBLE 4 - 5

MODÀÏ, TNFORMÀTION : VARïOUS FOOD SHOPPING TRIP PIIRPOSES

Mode Usual
Mode

%

Àlternative
Mode

%

Travel Time:
Usual Mode

mean s

TraveI Tlme:
ÀIternative Mode

mean S

Major Grocery Data Set

car driver
car passenger
public transport
bike
walk
home delivery

car driver
car passenger
public transport
bike
walk

Meat Data Set

car drlver
car passenger
public transport
bike
walk
home delivery

car driver
car passenger
public transport
bike
wal-k
home dellvery

46
81
30
50
t_6

4 .01
3.73
7 .9L
2.L2
5. 99

7.56
B .02

l_5.30
9 .25

l_1. 96

4.30
5. t_l_

9 .42
4.'tr
6.80

22L
55
1-0

3
60

B

( 62)
(15 )

(3)
fi-)

(r_7)
(2)

488
133

75
20

286
20

(48)
(13 )

(7)
(2t

(28)
(2)

( 37 )

(s)
(s)
('7 )

( 42)

6
6

t5
I
9

Minor Grocery Data Set

L41
l_B

't

8

L47

(45
(6
(2
(2

( 45

2IL
50
31
3't

23'7

4 .02
4.40

13.75
5. 83
6.40

288
92
B1
23

25I
15

(38)
(12)
( r_1)
(3)

(33 )
( 2',)

4.60
5.73

14.68
5 .2L

10.01

6.94
.00
.08
.58
.12

.43

.31

.4L

2 .3L
64
09
88
66

9.51_ 6.53

3
Ll_

4

4

5
6

13

32
44
92
L6
43

3

4

1-2

4
''l

13
5

6

4

8

11_

4

6

L96
47

9

(58)
(14 )

(3)

.60

.1-1

.57

1'1
31
04

4.48
5.93

7
8

15

1

8

),4
7

10

B

16
9

11'tt
L6

(2r)
(s)

Greengrocery Data Set

216
51

9

2
61

9

(60) (37)
( 13 )
(9)
(3)

(3s )

(2)

(13
(3
(1

235
85
60
20

226
15

.54

.83

.22

.00

.06

.82
,30
.40
.56
.74

6
9

2

6

86
34
66

52

't

8

16
8

11

02
1L
38
14
93(20

(3

Note: s.d. = standard deviation
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3.2 RBLATIONSHIP BETVÙEEN RXPORTED ÀND NETT{ORK

TR.AVEI TÏME VÀIUE

Journey tlmes r^rere further analysed by examining the
relationship between reported and networl< time
measurements. Network measures r^rere avaj-labl-e for highway
times and dlstances from the 1-9'76 Metropolitan Data Base
Study (Pak Poy and Associates l-978). Bvidence from the
South Austral-ian Highways Department suggested that highway
conditions had not substantÍalIy changed between L9'16 and
1980.

Figure 4.6 which is taken f rom Ortuzar ( j_982 )

diagramatically depicts the reratlonships between reported,
perceived, true and measured values of travel attributes.
Most research has concentrated on the rerationship between
perceived (reported) and true attribute val_ues (e.g.
O'Farrel and Markham L974, Levin et al. 1979). These
studies have been confined to the work trip. The technique
generally used is to obtain estlmates of the true value by
careful manual- coding of journeys or by some other means,
e. g. to have intervier^rers with stop watches trace
respondents / routes. These values are then compared to
travel- tlmes reported by respondents. Al_though it is
possible to identify a number of distorting infruences on
reported times, such as forcing attribute scales onto the
respondent that may not correspond with his thinking about
the decision, problems of roundlng and post purcha-se bias
(DaJ-y l-978 ), overall this research has demonstrated a strong
correspondence between true and reported values. À

consistent resurt, hor^/ever, has been that commuters have a

tendency to overestlmate traver times. There is arso some

limited evidence that attitudinal- and sltuational_ factors
affect time perceptions.

Substantlally Iess research has been conducted on
the relationship between the true l_eve1s of travel
attributes and thelr engineering estimates. À study of note
in this area is by Tal_vitie and Dehganl (19?9). They
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concluded that network measurements failed to meet standards
for acceptable accuracy. Ànalysis showed 1ow correlation
coefficients between the two measures, especially for public
transport component times. Models estimated on the two sets
of data yielded differences in coefficient estimates that
v¡ere statistically significant.

Formally the relationships outlined in the above
discusslon can be represented by a system of equations:

R 1L

H fzr (Ti ) ,I

Ni

fti (Hi), i

t-

fgi (Ti ), i

L2

2I

(4.1)

(4.2)

(4.3)

L

1_ 2, ,L

where Ri is the reported value
the percelved value, Ti 1s the
network val-ue.

for the ith attribute, Hi is
true value and N, is the

Provided N, is a monotonic function
can be rearranged as Ti = f+i (Ni).

equation ( 4.3 )

by substitutlon,

Ri (fti rzi I rqt (N t

OT,

L (4.4)

which is the rel-atlonship that is further explored here

Results from regressions, constructed to analyse
regularitles in reported travel- times are shown in Tables
4.7a and 4.7b, with the variable definltons provided in
Table 4.6. The reported traver times anarysed were home to
store car travel times and walking times. fndependent
variables consisted of higrhway network measures, a variable
indicating whether data rel-ated to a chosen or non-chosen
mode, shopping travel rel-ated variables and soclo-economic

of Ti,
Then,

)

Ri :9i (Ni), i - L, 2
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TÀBLE 4 6

VÀRIABI'E MNEMONICS ÀND DEFINITIONS FOR THE REGRESSION
ÀNÀIYSES OF TÀBLES 4.1A aNd B.

MNEMONIC VÀRIÀBLE DEFINTTION

AGELT25

AGE25 35

AGE366O

CÀR DRIVER

CHOICE

EDUCÀTED

PEAK

SEX

SHOPPING
FREQUENCY

TTIMEN

a binary variable takingr val-ue l- if the respondent's
age is less than 25 years and 0 otherwrse

a binary varlabl-e taking value l- if the respondent's
age is between 25-35 years, lncl-usive, and 0 otherwlse

a binary variable taking val-ue l- if the respondent's
age is between 36-60 years, inclusive, and 0 otherwlse

a binary variable taking value l- if travel to the
shopping activity is as car drlver and 0 if travel is
as car passenger ( constructed to test for car travel
time reportingr dlfferences between car drivers and car
passengers )

variable constructed to test for differences in travel
time reporting for chosen and non-chosen alternatives,
taking a value of l- if chosen al-ternative and 0 if
non-chosen alternative

a binary variable
tertiary educated

a binary variable taklng value 1 if
a male and 0 if the respondent is a

taking value L if the respondent was
and 0 otherwise.

a binary variable taklng value 1 if the shopping
activlty is normalJ-y done on Thursday or Frlday nights
or Saturday morninq and 0 otherwise

the respondent is
female

monthly

network

shoppingr frequency

travel time estimate

For car travel times TTIMEN is
from MADBS network data

obtained dlrectly

a binary variable
full- or part-tlme

taklng val-ue
employed and

For walking times the estimate
MADBS network highway distances
walkingr speed of 5'lsec.

is obtained from
and an assumed

1 if the respondent is
0 otherwlse.

WORKTNG
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characteristics. Previous research (Michaels rgi4) had
suggested the functional- rerationships to be generally non-
linear. With this in mlnd the specifred form for the
regresslon equations \^ras ;

ô L+2
2 + ô o (4.s)

.Q,=3

R ôo + Dô tNi o-)9"i

where 02, 02, OL

binary varlables and

vector of parameters.

socio economic
(- ô0, ô1,

and travel- related
, õL*2) is a

are
6'

The overall- shape of the functlon specified in
equation ( 4.5 ) depends crucially on the value of ô 2. For
values of ô2 >
network varues will- lncrease at an increasing rate, and for
val-ues of ô 2 between 0 and L increase at a decreasing rate
(see Figure 4.1). fn the event for walk-ing times, as a

resul-t of convergence probJ-ems encountered in attempting to
estimate the non-linear regressions, tasort \^¡as made to
linear regresslon*. Further, for the reported car travel
time regressions õ z tended to take a val-ue about one and
the hypothesis that the linear form was correct for alt
shopping categories could not be rejected at the 95%

signlficance leveI. **

Examininq Tabl-es 4.7À and B it can be seen that the
highway network measures r¡rere always statistically
slgnif icant at or above the l-0% Level- and took on the
posturated sign, indicatlng a positive assoclatlon between
reported times and thelr correspondlng network measures.
The parameter varues associated with the hlghway network

* No attempt was made to trace t
converg,ence slnce these analyses
minor part of the study. Another
technique that could be used in a
between reported and objective tr
cubic-splines (e.9. Hensher 1984a** Since the power functlonal_ fo
special case ( corresponding to ô
applied to test for difference be
example, Kmenta LgiI, pp. 446-469

he cause for non-
represented only a very
potentlally useful

nalyslng the relatlonship
avel tlmes 1s the method of
).
rm includes linearity as a

= 1 ) an F-test can be
I^Ieen modeÌs; see, f ore
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TABLE 4.74

VARIABLE LIST

Number of observotions

Sum of squored residuols

Mojor Crocery
ô s.e.

Minor Grocery
ô s.e. ô

NON-LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES OF PERCEIVED CAR TRAVEL TIME

FOR VARIOUS FOOD SHOPPING PURPOSES

FOOD SHOPPING CATEGORIES

Meot Greengrocery
ô s.e.

TTttulEN 1.063**

cHotcE -0.317s

PEAK 0.3688

CAR DRIVER -0. IO22X*

SHOP FREQUENCY O.36BB"X

AGELT2S -0.7488

AGE2535 -0.9 I l4xx

AGE3660 -0.3163

sEX 0.0354

EDUCATED 0.2983

woRKtNG -0.0335

POWER
PARAMETER, ô2 1.0423*x

CONSTANT, ô0 2.492l'xx

0.4506 0.4265

0.2408

0.25 I B

0.2486

0.287 t

0.1120

0.477 6

0.3772

0.3t26

0.372s

0.2802

0.25t4

0.086s

0.6799

0.5958**

-0.3270

0.06 l3

0.3299

0.9686**

-0.t r83

0.5460x

0.4275

0.0670

-0.3838

-0.8124

-0.4t99
0.4009

-0.2719

0.485s

0.2s91

0.3183

0.3309

0.3700

0.0964

0.69 l0

0.5297

0.4272

0.5449

0.3701

0.35 l0

s.e

0.0897

0.7006

0.931 7ìÉ*

-0.0929

0.0008

0.6485

0.5248

1.6200*

-0.5270

0.t724

-0.9697

-0.s990

0.0540

0.3728

0.4897

0.5248

0.5899

0.4339

0.96s6

0.8038

0.6432

0.7743

0.5800

0.5474

0. I 39s

t.2147

- 1.64 I 4**

-l.20lzxx
-0.6592

-0.2597

0. I 787

0. I 308

0.6449

0.5219

0.4204

0.5554

0.368I

0.3446

1.0517**

2.5836**

l. I 092**

1.878s

778

7000.81

3.4945** 0.4372

324

2472.91

506

s000.83

492

t036 1.93

Notes: l. Form of regression onolyses is expressed in equotion (4.5)
2. Voriqbles ore defined in Toble 4.6
3. s.e. = stondord error
4. * indicotes thot the porometer is significonl ot the 907o level
5. Lineor regression onolysis only for minor grocery shopping
6. Depencient vorioble = reported cor trovel time.

ond xx indicotes tirot the porometer is significont ot the 957o lev

J
J{



TABLE 4.78

VARIABLE LIST

LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSES OF PERCEIVED WALKAING TIMES

FOR VARIOUS FOOD SHOPPING PURPOSES

FOOD SHOPPING CATEGORIES

Meotlv\ojor Crocery
ô

Minor Crocery
ô s.e. ô

Creengrocery
ô s.e.

TTltv\EN 0.0691*

cHolcE -3.3968x*

SHOP FREOUENCY 0.9587*

AGELT25 -2.9l2lxx
AGE2535 -l.927lxx
AGE3660 -0.6550

sEX -0.7520

EDUCATED -0.3226

woRKlNG -2.487|+x

col\srANT ll.l72l**

R 2

Notes:

s.e.

0.0312

t.0716

0.5255

t.4249

¡.2s43

1.0146

l. I 132

0.8887

0.8632

t.7009

0. I 156**

-3.9057**

0.0406

0.7420

0.20 I 8xx

-l.7 626x

0.2690

-2.6200

-1.4673

-1.6128x

- 1.99 lB

- 1.3180

-0.1 1 65

8.2647xx

s.e.

0.0399

t.0241

0.2508

t.7092

1.3223

0.9950

t.2442

0.9417

0.8959

t.368I

0. I 527*x

-2.0461x

1.985916*

-2.048 I

-2.0940

- 1.7384

-2.0 I 55

-0. I 670

- 1.7883*

7.9506xx

0.0472

t.0623

0.6698

1.6 I 60

r.4361

t.t099

t.3524

0.9568

0.9s91

I .8 142

-0.9498

0.4683

-0.1414

-0.5220

-0.1485

-l.69lzxx
9.427}xx

t.4099

t. I 908

0.9556

t.l0t5
0.84s 1

0.8092

t.0603

0.12 t 0.118 0. 158 0.r32

I Voriobles defined in Toble 4.6.
2. s.e. - stondord error.
3. * inciicotes the porometer is significont ot the 907o level ond xx indicotes thot porometer is significont ot the 957ó level'

4. Dependent vorioble = reported wolking time.

q
a
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times rÁrere always about l- indicating no systematic
diverqence between reported car travel tlmes and their
corresponding network measures. Conversely, parameters
attached to the network measures related to walking times
were always much less than 1. It is apparent from this that
there exlsts a large dlvergence between the network measure
constructed to estimate walking tlmes and perceived times.
Either respondents are considerably underestimating true
times or the network measure considerabty overestimating
these times.

/CHOICE' vras a dummy variable constructed to test a

possible tendency for individual-s to over report travel
times for non-chosen alternatlves in comparison to chosen
alternatives (Daly 1978, Stopher and Meyburg 1975). The

negative sigrn of the'CHOICE'parameter in al_1 regressions
is indeed indicatlve of support for such an hypothesis;
however, for car times it is insignificantly different from
zexo. Furthermore for walking tlmes, given the generally
poor fit of these regressions, statistical significance of
this parameter may merely demonstrate utility maximising
behaviour ( i. e. choosing the alternative with the lowest
travel time ) rather than providlng conclusive evidence for
over-enthusiasm on the part of respondents in attempting to
justif y current modal- use.

'PEAK' 1s another dummy variable taking a value of 1

if shopping was usually done at peak tlmes ( i. e. Thursday or
Friday nights or Saturciay mornings ) and 0 if on weekdays.
The, as postulated, positlve sign on its parameter estlmate
impries that network measures do not capture important time
related variations. For two shopping purposes, major
grocery and meat, this coefficient is significant at the 10

per cent leve1 using a one tailed t-test, which is perhaps
surprislngr given the variable's crude construction.

Parameter estimates associated with the other
shopping travet related variabres, /MODE' (L for car driver,
0 for car passenqer) and /FREeUENCy', were generally
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statistically insignificant for the car regressions.
However, for some shopping walking trips the coefficients of
the shopping frequency variabre $¡ere significantly negative,
signalling a tendency by those who shop less often to
inf l-ate travel times.

statistically significant amonqst the soclo-economic
variables Ì¡rere some age dummies and working status. The
size and sign of parameter estimates attached to the age
dummies shourd be interpreted rerative to the base grroup
(age ) 60). That these parameters generally took on a

negative sign therefore suggests that younger people tend to
report l-ower traver times than the etderly. This result, of
course, may have a basis in real warking speed differences
between the age groups. Simllarly, the negatlve sign on
some worker dummy variabres indicates that those who work
may underestimate some walklng times rel-ative to those not
working. The statistical slgnificance of these socio-
economj-c variabres casts doubt on the unquatified use of
objective time measures in predicting travel behaviour. rn
particular this adds to evidence that the relationship
between perceived and actuar travel times may systematically
vary with socio-economic characteristics. Às these
characteristics change over time, so will- travel time
perceptlons and hence travel behaviour. Àny model not
accounting f or this inf l-uence w1l-1 theref ore give inaccurate
forecasts.

rn summary, the correspondence between network and
reported measures for car trips r^ras acceptable rather than
good, and for wal-king tri_ps r^¡as poor. Other research
outllned suggests, in these circumstances, reported measures
w11l- be better at expraining travel- behaviour and 1n any
case provide the cl-osest approximation to the true values.
Therefore for most of the moders estimated 1n thls study
reported values were used. rn qeneral, network values were
onry used when reported values r^rere unavai]able âS, for
instance, in the shopping pattern model_ of chapter 6 and the
choice set analysis of Chapter 5.
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3.3 ÀNAIYSIS OF ÀTTITIIDINÀI DESTINÀTION ÀTTRÀCTI\.rENESS

I{EÀSI]RES

It was also decided to used perceived destination attributes
in preference to objective measures such as floor space or
employment. The case for using perceived measures has been

argued in Chapter 2 and need not be repeated. An

interesting feature that emerged in the analysis of these
attributes concerned the variances assoclated with the
perceived destination attribute measures. In particular,
ex-ante expectations were that selection of goods would be

more accurately perceived than store prices and therefore
would display less variance. Data analysis revealed no

significant differences in variance between these
varlables. * A possibl-e explanation is that respondents
tended to give averaqe type ans\^rers for those attributes
about which they were more uncertain. It is also to be

noted that no statistlcalJ-y significant differences emerged
when comparing the price, Sel-ection/qual1ty attribute
ratinqs for chosen and non-chosen alternatives ( see Table
4.8).

3. 4 VÀRIÀBTE DEFTNITIONS

Tabl-e 4.9 gives the variables, thelr codes and definitions
that are used in the models presented throughout the
remainder of this report.

Tt can be seen from this table, that the quality
variables, identified by the Bi vectors in Chapter 3, are
represented by percelved selection or quality of goods

* The
value s

test
were

involved application of the F-distribution. F-
calculated

2NSXX

by,
/ h -1)'x

F

where
standa

nk
rd

is the size o the
_1)
kth sample and

deviation of this sample
sk is the
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TÀBLE 4.8
MEÄN ,AND STANDARD DEVIÀTTONS OF DESTINÀTION ATTRÀCTI\IENESS

MEÀSÏ]RES FOR CHOSEN ÀND NON_CIIOSEN STORES*

Meat Shopping

Frequency Mean

(s
Pri ce

d. )

Mean Qual-ity
(s.d. )

cho s en

non-cho s en

336

536

2. B9

(0.78)
3. 06

(0.741

92

83 )

40

19)

3

(0

3

(0

Major Grocery Shopplng

Frequency Mean
(s

Pri ce
d. )

Mean Sel-ection
(s.d. )

cho s en

non'chosen

356

659

2. 86
( 0.64 )

3.49
(0.76 )

3
(0

3
(0

49
16)
2I
73 )

Minor Grocery Shopping

Frequency Mean
(s

Pri ce
d. )

Mean Selectron
(s.d. )

cho s en

non-cho s en

326

360

3.54
( 0. 8s )

3.50
( 0. 8s )

3.15
(0. 8s )

3.11
( 0. 8s )

Greengrocery Shopping

Frequency Mean
(s

Pri ce
d. )

Mean Quality(s.d. )

cho s en

non-cho sen

345

429

2 .93
(0. 83 )

3.01
( 0.86 )

3.01
(0.77 )

3.33
(0.80)

* Note: The price, quality and selection attrlbutes
rneasured usinq the rating scale outlined in Section 2
also Table 4. 9 ) .

I^Ie f e
( see
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TÀBTE 4.9
VÀRI.ABT,E MNEMONICS ÀND DEFTNTTIONS

MNEMONIC CHAPTER( S ) VÀRIABLE DEFTNITION

AL(1)

AVGCONVd

AVGPRTCEd

AVGSELd

CÀRSAV

FOREIGN

GACCESS

GCONVd

5

4 r6

5

4,6,7

5

5

binary varlable taking value 1 for
alternative 1 and 0 otherwise
averaged store convenience rating for
qrocery shopping at store d,

Q,
AVGCONVd = ä* GCONVd

where Q¿ is the number of individuals
rating store d in terms of store
convenl_ence
averaged price rating for qrocery shopping
at store d (refer to ÀVGCONVd)

averaged selection ratlng for store i
(refer to AVGCONVd)

an alternative specific index for car
competition within a househol_d taking
val-ues:

CÀRSÀV : NCÀRS/ (NLfCEMPL + j_ )

for the car alternative and O otherwise.
a blnary variabl-e taking val_ue 1 for the
public transport alternative if of non-
Engrlish country of birth and O otherwise
an index of accesslbility to qrocery
stores:

GÀCCESS : ä GDrsrÀNcEd
perceived convenience rating for grocery
shopping at store d with the rating scale
as:
1. store convenience much below averaqe
2. store convenience sJ_ightJ-y below

average
3. store convenience about average
4. store convenlence sliqhtly above

average
5. store convenience much above average

5

4



GDTSTANCEd

CEXPENDqdm

GPRICEd

GSELd

GSPENDTRIP

HINCOME

INCLVAL

LICENCE

LIFECYCLEYC

M1

M2

5

7

124.

distance from home to grocery store d (kms)

observed expenditure on groceries by
individual q at store d when usinq mode m.

perceived ratlng of grocery prices at store
d (rating scale used similar to that for
GCONV)

perceived sel-ection of grocery goods

avail-abl-e at store d (rating scale used

similar to thât for GCONV)

average grocery shopping expenditure per
major qrocery shopping trip ( $ )

average hourly household income per
employed household member ( cents )

incLusive val-ue term
a binary variable taking value 1 for car as

an al-ternative if a driver's licence is
held and 0 otherwise
binary life cycle variabl-e taking val-ue l-

for shopping pattern alternatives with a

tour arrangement linking a1l stores
together if chiLdren less than five years
old are present 1n the household and 0

otherwlse.
binary varj-ab1e taking value l- for shopping
al-ternative s involving home delivery of
goods and 0 otherwise
binary varlable taking value l- for those
alternatives involving use of car as driver
and 0 otherwise.
binary variable taking val-ue I f or those
alternatives involvinq use of car as

passenqer and 0 otherwise
binary variable taking val-ue I of public
transport and 0 otherwise
binary variable taking value I for those
al-ternatlves invoJ-ving use of bicycle and 0

otherwi se

54

6

4,6,7

4,6,7

5

7

4

4r5

4,5

4r5

M

54M7

M8 4



M9

MCONVd

MPRTCEd

MQUALITYd

NCARS q

NLICEMPL

NGSTORES q

NUMBERLOCS

54

r?5.

binary variable taking value l_ for those
alternatives involving walking and 0

otherwise
perceived convenience rating for meat
shopplng at store d (rating scale used
simll-ar to that f or GCONV)

perceived rating of grocery prices at store
d (rating scale used similar to that for
GCONV)

perceived quaJ_ity of meat availabLe from
store d ( rating scale used similar to that
for GCONV)

number of cars available in the household
pertaining to individual q

number of driver's 1j_cences held by
employed household members
number of stores in the reported grocery
shopping choice set of individuaf q
number of different shopping centres
invol-ved in shopping pattern sp
number of tours involved in shopping
pattern sp

perceived convenlence rating for
mlscellaneous food shopping at store d
( rating scal-e used similar to that f or
GCONV)

percelved ratlng of miscellaneous food
prices at store d (rating scale used
similar to that for GCONV)

perceived ratlng of miscel_l_aneous f ood
prlces at store d (rating scale used
simll-ar to that for GCONV)

years of household residency at the
surveyed address
selectivity correctlon factor calculated
from the Heckman /Lee method
blnary varlabte taklng value l_ if no more

f

4 r6

4,6

4 '6

5

5

64

sp 6

6

4

4

4

5

1

NUMBERTOURS

OCONV d

oPRICEd

osELd

RESYEARS

SCLEE

sp

5SECEDUC



TCOST i

TTIME 1

TCOSTN

74

126.

than secondary education $¡as achieved and 0

otherwise
travel cost associated with alternative i:
if bus involved TCOST : reported bus fare,
if car involved TCOST = network highway
dlstance x 0.L2, iÎ walk or bike only
invol-ved TCOST = 0 (cents)
perceived home - destination travel time
associated with alternative i (minutes)
travel cost associated with al-ternative 1

as calculated soleIy from network values
( cents )

travel time associated with alternative i
as calculated f rom network val-ues (minutes )

perceived convenience rating for fruit and
vegetable shoppingr at store d (rating scale
used simil-ar to that for GCONV)

perceived rating of fruit and veqetable
prices at store d (rating scale used
similar to that for GCONV)

perceived quality of fruit and veqetables
available from store d ( rating scale used
simil-ar to that for GCONV)

binary variable taking value L for the car
driver alternative if working status is
full or part time and 0 otherwise

65

4 ,'l

5r6

4

I

TTIMEN1

vcoNVd

vPRïCEd

VQUÀLITYd

WORKER

64

64

64

NOTES: 1 To assist expJ-anation subscripts are on occasions used
in this tab1e. They have generally been dropped,
however, when presentlng results.

2 The store attribute ratings are referred
throughout the text as PRICE, SEL, CONV.

price rating is sometimes referred to by
notation).

to generally
The perceived

p* ( see



within a store and perceived store convenience. Thus,

,1, exp ('vt SELiq ^Y 2 coNviq )

I27.

(4.6)
1q +

Store prices are also measured as perceived by the
respondent rather than representing actual prices. To

circumvent this data deficiency, a transformatlon between
real and perceived prices is assumed:

* a2 (4.11Pi Pi

.*where piq is the perceived price level at store i by
individual e, and a1 and a, are unknown parameters. No

additive constant r^ras included in thi s transf ormation on the
basis that zero priced goods are percelved to be free. *

Note that although the perceived price, Selection/quality
and convenience variables are strlctty measured on an

interval scale, past evidence (e.9. Louviere et aI. L979,
Louvlere and Meyer l-9Bl) suggests that they may be

successfully used as though ratio scaled.

Other variables included 1n Tabl-e 4.9 are travel-
related variables, socio-economic descriptors and mode-
specific dummy variables. The socio-economic variables are
a subset of those lncluded in model- development, with
varlables excl-uded which prgved to be lnsignificant for aII
models.

3.5 ESTTMÀTTON RESÏITTS FOR BASTC STMULT.ANEOUS

MODE/DESTTNÀTTON FOOD SHOPPING CHOICE MODET,S

The first modelling step 1n the study was to estlmate some

basic simultaneous mode/destination choice model-s for the
four categories of food shopping. In llne with virtuatl-y
all- past research, the conditlonal lndirect utility

t piq) = al Piq

* The difference between
only becomes important in

perceived and actual
the work reported in

prlces reaIly
Chapter '7 .
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expressions of equation (3.20) were approximated by a linear
1n the parameters function:

*
Vrq cr 1 a2 log piq+ o17I sEIJiq+ ol- ^Y2 CONViq

d 2 (T

L+3

tiq) + d3 (HINCOMEq ciq )

I
9":4

ct-
L 1og al + .iq (4.8)

where the vector (01, O2, ..., Of,) contains additional
socio-economic and mode-specific dummy variables. The . iq
were assumed to be distributed iid extreme value type I so

the choice model was of the multinomial togit form:

+

+ or,-g + 01

Prob T exp(V{ i) exp(V.) (4.9)-qr)

where the Vqi are the representative portion of conditional
indirect utility functions and the al-ternatives for
individual- q (i = L, 2, ..., Nq) defined jointly by modes
and destinations.

The modal alternatives examined were Ìimited to car
driver, car passenger, bus, blcycle and watk. Taxi trips
were omitted because they were so few in number. RaiI
travel is not an available alternative 1n the eastern and
north-eastern suburbs of ÀdeIaide.' Destination alternatlves
were included as individual stores. Estimation r¡ras thus
achieved using elementat alternatives rather than some

spatial aggregation of these (e.9. number of destination
types in a traffic zone ) .

ExpJ-anatory varlables fal_l_ into two main categories,
generic variables and alternative specific variabl_es. AII
varlables must be defined with respect to the dependent
variable (i.e. have some testable relatlonship with choice
(Hensher l-979 )) . Generlc varlabl-es take on dif f erent values
for each alternative, whereas alternatlve specific varlabl-es

qq
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have values of zero for some al-ternatives. From Table 4.9
generic level of service variables inc1uded in the models
are travel time (TTIME) and trip cost (TCOST). Generic
destination attractiveness variables used were price,
selection, quality and convenience. These lvere also
combined with certain socio-economic attributes, but these
combinatory variables proved statistically lnsignificant in
explainlng choices. Other soclo-economlc variables \lrere

included in alternatlve specific form, being added onto the
conditional indirect utility expressions for one or more

modes.

The significance of individual- variables may be

assessed by reference to their t-statistics. Two measures
are provided for overall model goodness of fit. One, the
likellhood ratio index, is defined as:

where t- is the tog likelihood for the fitted modef and Llc-o
is the log l-ikelihood for the 'at-egua1-shares'
hypothesis. As more of the data variance is explained by
the model, the log l-ikel-ihood at convergence becomes a

smal-ler negative numloer and p2 increases. The likelihood.
ratio lndex therefore behaves similarly to the correlatlon
coefficient used in regresslon. À difference is that values
of p2 of 0.2 to 0.4 represent excellent fit, while such

values for R2 woul-d. tend. to represent indifferent to poor
fit (McFadden 1979 ) . The other measure is 'percentage
correctly predicted/. This measure simply scores a 'It when

the chosen al-ternative is also that al-ternative with the
highest predicted probability and a '0' otherwise. Scores
are then summed and expressed as a percentage of at1
observations.

Results are displayed in Tabl-es 4.1-0 - 4 .13. As can
be seen from these tables, all variables took on their
postulated sign. For the destinatlon attractiveness
descriptors, there r¡ras f ound to be a negative rel-ationshlp

p2: 1 -
**LlLco
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TÀBT,E 4. ].0

MÀJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOICE:
BÀSIC SIMUT,TÀITEOUS LOGIT MODEI, RESIIÍ,TS

Variable Namex Parameter
e stimate

Standard
error

T Statistlc

1og (GPRICE)

GSEL

GCONV

TTIME

TCOST

M

M2

M7

M8

M9

-1_.

0.

0.

-0.
-0.
-0.
-0.
-1.
-0.
-0.

851_

9219

9494

0575

017 8

856L

6548

295

6847

7885

0.3934
0.L444
0.1332
0 .0L22
0.0085
0 .9632
0 .'17 4L

0.9097
L.080
0.76'18

-4.7L
6.39
7.l_3

-2.65
-1 . 51_

-0. B9

-0. 85

-r.42
-0.63
-1.03

2p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0.275

29

59

* Note: variables defined in Tabte 4.9
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TABI,E 4 .11

MINOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOICE
BASIC SIMTILTÀNEOUS IOGIT MODE], RESIILTS

Variable Name* Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

T Statistic

log (OPRICE)

OSEL

OCONV

TTÏME

TCOST

M2

M7

M8

M9

-0 . 57'12

0.1368
0.7297

-0. 051_2

-0 .0492
-1.334
-0.3561_

-L .257

-0 .67 43

0.4808
0. t_463

0. t_739

0 .0244
0.01_65

0.4143
0.8136
0.5219
0 .2402

-1, .20
0.93
4 .20

-2.L0
-2.98
-3 .22

-0 .44

-2. 4I
_2. BL

2
p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0.l_40

37

54

x Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9.
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TABI,E 4.L2

MEAT SHOPPING MODE/STORE CIIOICE: BÀSIC
STMIILTÀNEOUS I,OGIT MODEL RESTIÍ,TS

Variable Name* Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

T Statistic

fog (MPRICE)

MQUÀLTTY

MCONV

TTIME

TCOST

CARSAV

WORKER

M

M2

M7

M9

-1.
0.

0.

-0.
-0.

1.
t_.

l_.

0.

-0.
0.

799

9960

4870

0t-84

013 L

688

089

645

5463

47 22

4B3t

0.41-31

0.1430
0.L240
0.0153
0.0055
0.5335
0 .420"1

0.74s3
0.5585
0 .6697
0.52L7

-4.35
6 .9't
3.93

-L .20

-2 .38
3.17
2 .59
2 .2L
0.98

-0.70
0. 93

2
p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0 .26L

33

6t_

* Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9
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TABI,E 4.13

GREENGROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOTCB
BÀSIC SIMTILTANEOUS I,OGIT MODEI RTSIITTS

Variable Name* Parameter
estimate

Standard
error

T Statistic

Iog (VPRICE)

VQUALITY

VCONV

TTIME

TCOST

CÀRSÀV

VIORKER

FOREIGN

M

M2

M7

M8

M9

-0.
0.

0.

-0.
-0.

2.
l-.
3.

0.

0.

-l_.
-0.

0.

9553

6454

7019

01_l_6

02L0

l_07

388

20L

0881_.

6358

565

5L2s

4 115

0 .3'120

0 . L222

0.l_37L

0.0118
0.0086
0.7659
0.5377
L .266
1.054
0.741-5

1, .29L
1_.199

0.7196

-2 .57
5 .28
5.L2

-0.98
-2.42
2.75
2 .58
2 .53
0.08
0. 86

-L .2L

-0.43
0. s7

2
p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0 .265

36

62

* Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9
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between perceived hiqh prices and choice of destination.
Conversely as ratings of selection and convenience
increased, the probability of selecting the destination also
increased. An interesting feature is that price and
sel-ection ratings are statistlcally insignificant for mlnor
grocery shopping trips. It appears for these trips , for
which shoppingr expenditure is minimal, individua1s consider
only convenience and travel- rel-ated aspects (providing an

empirical basis for the term /convenience shopping/). Major
grocery shopping trips are also dominated by convenience
considerations. However, for meat shopping, quality of meat
conditions selection of store more than store prices or
convenience. SimilarIy, quality of fruit and vegetables
ranks above convenience in importance when selecting a

greengrocery store.

TraveI cost proved to be significant, iD statistj-caI
terms, iD explalnlng choices in all- but one of the food
shopping categories. TraveI time was only statistically
significant in the two grocery shopping model-s. For a

l-inear specification of the conditional indirect utili-ty
functions of equation ( 3. 9 ) , the income and total time
variabl-es drop out when comparlngr mode/destination
combinations i and j.

To investigate the cause for the marginal-
signlficance of travel time 1n some of the models, this
varlabl-e was divided into in-vehicle and out-of-vehicle
times, constructed from network data. In-vehicle time
consisted of car time and line haul- public transport time.
The main component of out-of-vehlcle travel tlme was walking
time. In general out-of-vehicle tlme proved highJ-y
slgnificant in statistical- terms, but in-vehlc1e time was in
every case statistically insigniflcant and for some models
even took the incorrect sign. À possibility was that in-
vehicl-e time was interactlng with store convenience. This
v¡as not substantiated, hovrever, by an examination of
correl-ation coefficients and excl-usion of the convenience
variable did not greatly increase the t-va1ue assoclated
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v¡ith in-vehicle travel- time. Since a positive sign
associated with in-vehicl-e time is theoretically implausible
it was decided to adopt the more constrained form for
inc1usion of travel time and drop the separate terms
measuring ln-vehicle and out-of-vehicle tlme.

A generally pleaslngr element of the models is the
statistical insignificance of most modal dummies. This
implies that no important characteristics lntrinsic to a

given mode have been omitted. (A similar conclusion can be

drawn from the statlstical insignificance of store type
related dummies that r^Iere included in development of the
final- model forms. ) Evidence provided by Talvltie and

Kirshner (1978) is that for many models modal speclfic
variabl-es contribute 60 per cent or more of explalned
utility. Hensher (1981-) has argued that use of such models
in a forecasting context is suspect because of problems with
new modes and possible chang'es in excluded characteristics
of existing modes.

The principal socio-economic effects are refl-ected
1n the car availability and working status varlabLes. The

variabl-e measuring car availability was designed to capture
competition for cars within a household. It is defined as:

CARSÀV NCÀRS/(NLICEMPL + 1)*

where NCÀRS is the number of cars availabl-e to the househol-d
and NLICEMPL is the number of employed household members

with a licence. Other socio-economic variables such as sex,
age and licence status \^rere found to be statistically
inslgnificant.

As noted, the dependent variable used in the above

models was defined jointly by modes and destinations. This

* The number 'I' was added to the denominator to prevent
dividing by '0' and to give weight to those househol-ds with
one or more cars but no members who were both licensed and
employed.
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Store 1

Store 2

Store 3

Available Destinations Availab1e Modes

i,
I

CHOTCE SET TOR A HY?CTTUETTCAL INDIVIDIIAL

ML

M2

Ml_

MI

M2

M3

I

IId
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íJ ¡r
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conforms to simultaneous estimation of mode and destination
choices. Às reviewed in Chapter 2, a more general structure
involves nesting mode choj-ce within destination choice. The

nested logit model- al-Iows for a pattern of dependence

between the unobserved attributes of alternatives and as a

consequence does not suffer from some of the restrictlons
inherent 1n the l-14 axiom (which is a property of the simple
multinomlal- logit model used in simultaneous estimatlon) '

Notwithstanding this theoretical superiority, a loss
of efficiency does result in the standard two-staged nested
estimation procedure due to estimates of estimates
associated wlth the inclusive value terms being passed on

from one modet to another. With small data sets, such as

the one used in the current study, this problem may become

severe. Àl-so it is unclear how the procedure shoul-d be

applied with variable choice set data. Figure 4.8
illustrates a hypothetical choice set that mlght be observed
in the data under study. Say the individual depicted in
Figure 4. 8 chooses store I and mode I and that modes 1, 2

and 3 represent the global modal choice set. Then a nested
logit model may be estimated and incluslve value terms
calculated as;

3

IVd rog I"*p (

m
tct dm

+ cCI
21_ dm

where, again, a qeneric formulation for the tlme and cost
variables has loeen used and d = L, 2, 3. The question
arises about how to calculate incl-uslve value terms for
destlnations l- and 2 which exhibit some modal unavaiLability
for the indlviduat depicted. If very hiqh values of t¿^ and

c6^ are used ( in an endeavour to refl-ect extremely high
disutility assoclated with the unavail-abIe modes and hence,
extremeÌy 1ow probabil-itles of choice) then the dlstributlon
of IV¿ may take on an odd trimodal shape. Al-so just one

mode beingr unavailable would make IVa so small- compared to
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the situation wlth al-l- modes avail-able, it may be difficult
for the model to distinguish between degrees of modal
unavailability. Another interesting observation 1s that if
the modal avaitability sltuation between stores L and 2 had

been reversed, the individual- would have been excluded from
the lower (mode choice) l-evel- of the nest. To the author's
knowledge these lssues have received no attention j-n the
literaturex. Eor these reasons in this stud.y the
simultaneous mode/destinatlon structure was favoured. There
is limlted evidence to suggest that the use of a simple
multinomial- logit model is not likely to result in
substantial errors when compared with more greneral
structures (Williams and Ortuzar 1979).

For completeness, however, a nested loglt model was

estlmated for major grocery shopping. Results from the two-
staged estimation are shown in Tab1e 4.L4. Again all
variabl-es take on their anticipated signs. The coefficient
of the inclusive value term being posltive but l-ess than L,
Iies within a ranqe consistent with utility maximising
theory (McFadden 1978). That it takes a value close to 1

( in f act, indi stlngrui shable f rom 1 at normal- conf idence
levels ) suggests that the simultaneous model structure
mainly util-ised in this thesis, is supported by the data.*

3. 6 POLICY SIMTII,ATTON

The models have been used to simul-ate modal and destinatlon
changes resulting from possible policy actions (using the
sample enumeration method) and these are shown in Tables
4.1-5 and 4.16.

* In a forthcoming article Hensher (l-986) examines some of
the difficul-ties that variable choice sets lmpose on the
sequential estimatlon of nested logit models. This article
also compares resul-ts from sequentlal nested logit (S-NL)
estimatlon with full- information maximum tikel_ihood
estlmation.
* The 95% confidence interval_ for the inclusive value
coef f lcient of Tabl-e 4 .14 is 0 .5462 I.0i 42.
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TABTE 4.L4

Mode Choice Model

MÀJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOTCE:
NESTED LOGTT MODEL RESTILTS

Variable Name Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

T-Stat i sti c

TTIME

TCOST

M

M2

M7

M8

M9

-0.0950
-0. 0094

-L.026
-2.501
-3.598
-2 .57L
-L.992

0. 0395

0.145
0. 8466

0.4556
0.7659
0.897r_

0.4337

-2.4L
-0.66
_L .2L

-0.55
-4.70
-2 .87

-4.59

2
p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0.505

48

84

Store Choice Model

Varlable Name Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

T-Statlstic

log (GPRICE)

GSEL

GCONV

INCI,VAL

-1. 867

0 .9826
0.8820
0 . BL02

0.4065
0.1489
0. t 30L

0.l-347

-4.59
6.60
6.78
6.01_

2p

% correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

0.335

37
'7r
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TÀBT,B 4.15

MODEI PREDTCTIONS OF CHÄNGES IN MODÀ], USE

RESIII,TING [R.OM STMIITÀTED POTICY CHÄNGES

Pol-icy Actlon Predicted Percentage Change in Mode Use

car driver car passenqer bus walk

1. Major Grocery Shopping

t_0%

1_0%

10%

10%

r_0%

10%

10%

r_0%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

l_0%

r_0%

de crea s e

tncrea s e

de crea s e

inc rea s e

fare s

costs
travel
travel-

time s

times

-0. 4

-0.5
-0. 4

-0.6

0.0
-0. 4

-0.1
-0.4

-0.I
-0.1
-0.1
-0 .2

1n

IN

in
1n

bus
car
bus

car

-0. I
-1. 0

-0. 8

-l_.3

-L.3
+2.L

-1.3
-2.6

+2.5
+0.5
+3.1-

+0.7

2.0
+0.1_

+2 .0
+0.5

+2 .5
+0.5
+4.0
+1.0

-0.1
+0.6

-0.1
+0.6

2. Minor Grocery Shopping

de crea s e

]-ncrea s e

decrea s e

tncrea s e

fare s

costs
travel
travel

times
time s

1n

ln
in
1n

bus
car
bus

car

0

-0
0

-0

0

7

0

8

3. Meat Shopping

decrease
increa s e

decrea s e

increa s e

fare s

costs
travel
travel

tlmes
times

IN

in
]-N

1n

bus
car
bus
car

-o .2
-0.4
-0. 4

-0. 8

-0.I
-0.3
-0.7

-0.4
+1.4

-3.3
+1.0

4. Greengrocery Shopping

decrease
].ncrea s e

de crea s e

1n bus
Ln car
in bus

fare s

costs
travel times

0.0
-0.1
-0. 3

+2 .3
+0.7
+0.7

-0 .2
+0.4
+1.3
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TÄBI,E 4.T6

AVERÀGE DIRECT STORE CHOICE ETASTICITIES

Elasticity Estimate
Variable

major grocery minor grocery
shopping shopping

meat
shopplng

greengrocery
shoppingr

pri ce

quality/ selection
convenience

-0.611
1.038
1.197

-0.300
0 .1,82

1,.276

-0.61_7
1.304
0 .627

-0.306
0.765
0.839
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It is apparent from TabLe 4.15 that mode use for
food shopping trips is predicted to be extremely
unresponslve to any conventional po1Ícy change.
Elasticities are extremely lor^r, even lower than those
usually found 1n commuter mode choice studies. What 1itt1e
mode switching that may occur as a result of policy
initiatives is predicted to be prlmarily between walk and
car or wal-k and public transport (possibly combined with a

change of destinations ) rather than between public transport
and car. This pattern of cross elasticities in part
reflects perceived and physical constraints binding on
travellers as revealed in their stated choice sets. Brog
and Err (l-981-) in a study of possibre changes in west German
public transport patronage from reduclng public transport
times and/or increasing car costs, using a substantially
different methodological approach (but one which emphasised
the role of constraints ) , arso predicted the effects on wal-k
and bicycle trips to be as great if not greater, than the
effect on pubric transport or car trips. The oft recurrence
of this pattern has arso been noted in a review of British
and European 'before and after' studies of policy changes
designed to encourage increased pubtj-c transport patronage
(Jones et al-. 1980).

Direct store cholce elasticities for the perceived
price, quality/serection and convenience variables are shown
in Table 4.L6. These are average el_asticities; that iS,
direct elasticities averaged across art stores in the data
sets. In the main these too are less than one, although
there are exceptions, notably, el_astlclties relating to
quality of store merchandise for meat shopping, store
convenience for minor grocery shopping and selection of
items for major grocery shopping.
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4. SÏ]MMARY

This chapter has provided an introduction to the empirical
settlng of thls study. The baslc models reported ln thts
chapter provided a reasonably good account of food shopping
behavlour within a broad economlc theoretic framework. The
models, hor,Jever, may be further refined. In forthcoming
chapters three areas of refinement are examined. In the
next chapter, the first of these, pertainlng to choice set
specification, is considered.
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APPENDD( 4A: IT]E ATDATAS SHOPPIITG QUESTION}B]RE

FORM 3: SHOPPING INFORMATION
SAMPLE NUMBER PERSON NUMBER

MEAT SHOPPING

Do you do most of the meat shopping or does

another member of the householdT
(i) R main meat shopper E
(ii) another member of the household main

meat shopper (enter person number)
Go to O. 7 -T--1

(iii)other (specify)

2. Usually about how often do you buy meat for
the household?
(i) 2-3 times per week E
(ii) about once a week Ú
(iii)about once a fortnight fl
(iv) about once a month E
(v) other (specify)

3. A. When do you usually shop for meat?
(i) weekdays
(ii) Thursday night
(iii) Friday night
(iv) Satur"day morning

B. lf for some reason you could not shop on

Iusual time] at what other times would you
possibly go?

(i) weekdays ú
(ii) Thursday night ú
(iii) Friday night E
(iv) Saturday morning n

4. Normally about how much does the household

spend on meat each week?

$ rr-r

RAT¡NGS

ls meat ever delivered to the home?
(i) most meat home delivered E
(ii) occasionally meat home delivered f l
(iii)no meat home delivered-Go to 0.6 t

5. A.

n
t
D
E

lF R ANSWERS (i) or (ii) to O. 5A

B. How often on average is meat delivered to
the home?
(i) about once a week Ú
(ii) about once a fortnight tl
(iii)about once a month Ú
(iv) other (specify)

C. Do you usually order the meat over the tele-

phone or do you go to the shops to do this?
(i) telephone order Ú
(ii) shop order Ú
(iii)mostly telephone but sometimes go to

the shops and order there Ú
(iv) mostly order at shops but somet¡mes

telephone Ú
(v) other (specify)

D. Names and addresses of f irms who deliver
meat (if possible)

Firm 1

Firm 2

E. Normally how much is the delivery charge
(cents) r-r-n

t)

ADDRESS
AND TYPE
OF SHOP

JOU RNEY
TYPE

JSUAL MODE INFOFìMATIO¡ ALTERNATIVE MODES ONLY CAR

P
I
I

c
e

o
u
a

I

I

t

o

e
n

I

e

c

Mode Time Farc lvlodes Times F ares
Park
Cost

Park
Ava¡l

How R normally
t¡ts travell¡ng rhere
¡n10 hìs/her pattern

{spec¡al trìP
from home,

âfrer work- etc l

Normal
me th od

of
travel

E s t¡mated
travel

time for
n orma l

mode
lminu tes)

lf normal
mode tax¡
or public
transporl

Modes tha
would be

used i f

normal
mode was
unavail

Estimated
( r¿vel

times for
these

m odes
(m¡n u tes l

lf alt
modes tax¡
or public
lransport
estima ted
lares (c)fa¡e (cl

Usual shop 1

2
3

4
Alternat¡ve shops
1 2

?
4

2
2

L
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GROCERY SHOPPING
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7. Do you do most of the grocery shopping or
does another member of the household?
(i) R. main grocery shopper D
(ii) another household member-main grocery

shopper (enter person number).
Go to O. 13 t-T-l

(iiilother (specify)

8. A. When you buy groceries for the household
do you usually buy-
(i) iust what you need every couple of

days or so C
(ii) or have a major shopping trip every week

or fortnight or so and on occasions small
items purchased in between E

( iii) other (speoify

B. Ilf (ii)] -Usually about how often do you
have major grocery shopping trips?
(i) every week
(ii) every fortnight
(iii) every three weeks
(iv) every month
(v) other (specify)

9. A. When do you usually shop for groceries?
(i) weekdays D
(ii) Thursday night ú
(iiilFriday night n
(iv) Saturday morning E

B. lf for some reason you could not shop on

Iusual time] at what other times would you
possibly go?

(i) weekdays tl
(ii) Thursday night tl
(iii) Friday night tl
(iv) Saturday morning D

10. Normally about how much does the household

spend on groceries each week? $ ú-

1 1. A. Are groceries ever delivered to the home?
(i) most groceries home delivered Ú
(ii) occasionally groceries home delivered -l
(iii)no groceries home delivered tl

Go to O. 12

lF ANSWE RS (i) or (ii) ro o. 1 I.A

B. How often on average are groceries delivered
to the home?
(i) about once a week ú
(ii) about once a fortnight -
(iiilabout once a month tl
(iv) other

C. Do you usually order the groceries over the

telephone or do you go to the shops to do

th is?

(i) telephone order !
(ii) shop order Ú
(iiilmostly telephone but sometimes go

to the shops and order there fl
(iv) mostly order at shops but somet¡mes

telephone !
(v) other (specify)

u. Names and addresses of firms who deliver
groceries ( if possible)
Firm 1

Firm2

E. Normally how much is the delivery charge
(cents) rr-Tì

t

ú
n
!
D

v
ADDR ESS
AND TYPE
OF SHOP

AATI NGS
JOURNEY

TYPE

JSUALMODE INFORMATION ALTERNATIVE MOOES ONLY CAR

Modes Tìnìes Fares
Par k
Cos t

Park
Avails

I

e
c
t
I

o
n

C
o
n

e
n
¡
e

c
e

lr4ode Time Fare

How R normally
f¡ts lravelling there
¡nÌo h¡s/her palrern

(spec¡ål trip
from home,

after work, etc.)

Norma I

¡ethod
of

travel

Est¡mated
travel

t¡me for
normal
mode

(minu les)

lf normal
mode tax¡
or publ¡c
transpor¡

+st¡mated
fare lc)

Modes that
would bc

used il
normal

mode was
unavai I

Es tima ted
travel

t¡m¿s lor
these

modes
(m¡nu tesl

ll al(
.lodes tJ \r

trSnjpor t

-es(imJ t¿d

Usual grocery shop I
2

Alternal¡ve shops
1.

rF--
2. 1

2
3

1

2
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ODDS AND ENDS GROCERY SHOPPING
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l
I

i

I

I
l

13. A. Do you have milk delivered to the home?
(i) Yes rl
(ii) No-Go to O. 14 D

IF YES

B. On average how many times each week is

milk home delivered?
number ff

1 5. On average how often would you shop

for odcl items of foocl ancl groceries?
(i) 4-5 times per week
(iil 2or3timesaweek
(iii)about once a week
(iv) about once a fortnight
(vl about once a month
(vi) less often-Go to O. 17

n
n
D
t]
D
n

C. Usually about how many bottles/cartons
would you get each week?

number

14. A. Do you have bread delivered to the home?
(i) Yes O
(ii) No-Go to O. 15 E

B. (lf Yes) On average how many times each

week is bread delivered to the home?
number E

16. Ask R specifically about the following (i) shops that helshe has used or woulcl consicler using for this type
of shopping also used for major grocery shopping trips (ii) delicatessens the R has used or would consider

using (iii) [if worker] shops where R may stop off on the way home from work (iv) any othcr.

'4

ADDF ESS
AND TYPE
OF SHOP

RATINGS
JOURNEY

TYPE

JSUAL IVIODE INFORMATIOI\ ALTERNAI IVE MODES ON LY CAR

P
f
I

c
e

c
o
n

i
e
n
c
e

Mode Time Fare Modes Times
Por k
Cost

Patk

How F normally
f¡ts travell¡ng there
into h¡s/her pattern

(spec¡al trip
from home,

after work, etc l

Normal
methoc

of
travel

Fst¡mated
travel

t¡me foa
n orma I

mode
(minutes)

lf normal
mode tax¡
or public
transport

-es1¡maied
fare (c)

Estinìated
travel

times for
thes¿

modes
lminu tes )

lf a lt.
modes 1êxi
or public
tfanspofi

-estima ted
fares {c)

Usual shop I
2
3

4
Al ternat¡ve shops
1.

1

2

3

2 1

2t
3

3 1

2
?

4. 1

2
?

5 1

2

6 1

2

3
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FRUIT AND VEGETABLE SHOPPING
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Þ

1 7. Do you do most of the f. & v. shopping or does
another member of the household?
(i) R main f. & v. shopper -
(ii) another member of the household main f. & v

shopper (enter person number)
Go to O.23 |-T--1

(iii)other (specify)

18. Usually about how often do you buy f. & v. for
the household?

lil 2-3 tinres per week n
(ii) about once a week D
(iii) about once a fortnight f-l
(iv) about once a month D
(v) other (specify

19. A. When do you usually shop for f. & v.?
(i) weekdays
(ii) Thursday night
(iii) Friday niqht
(iv) Saturday morning

B. lf for some reason you could not shop on
lusual time] at what other times would
you possibly go?
(i) weekdays E
(ii) Thursday night D
(iii)Friday night ¡
(iv) Saturday morning E

20. Normally about how much does the household
spend on f. & v. each week?

$ l-rr

2)

21. A. Are f. & v. ever delivered to the home?
(i) most f. & v. home delivered -
(ii) occasionally f . & v. home delivered E
(iii)no f. & v. home delivered-Go rc A.22O

lF R ANSWERS (i) or (ii) to O.214.

8. How often on average are f. & v. delivered
to the home?
(i) about once a week t
(ii) about once a fortnight t
(iii)about once a month !
(iv) other (specify)

C. Do you usually order f. & v. over the telephone
or do you go to the shops to do this?
(i) telephone order n
(ii) shop order D
(iii)mostly telephone but somet¡mes go to

the shops and order there D
(iv) mostly order at shops but sometimes

telephone f-l
(v) other (specify)

D. Names and addresses of f irms who deliver
f. & v. (if possible)

Firm 1

Firm 2

E. Normally how much is the delivery charge
(cents) f-r-rl

-_'>

I
I

1

{

ADDH ESS

AND TYPE

OF SHOP

RATINGS

JOURNEY
TYP E

USUAL MODE INFOBMATION ALTEFNATIVE I\4ODES

Modes Times Fares

ONLY CAR

P

s
e
I

c
t
I

o
n

c
o
n

n
¡

e
n

Mode Time Êare
Patk
Cost

Park
Ava¡1.

How R normally
l¡ts travell¡ng there
into his/her pattern

{spec¡âl trip
from home,

after work, elc,)

Norma¡
me th oc

of
travel

Es timaÌed
trave¡

t¡me for
normal
mode

lm¡nutes)

Modes I

that woold
be used rr 

Inormal i

mode wâs r

unavail. 
I

Es t¡ma ted
travel

times lor
these
modes

(min u res)

ll alr
modes taxi
or public
transport

-estima ted
fare lc)

Usual fru¡t & veg. shop 1

2

3

4
Alternal¡ve shops
1

1

2

3
4
1

2

3

2

3
4 1

2

I
ì

I

f,

t
I

¡
E



23. You have said that your normal shopping pattern

is to do your meat shopping at lusual meat

shopsl, your grocery shopping at Iusual grocery

shopsl and your greengrocery shopping at [usual

fruit and vegetable shopl
(i) Yes fl
(ii) No E

24. Location of usual shops (tick as appropríate)
(i) all at same location fl
(ii) meat and grocery shops at same location,

greengrocery shop at a different locat¡on tl
(iii)meat and greengrocery shops at same locat-

ion, grocery shop at a different location n
(iv)grocery and greengrocery shops at same

location, meat shop at a different locat¡on n
(v) all at different locations !
(vi)other (specify)

148

25. Do you normally do all your major meat, grocery

and greengrocery shopping on the same day or

on different days?
(¡) all done on same daY fl
(ii) meat and grocery shopping on same day,

greengrocery shopping on another day E
(iii) meat and greengrocery shopping on same day,

grocery shopping on another day tl
(iv) grocery and greengrocery shopping on same

day, meat shopping on another daY Ú
(v) all on different days E
(vi) other (specify)

26. [lt those shopping activities done on the same

day are done at different locations] . Do you

usually go from doing your (shopping activity)

to (other shopping activities), or do you usually

go home or do something else ín between?

(¡) go directly E
(ii) go home in between E
(iii)other (specify)
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CHAPTBR 5

CHOTCE SET SPECIFICÀTTON IN DISCRETE SHOPPING DESTTNÀTTON
CHOICE MODELS: ÀN EMPIRICAI EXPIORATION VùITH THE MÀ,JOR

GROCERY SHOPPING SUBSET-

1. INTRODUCTION

In Chapters 2 and 3 when a sample of 0 lndividuals was

considered, care v¡as taken to subscript the set of
destinations N, f rom whlch any indlvidual-'s choice s¡as made,
by q. This \^ras in recoqnition of the probability that
different individuals choose shopping destlnatlons from
different destination cholce sets. For a model to be

behaviourally based, embedded in the constructs of random
utility theory, the cholce set used by the analyst in the
estimation process shoul-d correspond to (or represent a

subset of ) the set of al-ternatives actually considered by
the indrvidual when making a choice.

In'travel demand/ appllcations of dlscrete choice
models, however, choice sets have been typically specified
using ad hoc procedures. For example, iD mode choice it has
been colnmon practice to include transit as an al_ternative
provided the individuat resides within a certain radius of a

bus line or train station, anci to define auto avail_ability
on the basis of househotd motor vehlcle ownership and
possession of a driver/s l_icence (e.9. Project Bureau for
rntegrated Traf f ic and Transport studies rgi'7, charl-es River
Associates 1-976, Richards and Ben Akiva 1975). Similarly in
formulating the destination choice set (for any individual)
it has been conmon to attribute as destination alternatives,
the chosen destinations of other lndividuats rlvlng 1n the
same zone (see previous references). Many studies, thoug.h,
have used more loosery defined destination choice sets (e.g.
Pak Poy and Associates 1978). Àrso interestingr varlatlons
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on this general criterion are apparent. For example, Adler
and Ben-Àkiva (1976) in their study of shopping destination
choice included additional destinations 'based on deductive
notions of the perception of alternatives'. fn this chapter
cholce sets defined using ad hoc procedures, without
reference to the real sets of options from which individual-
choices are made, are termed 'analyst assigned' choice sets.

It is the purpose of this chapter to utilize the
perceived cholce set data for major grocery shopplng
collected in the ATDATAS survey to lnvestigate the choice
set specification issue. The body of this chapter is
divided into two substantive secti-ons. fn Sectlon 2.L it
will be shown theoretically that if the choice set 1s not
accurately defined, blased parameter estimates may resul-t
from.the multinomial logit (MNL) modeL. This is folLowed in
Section 2.2 by examples of different parameter estimates to
emerge from mode and destinatlon MNL models of shopping
choice when reported and analyst asslgned choice sets,
respectively, are used in estimation. fn Section 3.1_ the
shape and slze of shopping destination choice sets are
hypothesized to be a result of a search process. Empiricat
results are presented in Section 3.2 in support of this
hypothesis. These presentations are followed by a short
conclusion (Section 4).

EFFECTS OF CHOICE SET MTS_SPECTFICÀTION ON PARÀMETER

ESTIMÀTES OF MNL MODE],S

This section 1s divided into two parts. Firstly, the effect
of choice set mis-specification on MNL choice model
parameter estlmates is demonstrated theoretically.
Second1y, some examples of different parameter estimates to
result from use of reported and synthetically constructed
choice sets are provided uslng the ATDÀTAS data for major
grocery shopping.

2
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2.r EFFECT OF CHOTCE SET MrS-SPECTFTCÀTION ON MNL MODET,

PÀRÄMETER ESTTMÀTES: THEORY

ït is possible to identify two forms of choÍce set mis-
specification:

(a) when one or more alternatives trury considered
individuar are omitted from the choice set used
estimating the model-.

(b) when one or more arternatives not considered by

by the
1n

individual are included in the choice set used
the

1n
estimating the model_

The first type of choice set mis-specification will
not affect parameter estimates when the individual choice
model- is of the MNL f orm (McFadd.en, 1981) . This f oll_ows
simpJ-y from the irrelevant al-ternatlves (rrA) property
impricit 1n the MNL model: that the relative odds of
choosing one al-ternative over another is unaffected by the
presence or absence of further al_ternatives. provided the
114 assumption is not violated, therefore, it is perfectry
proper to estlmate an MNL model on a reduced choice set to
that actually used by the individuat_.

À problem, however, does exist when the cholce set
used in estimation contains alternatives not considered by
the individual- (i.e. mis-specificatlon exlst of type b). To
demonstrate the probrem consider a l-inear-in-the-parameters
conditional indirect utility function such as used in

Chapter 4. V = t"iq = 
fr 

op. =rqu For simplicity suppose that

the sampre popuration can be segmented into two subsets, A
and B. Members of subset À have arl- N alternatives
avai-lable, whereas members of subset B do not have
alternatives H + L, H + 2, ..., N available.

uslng an MNL moder, the true coefficients of the
conditlonar indirect utility functlons can be estimated by
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maximizing the log likelihood function (Barnard and Nell
1983):

NT- T r
q€À i=l-

k. l-oo P. + trq - 1q q"B
tk
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Unwittingly, however, the analyst, oblivlous to the
unavailability of al-ternatives H + J-, H + 2, ..., N to
members of subset B, witl maximize:

F oro ros Þiq . 
È" -8, 

*rn ros Þiq

where

1q

Þ. =-1q exD (V.'t

q)
exp (V

)

qeB
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The relation between P

subset B ls given by:
tq utd Ptq for members of

(*)(1
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Since,

:
qeB

Nt
j=H+1

Hl.

,E' L',o
P z + tlq tq.q, i=H+l-

N
k rq

Nr)
P. c- t Þ'. )lz. )lq i=ff*f l9 J tqø,

will 1n general not be equal to zero, the parameter
estimates obtained from maxlmizing the unrestricted cholce
set fog liketihood function î wil-I not colnclde with those
from the true log l-ikelihood function f. This proof can

easily be extended to the situatlon in which each individual-
has a personallzed choice set.

2.2 EFFECT OF CHOICE SET MIS-SPECIFÏCÀTÏON ON MNL MODEL

PÀRÀMETER ESTIMÀTES: EMPIRTCÀI EVIDENCE

Having theoretically establ-ished in the previous subsection
that choice set mis-specification may Iead to biased
parameter estimates in the MNL model, the degree and
significance of such bias remains to be dernonstrated in
practice.

Natural-l-y any general concluslon on this issue can
only be obtained through appropriate interrogation of many

data sets. Resources did not permit this to be achieved in
the current study and in any case data have rarely been
collected on reported choice sets . Such data, hoviever, s¡as

collected in ATDÀTÀS. fn the remainder of this chapter,
reported major grocery shopping choice sets are analyzed.
In this subsection destination models estimated using
reported and constructed choice sets are compared.

The model-s compared again utilize the lrnear
conditional- indirect utiJ-ity speclfication of equation
( 4 . 8 ) . They dif f er, hornrever, in three aspects to the models
developed in the prevlous chapter. Firstly, network
information is used in constructlngr travel tlmes and
costs. Reported travel- time and cost information was

avail-abl-e only for mode/destination al-ternatives stated by
the respondent as habitingr hls/her choice set. Therefore,
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not\^rithstanding the arguments forwarded in Chapter 4, it $ras

necessary, to obtain valid comparisons, to use network level
of service data in both the constructed and reported choice
set model-s. Similarly, the perceived destination
attractiveness measures were only avail-able for stated
alternatives. The second important difference between the
models developed here with those presented in the previous
chapter 1s that for ^.ch shopping destination averaqed
perceived price, selectlon/quality and convenience ratings
were used rather than the individual specific values.
ThirdJ-y, and of onJ-y minor importance, sampled lndividual-s
havinq bicycle as a usual- or alternative mode or who

reported home delivery as an option for major grocery
shopping were excluded from the analysis. This was because
of the relatively small- numbers of indlviduaLs falling into
these categories ( see Table 4.5 ) . As in Chapter 4 , both
nested and simultaneous mode/destination structures are
developed. The nested structure serves to focus attention
more acutely on variations in destinatlon choice sets.

Before comparing the models it should be recognlzed
that reported choice sets may differ from the /true
perceived' cholce sets. Provided, however, the reported
choice set is a subset of the true choice set used by each

indlvldual, and the MNL specification is correct, no bias,
but some inefficiency, will be lntroduced lnto the parameter
estimates. The validlty of the comparlsons does not rely on

the ability to obtain complete lnformation on perceived
cholce sets.

TabLes 5.1 5.4 contain information on nested and

simulLaneous mode/destlnation choice models estimated usingl
respondent reported and analyst asslgned choice sets.
ModeIs based on analyst assigned cholce sets assumed al-l
modes r^rere available to al-l destinations f or all-
individuals. The concl-usions to be drawn from unreported
models which used 'physically avail-abl-e' modal_ choice sets
did not dif f er, hor^/ever, in any substantial- degree to those
presented bel-ow. Analyst assigned destinatlon choice model-s
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TABLE 5.1

Mode Choice Mode1

MÀJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOTCE
NESTED IOGIT MODEI, RESIII,TS USING

ÀNÀIYST ASSIGNED CHOTCE SETS

Variable Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati stic

TCOSTN
TTIMEN
M2
M7
M9

-0.0209
-0.0371_
-1 . 516
-2.048
-0 .4924

0.0191
0.01_10
0 .207 0

0.5461
0.31 85

-l_.097
-3.405
-7.324
-3.750
-1.546

2p

I
0.317

correctly predicted
at zero
at convergence

25
65

Store Choice Model

Variabl-e Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Statistic

1og ( ÀVGPRICE )

ÀVGSEL
ÀVGCONV
INCLVÀL

-1
1

-0
4

15l_
590
3322
51,2

0.5210
0.2453
0.1_47L
0 .2645

-2 .21,0
6 .482

-2 .258
L7 .06

p2
% correctly predicted

zero
conver9ence

0.470

at
at

1_1

57

*Note: VariabÌes defined in TabLe 4.9
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TABIE 5.2

Mode Choice Model

MAJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOICE
NESTED LOGIT MODEL RESULTS USTNG
RESPONDENT REPORTED CHOICE SETS

Variable Name* Es t imat e
Parameter
Error

Standard
T-Statistic

TCOSTN
TTIMEN
M2
M7
M9

-0.01-1_0
-0 .0262
-2.',lL9
-3.641_
-2 .288

0.0385
0 .0204
0 . s423
L .092
0.631_0

-0
-t_
-5
-3
-3

2B'1
286
01_ 4

335
625

p2
% correctly predicted

at- zero
at convergence

0.539

49
86

Store Choice Model

Variable Namex
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati stic

log ( AVGPRICE )

ÀVGSEL
AVGCON
INCLVA

-0
0

0

l_

.0989

.5580

.3832

.031

0.40s3
0 .2L67
0 .2252
0.2588

-0
2
l_

3

.244

.575

.701

.984

p2
t correctly predicted

at zero
at convergence

0.069

39
59

*Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9
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TÀBT,E 5.3

MÀJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CEOICE
SIMTII,TÀNEOUS LOGIT MODE]. RESTIITS IISING

ÀNAIYST ÀSSIGNED CHOICE SETS

Variable Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati st i c

1og ( AVGPRICE )

AVGSEL
AVGCONV
TCOSTN
TTIMEN
Ì,42

M7
M9

-1.050
1.566

-0.3937
-0.1250
-0.0786
-1. 051

0.3542
-0 .6721

0.6009
0.2675
0.l_643
0.0109
0. 0097
0.5303
0.4726
0.3978

-L .1 4'l
5.855

-2 .396
-11_.43
-8.r22
-1, .982
0.749

-l-.691_

p2
% correctly predicted

at zero
at convergence

0.595

11
69

TABLE 5.4

MÀJOR GROCERY SHOPPING MODE/STORE CHOICE
SIMTILTÀNEOUS TOGIT MODEL RESIILTS USING

RESPONDENT P.EPORTED CHOICE SETS

Variabl-e Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati st i c

log ( AVGPRICE )

ÀVGSEL
ÀVGCONV
TCOSTN
TTTMEN
t42
M7
M9

-0 .6302
0.5770
0 .3259

-0 .0263
-0.0107
-2 . L20
-2 .932
-l_ . 9I9

0.6933
0 .2299
0.2355
0 . 0111
0 .0L29
0 .4222
0.6694
0.4847

-0.909
2.5L0
1_.384

-2 .369
-0 .827
-5 .022
-4.381_
-4.1 05

p2
% correctly predicted

0.143

at
at

zero
convergence

32
48

*Note: Variables def ined in Tabl_e 4. 9
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contained the chosen store of each individual and 8 randomly
selected stores from the study area.

Several points are worth noting from these tables:

(i) Superficial examinatlon of these tabl-es suggests that
quite different models emerge from the analyst
assigned and respondent reported cholce sets data.
Statlstically many of the coefficlent estimates
developed on the analyst asslgned cholce sets data
significantly differ from those obtained using
respondent reported choice sets. Application of the
l-ikel-ihood ratio test affirms that in every case the
model-s developed uslng analyst assigned choice sets
are significantly different from their counterparts
developed uslng respondent reported choice sets.

( ii ) The only incorrectly vaLued coefficlent estimates are
assoclated wlth the analyst assiqned cholce sets
data. The incorrect slgn attached to /AVGCONV' 1n

Tables 5.1 and 5.3 suggests the presence of
potentially higrher utility yielding destination
alternatives of which the shopper is una\^rare and which
as a result do not form an element 1n the shoppers,
reported choice set. Furthermore, the estimate of the
/ INCLVÀL/ parameter ( see TabIe 5. l- ) , being
signifrcantly greater than 1.0, 1s inconsistent with
rand.om util-Íty maximlzatlon ( see McFadden l-981) . 

x

(iii) the model-s developed on analyst assigned choice sets
tended to be better specified, iD a purely statistlcal
sense, than those estimated using respondent reported
choice sets. Typically parameter estimate standard
errors v¡ere lower and overall goodness of fj_t measures

* This is a g1oba1 condition. Boersch-Supan (1985) has
shown as a loca1 sufficiency, wrth certain restrictions
being met, the parameter of incl-usive value can exceed
and be consistent with random util-ity maximisation.

unl ty
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considerably better for the analyst assigned choice
sets models compared to the respondent reported choice
sets model-s. The statistical superlority of the
analyst assigned choice sets model-s can to some extent
be attributed to the greater number of observations
used in these models. Although the same set of
individuals was used throughout, 9 destinations
habited each anatyst assigned choice set, compared to
an average of 2.8 destinations in each reported choice
set. Statistical- superiority can al_so be attributed
to greater var1ab1lity, particularly 1n the travel_
variabJ-es, in the analyst assigned choice sets data.

The results sunlmarLzed above, coupled with the
theoretical exposition of subsection 2.1, suggest that a

closer examination of the composition of store choice sets
is warranted. rn particular, arthough it cannot universarly
be concl-uded from the work reported above, that parameter
estimates from models using analyst assigned choice sets
will be significantJ-y biased, it neverthel-ess appears that
choice set composition exerts a significant infruence on
moder estimates. Prior to empiricarry examining variatlons
in reported major grocery shopping choice sets, a reratively
simple theory is presented of store choice set
determination.

3. ÀN INVESTIGÀTION OF STORE CHOTCE SET DETERMINÀTION

rt is the purpose of thls section to present a theory of
store choice set determination and to empirically test this
theory using the grocery shopping data set for Adel-aide.
The theory is based on the premise that the major constraint
restricting store choice sets 1s the stock of knowÌedgre herd
by the individual- regarding the urban area, which in turn
refl-ects the amount of search he has undertaken. (This
contrasts perhaps with a mode cholce situatlon where
physlcal- constraints such as car avarl_abiJ_ity may dominate. )
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The importance of knowledge as a constraining
infl-uence on choice is highrighted in studies by Sheruga et
aI. (1979) and Devine and Marlon (1979). Both these studies
using substantially different methods, point to the same

concrusion: that lack of knowledge may substantially l_imit
the lever of maxlmum utility attainable. sheluga et ar.
using an experimental design found that respondents
considered onJ-y a small- portion of inf ormation available to
them and that the chosen al-ternative vras ,not necessarily

the best availabl-e alternative when all- information and
options were taken into account' (p. Li4). of even more
relevance to the subject matter here is Devine and Marionrs
study. Their study concerned grocery shopping behaviour and
knowledge of prices. By publishing in daity newspapers
information about prices on offer in various grocery stores
these authors \^rere ef fectively able to rerax the knowredge
constraint. fn a post test survey 43 per cent of
respondents in Ottawa-Hu11, Canada, reported they had
changed stores whilst the flgure for winnipeg respondents
was 18 per cent. Thus a substantlat number of respondents
in both cities had higher utility options lying outside
their choice sets. rt is by including these options in the
estimated choice set that biased parameter estimates resul_t.

These arguments indicate that in choosing a store
indlvidual-s f ol-l-ow a two step process. First they decide
what store optlons shoul-d be searched and considered ( i. e.
they decide on the slze and compil-ation of their store
choice set ) . onry after this has been completed d.o they
serect a particul-ar alternat:-ve. Both phases involve
utility maximisation. Howcver, the lmportant point to note
is that total utility maximisation is not unconstrained (as
has been implicitly assumed). Rather information
acquisitlon is a costly process.

Following, in subsection 3.1, economic search theory
developed malnry in the field of labour suppry functions is
modified to suit a shopping destination context. rn
subsection 3.2 previous empirlcar resul-ts rerating to this
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theory are outlined and random utility based logit models
developed on the Àdelaide data set to test implications of
the theory.

3. ]. À THEORY OF STORE CHOTCE SET DETERMTNÀTION

Classlcal economic consumer theory requlres that each

shopper possess perfect knowJ-edgre concernlng the facilities
destinations offer, their location, and the leveIs of
transport services to them. This requirement, hovrever, is
in contradiction with evidence from psychofogy concernlng
the e¡ay lnformation is stored in the brain and about the
Iimited capacity of an individual to cope with information
(Burnett 1973, Miller 1956). Psychologists contend that it
is impossible for the human brain to comprehend total
reality. There is then a constraint on the amount of
informatlon an lndividual can store. Given this constraint
indlviduals must decide what information to store and what
to discard. Economists woul-d argrue that this decision 1s

based on factors associated with any optimal al-location
problem; sp.ecifically, lnformation w.rIl be stored whenever
the marginal returns from so dorng exceeds the costs in
terms of money, tlme and effort.

Dealing wlth the benefits from search, first, it is
reasonable to assume that as a passive reclplent of
informatlon the individual wrll- form a knowledge of the
existence of destlnatlons and the frequency distrlbution of
the attractiveness of stores. In Chapter 2 the area
delineated by this minlmal knowledge hotding was labeLl-ed
'al^Iareness space' . The f requency distribution contains
information on average store attractiveness and the
dispersion around this, but not the attractiveness of
lndividuaL stores.

A general formul-a for the maximum expected store
attractiveness after searching N stores from a probability
distribution of store attractiveness indices, F(A), iS
(David 1970, Rothschild 1974 ) :
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rØ _

E(A*|N) - I l"- | L'Jg

where A* = max { or, A2,
attractiveness at the ith
decreasing function of N.

AN}

store.

E(A*I N)

F(A)lN-l F(À)I

lF (À) dAN (s.6)

and À, 1s

E(À*l N)

an index of
will- be a

The marginal- expected benefits from one more search
can be calculated as:

f(N) *E(A I W-r I

oo (s.7)I dÀ

which from Table 5.5, derived from David (1970), can also be

seen to be a decreasingr function of N. Where there is just
one search the expected ¡naximum value is the mean; it is
equally probably that a consumer wil-l- have picked a very
unattractive store as a very attractlve store. As search
lncreases to incl-ude two stores the expected maximum store
attractiveness (for a normal distribution) is 0.5642
standard deviations above the mean, for three stores it
increases to 0.8463 standard deviations above the mean, and
so on. It 1s apparent from Tab1e 5.5, however, that as N

lncreases there is a very rapid reduction in the benefits
from extra search. For lnstance, the expected marginal
returns from increasing search from 5 stores to 20 stores is
about equivalent to the (expected) extra benefits from
searching' just one other store when only one has been
searched.

The pattern of expected benefits from search
exhibited in Tabl-e 5.5 holds f or any qiven l_evel of store
use. Generallzing this, when varying deqrees of store use
are admitted there will be a positive rel-ationshlp between
store use and search benefits. To provide a trivial_
exampre, suppose assessment of store attractiveness depended
just on grocery prices, then those individuals who purchased
the qreatest quantities of qroceries woul-d arso benefit
most, in terms of reduced grocery expenditures, from
discovering stores offering these products at J-ow prices.

tT
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TABtr,E 5.5

TEE EXPECTED VAIT'E OF TtrE I''ÐilMT]M STORE ATTR.ACTT\ZENESS
ÀFTER SÀI.{PTING N STORES ER.OM À STA}TDÀRDISED

PROBÀBILITY DTSTRIBITTION

(mean = rn, standard deviation = 1- )

Number of Stores
Searched

(N)

Expected Maximum
Store Attractiveness

(any distrlbutlon)
Expected Maximum Store

Attractivenes s
(normal distributlon)

L

2

3

4

5

m+

m+

m+

m+

m+

m

0.5774

0.8944

r-.1339

l_.3330

3 .0424

m+

m+

m+

m+

m+

m

0.5642

0.8463

L .0294

l_.1630

t_. 867320
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The concept can be extended , in a utilitarian spirit,
encompass other aspects of store attractiveness. Thus

total expected benefits from searching N stores can be

expressed as:

to
the

(s.8)

demand

assumed to

TBr¡ TB¡r (E (A lN), g)t
*

l
where g is a measure of store use and òg/ðe't, the
effect of discovering a more attractrve store, iS
be negligible.

Equation ( 5. 8 ) descrlbes the beneflts from search
for once off store use situations (as, for instance, iD
purchasing an automobile). lr]hen stores are used in
successive time perlods (as f orqrocery purchases ) benef its
will accrue not only 1n the current perlod but also in
future periods. Àssumlng a perfect correlation over time
between the attractiveness of stores, the consumer will-
simply discount these benefits in calculating an optimal
search policy and al-l search will occur 1n the initial
period. If a less than perfect correlation exists between
attractiveness measures over time, total discounted benefits
from initial- search w111 decrease and it wilt be profitabl-e
to also conduct search in subsequent periods ( see Stigler
1-961, p. l-79 ) .

Costs of search can be expressed as a function of
opportunity time costs and dlrect expenditure on search.
Given the search scenario portrayed above, the rational-
individual will systematlcalJ-y search shopplng destinations
at increasinq distances from the home*. Looking at the
variation in search costs across individllals, those wtth
better than average access to shopping destlnatlons wil_l_

face lower search costs and, ceteris paribus, flnd it
profitable to engaqe in more than average search actlvity.

* Strictly thi s statement hol-ds only when all shoppj_ng
journeys are of the type home-store-home. Once multl-trip
journeys are recognized, the least search cost strategy
cannot simply be determlned, and other prlncipal actlvlty
centres, such as the work prace, may act as additlonal- bases
for conducting search.
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Similar considerations apply to those with access to a car
compared to individuals without such access.

From the above, tvro empirical models e¡ere developed
to investigate the composition of store choice sets 1n the
ATDÀTAS major grocery shopping subset. One model
corresponds to the first term in the Burnett and Hanson
(L982) formulatlon of the choice process as presented 1n

equation (2.6). The concern of this model is with the
probability, P (je NO), that store j forms an el-ement in the
choice set of individual q.

The second model was designed to examine more
directly the determinants of store choice set size. From
the theory presented it may be deduced that the summed

amount of search activity for an individual, as observed in
store choice set size, will be a functlon of the expected
benefits to be obtained from search, principally measured by
grocery shopping expendlture, and the expected costs of
search, contributing factors beingr accessibility and ease of
mobility.

Let the expected utility accruing to the
benefits of searching m destlnations be

individual-
repre s ent edfrom the

byt

(s.9)

where is grocery shopping expenditure by individual e, oË

is a vector of other characteristics affecting utility
obtained from the beneficial- aspects of search, aft is a

constant assumed to capture the expected benefits associated
with the number (m) of destlnations searched and e flO is
included to represent the portion of expected ,search

beneflcial-' utllity hidden from the analyst.

VBmq

Eq

ðB +
m

+OBq
_p

= mV" (Eq q' e
B
mq

to
be

In similar veln let the expected disutiJ-ity accruing
individual q from the costs of searching m destinations
represented by:
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c (s.r.0)
mq

where Rq is a vector of characteristics representing the
accessibility of individual q to shopping destinations and
other terms are the search cost counterparts of the search
benefit terms explained for equation ( 5.9 ) .

In the lnterests of notational economy equations
( 5. 9 ) and ( 5.10 ) may be collapsed to

VBC *VBC (E

_î t\mv" (R o" )qq'qVCmq e+c
m

ô+

ôR qqqmq

= (oB', oc').qq
associated with

uf; t 
"?;-r)q 

u'd u?fi*r,n

V:: may be thought of as the netmq
searchinq m destinations.

(s.1r_ )

(R c
q' q

is a vector deflned

BC
(m+1)q

(5 . 12 )

oBC) + + €BCnq
BC
m

_F.^
where V""(E Rqq'q' vBq

q

-BCc-
mq

B c
ô

B

as oBcq
uti 1i ty

OBq oV-qqEoBCq

VBC
mq

mqe
c
môm

cB
m

ô e mq
BC

qand O

Indlvldual- q wilJ- find it profitabl_e to search m,

and no more than m destinations , l-f:

oIt

ô
BC
(m-1) ô +É BC

(m-1 )q
BC
m

BC
mq

e

ô
BC
(m+1 )

Equatlon (5.1,2) represents
the term PO(C*eJq), comprising one

model presented 1n equation (2.8).
(5.12 ) in terms of the notatlon in

an operational_ model_ for
component of the DCS

Expandingr equation
Chapter 2, yields:

. oät rå' BC+ e e
mq
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m
C=l-if

BC BC
m

=2ifô
2

-æ

* e PcIq

BC
2
BC
3

+oovBq
-BCt {w*1 ¡o

BC
1-

BC
2

BC
1-q
BC
2q

BC
2q
BC
3q

vBcq

oät.o
ô ð

ô

+e -€

+ec -c BC
2ql-

c =Nifô +e
m

BC
Nq

1

1+exp ( -vBc +ôq

BC
N- t_

BC
N

c

rf it is assumed that the aBC -Bc
mq - e (m+1 )q' etc ' in

equation (5.L2) are iid extreme value type l_ then the
probability of searchlng the (rn+1¡¡5 destlnation, glven that
m destinations have been searched, can be described by a

binary logit model:

Prob { u?f.r,otuååluff tu?fi-, rq } = P(m+' )qrmq

( 5. 13 )BC
m+1

BC
m

Further, the probabllity of searching m destinations may be
expressed as a product of the independent binary
probabillties:

Prob {u?fi.r,o.ull luål tu?fi_r,o } 
: p*

m
nÇ P (s.14)k=1 kq I tk-1 )q

where mn is the number of destinatlons searched by
individual q. The log-likerihood frl¡rtion for a sample of a
individual-s is:

(1 P (m+1 )q mq

a m
çQ

k:l-f- log( 1 P ( i+l )q liq 1og t"no 
I (k-l )q)

(5.1s )

The model descrlbed by equatlons ( 5.13 ) - (5. j_5 ) was f lrst
constructed (in a different context) by sheffi (1979). rt
is one of a family of model_s that may be applied to
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'exploded' logit model of Beggs et aI. (1981-)* and the
'ordered' logit model described, for example in Maddala
(1983, pp 46-49).

Examining the vatues of the terms ôR - ô9, it is to
be noted that as m lncreases, from the discussion above on
search costs, ðfi will also increase. In contrast, from
Table 5.5, as m increases ôfl wrll d.ecrease. The net effect
is that as m increases URt will decrease. Moreover, from
previously presented information ôfiC can be expected to
decrease at an increasinq rate. Às a resutt ,å1, ,Rt ,=tl'
can be expected to decrease as m tncreases.

3.2 EMPTRICÀI RESIITTS ON STORE CHOICE SET DETERMTNÀTION

Re sult s

grocery
from estimatlng the two
shopping data are shown

models using the ATDATÀS

in Tables 5.6 and 5.7.

The form of the model used for P(je N ) was:q

(s. 16 )

where Zd is a rovr vector of independent variab.Les not
Y,

differentiated by alternative and d 1s a parameter
vector. The dependent variabl-e for this model took a varue
of 1 when destination ), from the objectlve cholce set, arso
formed an element of the reported choice set, and 0

otherwise. À random selection of destlnatlons from the
ob jective choice set v¡as used 1n estimating this model-.
Results f rom this model are shown in Tabl_e 5.6.

Three variables, GDISTANCE, LICENCE ÀND NCÀRS, were
used to represent the accessibility of individuals to
stores. As antlcipated, distance to store took a negatlve
sign and was the major determinant of whether a store from

tO,jeNO) = I / [t + exp (ZOa)l

* Beggs et al. dubb their model an ordered 1ogit model_.
is a generallsation of the ordered logit model_ described
Maddara and others. À more descriptive nomenclature for
model of Beggs et al. is ,exploded, logit.

rt
by
the
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TÀBTE 5.6

STORE CHOICE SET DETERMTNATION:
PROBÀBILTTY STORE j LIES VSITHIN

THE REPORTED CHOTCE SET OF TNDTVTDIIÀT, q

Variable Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati sti c

GDÏSTÀNCE
GSPENDTRTP
HINCOME
IICENCE
NCÀRS
RESYEARS
( RESYEARS ) 2

SECEDUC
ÀL(r)

-L .2L9
0.0043
0. 0020
0.1880
0.l_3s0
0. 0017

-2.4 x l-0
0.l_934
0.6017

0.0602
0.0016
0.0066
0.1_s61_
0.0778
0.0009
1.5 x L0-6
0. L73t_
0 .2209

-6

-20
2
0

1
l_

t_

-1
l_

2

.26

.709

.304

.204

.735

.7 97

.587

.1L7

.7 24

p2
% correctly predicted

zero
convergence

0.589

at
at

50
87

)k Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9.
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stores. As anticipated, distance to store took a negative
sign and was the major determinant of whether a store from
the objective choice set formed an el-ement in reported
choice sets. Conversely the possession of a driver/s
licence and the number of cars in the household positively
influenced the probability of a store lying within an
individual's reported choice set.

The variabl-e used to characterize the level of
grocery shopping activity was /GSPENDTRIP/, the average
expenditure on grocerles on each major grocery shopping
trip. The positlve slgn of the parameter estimate for this
variable indlcates that those with higher levels of grocery
shopping expenditure have a qreater probability of including
any glven store in their reported choice sets.

From theoretical considerations, the lmpact of
income on search activity 1s ambiguous. On the one hand an
lncrease in income increases the vaLue of time and hence
search costs. On the other , for normal goods, âD increase
in lncome will lncrease demand for the good and hence search
benefits. In the event, from Tabte 5.6, household income
(HrNcoME) appeared to have little effect on store choice set
determinatlon.

The variabl-es RESYEÀRS and. (RESYEÀRS)2, being f irst
and second power forms of the number of years of residency
at the current home, \¡rere included 1n recognltion of the
'stock of knowledgre' aspect of store choice sets. It seems
probable that, ceteris parlbus, those who have lived in an
area many years will be more rikely to have searched any
particular store and have lncluded it in their choice
sets. The positive sign of the RESYEARS parameter estlmate
empirically conflrms this reasoning. The negati-ve sign of
the second power term suqgests that store search activity
decÌines as the period of residency increases.
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The convenient linear specificatlon was aLso lnvoked
-Ê. -t\for Vl - V: ( = Z- a ) in the logit model of store cholce setqqq

size detailed in equations ( 5.l-3 ) (5. L5 ) . The maximum
store choice set size considered by this model was ,S+'
(only three indivj-dua1s speclfied six or more stores in
their choice sets ) . with the exception of the variabte
GACCESS, the set of independent varlables used was simllar
to the binary logrit model of rabre 5.6. GACCESS was designed
to describe objectively the accessibility of lndividuals to
qrocery stores. It is defined as:

I
]-

GÄCCESS ( GDTSTÀNCE -2
q rq

various values for the power constant v¡ere tested. Results
for a wide range of values did not atter the conclusions to
be drawn from this anarysis. Estimation resurts for the
logit model of equations ( 5.13 ) - ( 5.15 ) are presented 1n
Tab1e 5.7. The model r^ras estimated by f irst applying a

method suggested by winship and Mare (1984) and using the
estimates so obtained as starting varues 1n a Newton-Raphson
evaruation of the rog-likerihood functions shown in equation
(5.15). The finar estjmates dld not differ greatry from a

regression analysis with the dependent variable being choice
set size (and the parameters tu|, ..., tlt omitted).

Again arr 'parameter estimates took their postutated
signs. As before, the accessibility variabLes (GACCESS,

LrcENcE and NCARS ) were important determinants of reported
choice set size, âS was expenditure on grocery items
(GSPENDTRTP). rn contrast to the binary rogit moder, the
years of residency variables were not even statlstically
significant at the 80% lever. The rast observation suggests
a complex dynamic process at work 1n choice set
determination. Às ner.¡ stores are searched they are not
simply added to the existing cholce set; rather the existing
choice set is revised, with some stores being dropped from
consideration. Thus overarr choice set size exhiblts rittre
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TÀBLE 5.7

T,OGIT MODET OF CHOICE SET SIZE

Variable Name*
Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error T-Stati sti c

GACCESS
GSPENDTRIP
HINCOME
LÏCENCE
NCARS
RESYEÀRS
( RESYEARS ) 2

.03s3

.0050

.00s4

.7669

.4L66

.0006

.9 x 10-6

0.01_30
0 .0022
0.0084
0.1971
0.l_056
0.001_3 _tr0.2 x l-0 J

0
0

0
0
0

0

-0

2.704
2 .242
0.642
3 .892
3.946
0.501_
0.458

ô?c

ec
-:BC
03

.BC
Ò4

0.0687

-L .952

-3.658

-6.935

0.3095

0 .61,12

0.'7072

1.3878

0 .223

-3.194

-5.1_69

-4 .997

p2

% correctly predicted
at zero
at converg'ence

0.365

20
45

* Note: Variables defined in Tab1e 4. 9
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systematic variation srlth years of residency; however stores
at t'he margin of conslderatlon for the entire sample tend to
have been searched by those who have lived at the same

residence for a number of years. Finally, the parameters
=BC :Br-ô"i,

another.

Overall, the empirical work, set out in this
sectlon, confirms earlier suspicions that reported choice
sets represent an orderly subset of objective choice sets.
Furthermore, the reported choice subsets conform with
expectations developed from economlc search theory. It is
interesting to note that varlables such as GSPENDTRTP and
some soclo-economic descriptors that are theoretÍcarry and
statlstically significant in explaining choice set
composition, would be difficult to incorporate in a

destination choice model- estimated using unranked
arternatives. As a consequence destination choice models,
developed in isolation from a wel-l specified cholce set
generation process, may not be able to adequately represent
both the destination choice and choice set generation
aspects. rt has sometimes been argued that current choice
models do adequately represent both choice and choice set
generation aspects.
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4. CONCI,USION

The points to emerge from this chapter are:

(1) that store choice set specification appears to exert a

statistically significant infLuence on shopping
destination choice model parameter estirnates,

(2) this impact is in harmony with theoretical
considerations,

(3) variatl.ons in reported store cholce sets conform wlth
expectations from economic theory, and

(4) i t i s doubt f uI , given the apparent compJ-exi ty o f
choice set formation processes, that current choice
models can satlsfactorily represent both these and the
choice act itself.

With this last assertion in mind, lt is comforting
to know that, g,iven the correctness of the MNL form in
representing destination choice, no bias will be introduced
by confining attention to the reported choice set. Biased
parameter estimates may result, however, by erroneously
using a super set of those aLternatives considered by the
individual, unl-ess the choice set formation process is fully
accounted for in the model. The signiflcance of variables
such as GSPENDTRIP in explainingr varlations in reported
cholce sets suggests that current models do not fuIly
account for both choice and cholce set formation.
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CHÀPTER 6

MODETLTNG MÏCRO IEVEL LINKÀGES BETVÙEEN
FOOD SHOPPING ÀCTIVITIES

1. INTRODUCTION

A further aspect of cholce set identificatlon that was

highlighted in Chapter 2 concerned the overall dimensions of
behaviour to be incorporated in the model structure. In the
context of modelling shopping destinatlon choices, past
research has tended to treat alt aspects of food shopplng
homogeneousÌy or has concentrated on just one category of
shopping in isolation from other categrorles and other
activlties. The latter course has been the one adopted 1n
the present study, wlth most attention being devoted to
qrocery shopping.

fn this chapter, ho\^rever, an effort is made to
explore the lnter-relationships between destination choices
for three classes of food shopping, meat, major grocery and
greengrocery shopplng. In particul-ar, a model of urban food
shopping cholces is developed which incorporates mutti-
purpose and multi-stop shopping possibitities. It is the
way in which individuals seek to combine destination cholces
for the three classes of food shopplng activity that is of
primary interest to the model-. one possibirity is to do arr
types in the one store (e.9. a large supermarket) at the
same time. Arternatlvely, ârr individuar may choose to shop
in different stores. rn this case decisions are required on
the arrangement of traver. rntermediate shopping patterns
can also be constructed.

The simpJ_e MNL modet developed in thls chapter
simultaneously accounts for choice of store for the three
types of food shopprngr and associated traver arrangrements
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Following, in Section 2, is an outline of the model-

specification, including justification of the approach
adopted. Section 3 contains the results from model
estimation.

OUTIINE OF AN ÀPPROACH TO MODEIIING I]RBAN

EOOD SHOPPING BEHÀVTOI]R

2

Two propositions underl-ie the development
shopping model outl-ined in this chapter.

of the food
These are:

(a) that the planning horizon for
f ood shoppingr, spans a longrer
may vary between indlviduals,

many activlties, including
period than one day and
and

(b) the food shoppingr activities of most househords can be
effectivery isorated from thelr other activitles with
the exception of work activities and wlthin home

activities.

Support for the former proposition is forthcoming from
authors such as Damm and Lerman (1-981). The following
empirical evidence from Àdel-aide al-so serves to corroborate
thi s proposition. Rel-evant resul-ts f rom an Àustralian
Government survey (ÀBS L982) on the food shopping patterns
of approximately 350,000 Adelalde househol-ds are shown 1n
Table 6. l-. onty four per cent of those sampled stated that
they shopped irregruJ-arfy, with'r.9 per cent reportlng major
food shopplng cyclicaJ- frequencies of weekJ-y, fortnightry or
monthly. Analysis of the data set used in the current study
(results of which are also shown 1n Tab1e 6.1) supported
these figures, but in more detail, with i6 per cent of
sampled househords stating that they did all major types of
food shopping on the same weekly, fortnlghtly or monthly
cycle; 14 per cent displayingr diverse arrangements with
different cycrical frequency functions for one or more of
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TABTE 6.1

SHOPPING EREQUENCIES FOR I.{AJOR FOOD ITEMS

L98L ABS Survey
ño. t

1-980 AdeLaide Survey
No. %

more than weekly
weekly
fortnightly
monthly
irregularly
different shopping

frequencies for meat
groceries and
greengrocer j-es

59,400
2LL, L5 o

45,900
3,300

L2 ,600

l8
64

L4

1_

4

NÀ

35

227

43

51

10

64

L2

L4NA

NA = not applicable
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the major food shopping types. From this information it
does not appear as though individuals pran their major food
shopping travel on an ad hoc daily basis, but over a lonqer
time span resulting in a regular cycle of shopping
activities.

f^Iith respect to the second proposition many authors
(cRA L976, Hanson 1980, Hensher Lg'l6, oster l-978) have noted
the dominant rore played by the work and home nodes both in
an organisational dimension and as major points of departure
or destination for tours which incl-ude intermedlate stops
for other activlties. For instance, Hanson (i-990) has shown
with swedish data that 44 per cent of art stops at non-home
places vrere made whil-e on the work journey. Furthermore,
initial analyses of the Àdel-aide data reveared that food
shopping actlvities T¡¡ere not generalry linked with other
activities, apart from other food shopping activlties, home

activities and work. This observation herd both for chosen
shopping patterns and those shopping options viewed by
households as possible alternatives to their usual
arrangements. Less than ten per cent of households
suppJ-ying shopping lnformatlon reported tinking other
activities.with either therr chosen shopping pattern or
those shopping patterns seen by them as possible
alternatives to their usual arrangements.

These propositions hol-d two lmportant implications
for moder development. FirstJ-y, the appropriate unlt for
moderl-ing should recognise the dependency of cholces made
within a shopping cycle rather than treat each food shopplngr
choice as an independent event. Secondly, food shopping
activities may be modell-ed in lsol-ation from all non-home
activities except work. The Latter has the beneficial
effect of simplifying model specification.

From the perspective sketched above the sltuation
confronting the househol-d with respect to food shopping can
be viewed in terns of choosing a particul-ar food shopping
pattern (say sp) from a set of patterns (sp). Each el-ement
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in SP is in turn compositely defined by a set (m, g, v, t,
a, f) where m, g and v represent the meat, grocery and
greengrocery shops in the pattern, t the travel modes used,
a the tour arrangement and f the cyctical frequency of food
shopping activities. Enlarging the random utility
formulation of spatial shopping cholces lntroduced 1n
equation (2.2), the method used by individual_ q to evaluate
al-ternative food shopping patterns can be wrltten as:

vq(sp)

Assuming that
extreme val-ue
MNL form:

= \7"q(sp) (z q) + t{qsp) (6.r.)

(6.2)

q(sp)'

with the probability that househord q chooses al-ternative sp
represented by:

eror{ro - 
"p}= { éq(sp) S Vqtsp) Vqt 

"pl ' )
Prob e q(sp)'

the random el-ements are iid Gumbe1

distributed, the choice model wiII
Type

take
1_

the

Prob{'o 
: sp e><p (V(sp)q / I (e>ç{V )) (6.3)

( sp) 'e SP'q
(sp)'q

where SPq is the set of shopping patterns from which a

choice is made by indivldual q.

The model- speclfication of equations ( 6.1 ) ( 6.3 )

is simlLar to that used by Àd1er and Ben Akiva fi_979),
reviewed in Chapter 2. fn application, however, 1t dlffers
in a number of important respects to the earller work:

(a) it operates over a complete activity cycle rather than
over an arbitrarily chosen time period,

(b) it incorporates sinqle stop, multi-purpose travel
possibilities, and

SPq
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(c) the development
that consldered

context is at a more micro levet than
by Àd1er and Ben Àkiva.

For reasons of computatlonal simplicity three further
restrictions vrere placed on the MNL model specified in
equation (6.3). Firstry attention was restricted to onry
those househol-ds operating on a weekry food shopping cycle,
thus obviating the need to consider shopping frequency
decislons. The complete model can then be seen as:

pro¡ hf(q '1")
I
I qf (6.4)Prob V for all f t+fVqt )

{Prob _SD
I_ .nlser) >Vqsplf q(sp)'lfProb Vq

for al-l- (sp)'+ sp (6.s)

where all sp in equation ( 6.5 ) have been redeflned to be
compositely determined by (m, g, v, t, a) and Spf represents
the set of arternative shopping patterns avail-able for
frequency f. Anarysis was confined to equation ( 6.5 ) and
the case where f = weekly.

secondly, househords with linkage patterns lnvolvlng
work in their percelved choice sets v¡ere removed from
consideration. only 16 per cent of househol-ds 1n the
Aderaide survey fel-l- inúo this category. Tour arranqements
for remalningr househords r^¡ere therefore of the type d.eplcted
in Figure 6.1. rgnoring direction of travel there are five
basic tour arrangements; specificarly, rinking all- shopping
outlets on the one tour, undertaking three separate two trip
tours, and varlous combinatlons of linking two outrets on
the one tour and the third outlet on another tour. It
should also be recognised that some of the trips depicted 1n
Fig. 6.1 may be empirically insignificant short wal_k
trips. For example, for tour arrangements of type L, if G,
M and V are located within the same supermarket, the only
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1. MGV

home

4 GV-M

G

2. MG-V 3. MV-G

M M

V V

home

5. G-V-M

G

M

v V

FTGJRE 6.].: POSS]BLE TCIOD SHOPP]NG I\HRANGEMBVIS

D!, G and V refer Lo meat, grocery and greengrocery
outl-ets respectively.

Arrows indicate trips (sequencing of activities
and direction of travel, examples only).

1_.

2.

Notes:
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signiflcant travel-
supermarket.

Fina11y, iD
Chapters 4 and 5, a

assumed.

(a) as stated below
weekly shopping

( 6.5 ) , only households with
v/ere admitted, and

to occur is between home and the

common

linear
with empirical work presented in
functional form of V.p is

3. ÀNÀIYSIS ÀND MODET, ESTIMÀTION

The analysis subset used in the model estlmation work
reported in this sectlon comprised 222 households.
Restrlctions praced on the full- data set to arrive at the
analysis data set were:

equation
patterns

(b ) only those respondents r^rere included who supplied
lnformation for meat, major grocery and qreen grocery
shopping with home as the sole connecting activity both
for chosen and non-chosen stores.

Às explained above, these restrictions s¡ere utilized
in the interest of simplificatron.

À pictorial_ representatlon of the main tour and
shopplng l-ocational arrangements used by the 222 househords
comprisinq the anarysis data set is disptayed in Figure
6.2. As can be seen f rom Flgure 6.2 al-most hatf of the
sample conducted all food shopping on a single stop multi-
purpose tour. Of the remaining househol_ds about half
compreted al-l- f ood shopping types on a single tour, but with
multiple stops. The final 23 per cent of households
displayed a variety of shopping arrangements invoÌving two
or more tours ( often conducted on different days ) . The rich
variety of food shopping patterns as displayed 1n this
Figure contrasts sharpJ-y with the simpJ-istic modelling
approach used in the past to represent food shopping
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Si'ngle Tour Àrrangements

MGV @@@ MG-@ GV-@ MV-@

44% 10% s% s%

Multiple Tour Àrra ements

GV@ MG@ MV@

L2% RqJO

home home home

FIGT]RE 6.2

home home home home home

2%

home

@@@

s% 3%

Classification of major selected food
shoppinq travel- arrançJements by sampled
househo]-ds.
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behaviour. Traditionally, these models'have ignored
individual participation in murtipre shopping activities at
the one location and travel linkage arrangements.

fn addition to the shopping patterns actually
selected by the sampled households as described in the
previous paragraph, the MNL moder of equation (6.3) requires
the generation of additionar shopping patterns that are seen
by each househol-d as viable options to the sel_ected
pattern. These were constructed using information supptied
by respondents on the outl-ets they usual_ly patronised for
major meat, gxocery and green grocery shopping, available
methods of travel to these stores, and other stores and
methods of traver that the househotd reported as possible
options to the usual store and mode for each shopping type.

An example output of information supplied on these
matters $¡as displayed in Figure 4.2. Designating the meat
stores in Figure 4.2 as Ml, M2 and M3, the grocery stores as
GL, G2 and Gr, the fruit and vegetable stores as Vl and V2

and the modes, car and walk respectively as C and W, then
the information in Figure 4.2 can be represented by these
symbols as 1n the upper portlon of rable 6.2 The avalrable
shopping patterns for the household are then found by taking
al-r posslbl-e combinations of these stores and modes and
overlaying on each combination the five possibre tour types
of Figure 4.1 as is done in the bottom half'of Table 6.2.
Certain shopping patterns were, ho\ntever, disal_towed
according to one or more of the fo1J_owing crlteria:

(a) no change of mode was altowed on different trips of
same tour except for short wark trips within a store
shopping centre (which srere ignored), and

(b) walklngr tours of more than 60 minutes curatlon were
omitted.

the
or

It should also
Figure 4.2 the

be noted that even for the simple exampJ_e of
number of alternatlve shopping patterns
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TABLE 6.2
GENERATION OF FOOD SHOPPING PATTERN ÀLTERNATIVES

(FROM THE EXAMPLE DISPLAYED IN FIG 2)

I L ied ta

Meat Data Grocery Data Fruit + Vegetable Data

Store
M1
M1
li2
Mz
Mg
Ms

Store
Gr
Gr
U2
Gz
G¡

ModeMode eMod
c
w
c
vt

c
w
c
w
c

c
$T

c
w
c
ÍI

2.

Store and Mode Combinations
Meat Meat Grocely
Store Mode Store

Grocery
Mode

Fruit
Mode

Permissible Tour Arranqements
MGV MG-V MV-G GV-M G-V-M

/

r'

,/

(-

c
\-
c
w
w

u
w
c
vl
c

i
1{

V1

V1
Yz
Y2
V1

Y'

;,

Gr
G1

Gr
G1

G1

:'

å,

c
c
c
c
c

:

t;

tl1
M1
M1
M1
M1
Mr

cM¡

(
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generated is quite large (330 to be exact). consequently it
would have been impractlcable to use comprete choice sets in
estimating the MNL model-. Fortunatery, as r¡¡as brought to
notice in the past chapter, complete cholce sets are not
needed in order to obtaln consistent parameter estimates
from an MNL model- and estimation was achj-eved using random
subsets of alternatives (which inctuded chosen options).

The speclfication used in moder estimation for the
condltional indirect utitity functions !üas:

t(.n)q : o1 log (MPRrcEt sp)q) + arrog (GPRrcE( 
sp)q)

+ o3log (vPRrcE{sp)q) + a.MQUÀL(sp)q

+ cr 
sGSEL ( sp )q + a 

,vQUÀL ( sp )q + a 
,MCONV( sp )q

+ 0 GCONV + u VCONV
8 (sp)q 9 (sp)q

T t (sp)q

+ ^NUMBERLOCS, +¿ \sp)q o13 NUMBERTOURS (sp)q

+ CARSAV +(sp)q a - -LIFECYCLEYC.r3 (sp)q

Two varlables $¡ere lncruded to represent travel cost
ef fects, namely, TTTMEN and TCOSTN. Agrain it r,ras necessary
to use network measures because, aJ-though perceived travel_
time and cost informatlon were avairable between the
individualÊs home and stores contained in the shopping
patterns, such information was not avarlabl_e for traver
between spatiat separate stores contained 1n the shopping
pattern. For instance, for shopping pattern tour
arrangement 1 of Figure 6.1 percelved travel_ time and cost
information was avaitable for the trips home --+ G and v--+
home, but not for trips G---+M and M---+V. The total travel_
time for any shopping pattern was obtained by slmpry addingr

+ a-. (HINCOME
II q

crl10' (sp)q

ol

o14

)+
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the travel times for each tour. À similar construction was
used for total travel costs.

Two variables (NUMBERLOCS and NUMBERTOURS) were
incruded to measure the effect on utility of differences in
tour arranqements. The inclusion of these variables fol-Iows
the arguments of Adter and Ben Akiva (1979) concerning the
scheduring convenlence assoclated with an actlvity pattern
( see Chapter 2) .

The attractiveness of stores vi-sited in the travel-
pattern was represented by a set of nlne variables,
comprising the three indices of PRrcE, sELEcrroN/euAT,rry,
and sroRE CONVENTENCE for each of the meat, rìâjor grocery,
and green grocery activity categiories conducted on the
travel pattern.

À final group of variables used in the model- rerates
to socio-economic characteristics of the househord. The
variabre measuring car avaiLabil-ity, cARSÀv, r{âs deslgned to
capture competition f or cars wlthin a househol_d. The f inal_
variabre 'LTFECYCLE/ demonstrates the capabiì-ity of the
model to incorporate the effect of socio-economic
d1f f erences on tour arrang'ements. This variabl-e r.¡as

formulated so as to encapsurate the time constrained
lif estyle of househol-ds with young chil-dren (as demonstrated.
for lnstance, by research into activity patterns at the
Transport Studies Unit, Oxford; Jones et at 1980).

Resutts f rom model- estimation are disprayed in Tabl-e
6.3. Most varlables took on their posturated signs and were
significant at the 95 per cent Ievel. The major exception
to this vras the variable measuring the number of locatlons
vlsited in the shopping pattern. From the reasoninq of
Adl-er and Ben Akiva it v¡as expected that the parameter of
this variabl-e woul-d be positlve. That this variabl_e took on
a negative parameter estimate of high statistical_
signiflcance, however, is not altogether surprising. fn
particular, the earl-1er reasonlng reried to a rarge deqree
on the inabitity of the shopping outret attractiveness
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TÀBI,E 6.3

ESTIMATION RESIII,TS : SHOPPTNG TR.A\TEL

PÀTTERN MODEI,

Variable Name*

Parameter
E s t imate

Standard
Error T-Stati s ti c

TTÏMEN

TCOSTN

NUMBERLOCS

NUMBERTOURS

log ( MPRICE )

log ( GPRICE )

log ( VPRICE )

MQUÀLITY

GSEL

VQUALITY

MCONV

GCONV

VCONV

CÀRSÀV

LTFECYCLEYC

-0.
-0.
-1.

0.

-1.
-1.
-0.
l.
0.

0.

0.

0.
0.

1.

1.

0443

0132
090

697 0

978

544

7 296

r19
9Bt_4

8362
2487

5339

01_60

185

453

0.0r_l_0

0.0082
0.2097
0.L092
0 .6444
0 .620L
0 .6692
0 .22LL
0.2008
0 .225L
0.1_853

0.1701
0 .24L6
0 .426
l_.081_

-4.036
-L .6L2
-5.l_97

6.383

-3.070
-2.489
-1.090
5.332
4.888
3 .71-4

1_.342

3.139
0. 066

2.787
l-.345

p

%

2

correctly predicted
0.49

at zero
at convergence

1_0

63

*Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9
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variables to detect adequately differences in utility
between outlet al-ternatives. Evidently these are being
measured with reasonabre accuracy. Apparentry what 1s not
being totally captured elsewhere 1n the moder ( specifically,
by the accessibllity related variables ) is the convenience
of shopping at just one l-ocation, (i.e. within the one store
or shopping centre ) and this is refrected 1n the negative
coefficient for this variable.

Examining the remaining variabres, it wirl be noted
that the parameter estimates attached to the accessiblllty
related varlabres (/TTTMEN/ and /TcosrN,) are negative,
signifying a desire by househol-ds to minimlse food shoppingr
travel. As expected the parameter estlmate of the variable
'NUMBERTOURS' is positive, expresslng the addition to
utility of being able to schedure actj-vity needs as they
arlse.

concerning the nine shopping outl-et /attractlveness/
rel-ated variables, neg,ative relationships were f ound between
perceived high prices and choice of outlets. conversely as
ratlngs of serection, quarity and convenience increased, so
did the probability of serecting those outLets. rt is
interesting to note that the relative magnltude, between
food shopping categories, of the parameter estlmates
attached to these outret attractiveness variables closely
mirror differences in :.ported expenditures on meat,
groceries and qreen groceries. This result is not
surprlsing, glven the relationship between store choice and
shopping expenditure reveal_ed 1n Chapter 3.

The remaining two variabtes measure d.ifferences in
shopping pattern utilitles due to variations in the socio-
economlc makeup of households. conforming to a priorl
expectations the parameter estimate of the /CARSAV/ variable
was f ound to be positive. Al_so as anticipated, the
parameter estimate of the variabl-e /LrFEcycLE/ is positive,
indicatlng a preference by those househol_ds where al-l_
chil-dren are less than five years ord, to comprete all- food
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shopping actlvities on the one tour. This preference may

reflect a squeezed time schedule after discharging child
care duties, as previously hypothesised, or a desire to
limit shopping activities when young children are present

To gauge model performance, the model of Tab1e 6.3
\^ras compared against the simultaneous MNL models of
mode/store choice presented in Chapter 4, re-estimated using
the reduced data set. Summary statistics of store choice
prediction for the model of Table 6.3 ('tour'model) and the
separately estimated models were then derlved. These are
shown in Tab1e 6.4 Overall goodness of fit for the four
models can be assessed by reference to the respective ,l
statistics. Tt is evident from these statistlcs that the
'tour' model fits the data considerably better than the
separately estimated shopping type models. The other two
measures shown (percent correctly predicted and summed

residuals ) relate more particularly to prediction of store
choice. Surprisingly there is littIe to discriminate
between the 'tour' model and respective separately estimated
food shopping type models on the basis of percent of store
choices correctly predicted. The summed residuals, however,
are 10t f5t higher for the separately estimated models
than for the 'tour' model. Because, for any shopping type,
the same set of individuals and stores were used 1n the tour
model as in the separately estimated models, the absolute
l-eve1 of the residuals are directly comparable. It is
apparent from these statistics as a who1e, that the /tour,
model provides a better basis for describing and
understanding food shopping choices than the separately
estimated models.



TABLE 6.4

Mode I p2

Itourt mode I

seporote meot

shopp i ng cho i ce mode I

seporote grocery
shopp i ng cho i ce mode I

seporote vegetob I e

shopp i ng cho i ce mode I

RES ID =

where kq i,
D
'qts

Meot Shopp ing

CO\,PARISCÌ{S BETTJEEN TCI-R lvffiL AND SEPARATELY ESTItuIATED tvÐELS

FcR EACH T\?E OF FOOD SI-PPING

Grocery Shopp i ng Vegetoble Shopping

.49 78.l

Surrmed 7o Store
Store Choice Choices
Residuols Correctly

Predicted

203.7 7 4.5

7o Store
Cho ices
Correct ly
Predicted

S urrmed
Store Cho ice
Residuols

225.2

7o Store
Cho i ces
Correct ly
Predicted

Sunmed
Store Choice
Residuols

76.2 170.3

Note: Surrmed residuols ore colculoted os:

.29 10 .2 238.8

3l 63 .4 266.3

.77 68 .1 t93. I

k q¡s q ts

is equol to I ¡f individuol q chooses store i f or shopping type s qnd 0 otherwise
is the predicted probobi I ity thot individuol q chooses store i for shopping type

A is the set of individuols
No, is the set of stores of shopping type s for individuol q

a
q P

N
q

¡-

J
\c)
N)
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4. CONCLUSTON

This chapter has represented a first step in the anarysis of
shopping rinkages at a micro l-ever. À model was constructed.
which permitted a greater range of food shopping
possibllities than had been incorporated in past shopping
behaviour research, including much at the research appearing
under the current study. parameter estimates from this
model vlere shown to conform to intuitively prausible
constructs of food shopping behaviour. Furthermore, the
model more closely replicated actual store choices than
model-s developed separately for each food shopping type.

This line of development, however, is not further
pursued empirically in this study. rndeed, as r^¡as noted in
chapier 2, there are problems associated with the model
methodoLogy utilized 1n this chapter, particularry when
further behavioural complexities are admitted.. The results
presented in this chapter serve onry to indicate that
linkages between food shopping categories may be
important. rn the folrowing chapter another area of
shopping behaviour is explored, namely, the inter-
relatlonship between store and shopping expend.iture
choices. rn the finar chapter a method is presented which
potentlally accounts both for linkages between classes of
shopping activity and between shopping and. participation in
other activities, and for the inter-relationship between
destination and activity lntensity choices.
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CHÀPTER 7

AN INTEGRÀ,TED EMPTRICÀ], MODEL OF GROCERY SHOPPTNG

STORE CIIOICE ÀND TEVE], OF EXPENDTTI]RE

1. INTRODUCTION

A major focus of the theoretical- framework presented in
Chapter 3 was the lnter-rel-ationship between shopping
destinatron and expenditure choices. Notab1y, it was shown

how a particular assumed form for the conditionat lndirect
utility functions used in the destination choice model,
given the constructs of economic theory, Iogicatly l_eads to
a particular form for the shopping expenditure functions.
fn this chapter estimation results from an integrated model,
embracing jointly shopping destlnation and expenditure
decisrons are presented. Data f or this exerclse r^rere

derived from the grocery section of the shopping
questionnaire and grocery shopprrrq expenditures greaned from
the activity diaries.

A specification, considered in
conditlonal indlrect utility functions

Chapter 3,
was:

for the

v. : [" ^lqLJ

tro'](To4+

o5 o3

o 2 1og (pr/ úrq) + o1 ,"n
CT

(p./ú. ) 5 *-1 Iq

r. )1q

c I q

€ rq

which, af ter applicatlon of Roy's identity, $¡as

yield a shopping expenditure model:

+
o2 d2a5

fog (p þ
cr1 01 1q

shown to

(7.1)

Iq1
cL cr54+c. )1q

+

1

E 1q

*5 (Y
q 0

(T +u
1q

('7 .2)
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where the a iq and uro are error terms included to represent
choice lnfluencing factors hidden from the analyst.
Because, however, equations (j.L) and (7.2) form an
integrated system, with both sets of erïor terms arlsingr
from the same source, namely anaryst uncertalnty concerning
the conditional indirect utility functlons, orì estimation
explicit al-l-owance should be made f or potentiar correration
between the €iq and urO.

A further complication is that shopping expenditure is only
observed at chosen stores. optimar expenditure revers for
each individual at non chosen stores are concealed from the
analyst. These features firmty ptace equatlon system ( ?.1 )

and (7 .2) in the real-m of sample sel-ectivity models .

Thi s chapter i s developed as f or-r-ows . Sectlon 2

contalns a review of sampre sel_ection model-s appricabre to
the estimation of equation system ( 7 . 1 ) ('l .2). To begin
with, the revlew is simplified by assumingi that equation
( 7.1 ) is characterised by a binary choice. once this has
been covered, the review is extended to cover polychotomous
choice contexts. rn section 3, sampre selection moders are
compared with mlxture moders and reasons enunciated why the
f ormer model genre r^ras pr'ef erred in the current work.
section 4 is then devoted to estlmating an irrcegrrated store
choice/shopping expenditure model-. rn the flrst part of
this section certain theoretical and consistency checks are
developed. In the l_atter part, rêsults from model
estimation are presented.

2. STÀTISTTCÀT ISSUES OF SÀT{PLE SE].ECTIVTTY

For reasons
dlscrete/continuous
equations (1.L) and

of notatlonal economy, the
choice model system, implied by
(1.2), is recouched here as:
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V iq V (7.3)

+U
1q (1 .4)

where Vtq is unobservabr-e, but has an observabr-e
porychotomous real-izatlon, such that rq = i if vjq ) Max
Vlq (i = L, 2,
= j. fn this sectlon two methods that are capable of
accommodating aspects of the dependency between equations
(7.3) and (i.4) are outl-ined. The major focus 1s on the
Heckman-Lee (H-L) sample serectivity correction method. An
alternative method deveroped by Hay/Dub1n and McFadden
(H-D+M) is al-so brlefly discussed..

2.L THE HECKMÀN/],EE SEIECTIVTTY CORRECTION FÀCTOR

iq

"to 
: *rq É

VI^¡q rq

(Zrr,a) + arO

vzq, + t tq

To expì-ain the H-L method assume first of art that
realization of Vrq is dlchotomous (N=2); that iS,
stores are avaitabre rn which to shop. with this
simplification an unobservable variabr_e wo may be

the
only two

defined:

(7,s)

e 2q

:T(a, *
qezq.) +

where r( u, Zq., = V1g - V2O and e{ : arq ,rq. Slnce
the scal-e of rq is arbitrary it 1s convenlent to specify a
zero threshold value and normallze the variance of e{ to
1. Thus , if rq ) 0 expendlture is observed at store 1_,

otherwise expenditure is observed at store 2.

The lnterpretatlon of a variabr_e such as wq need not
be restricted to the store utility based analysis pr".ented
above. other exampres of hrq are propenslty to participate
ln a survey or government proqram (e.g. Barnow et al. 1gg1),
join a union (e.9. T,ee 1978), and seek colteqe educatlon
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(e.9. Kenny et al. 1979). More generally, at least three
types of sample selectivity may be identified. Samples may

be non-random due to individual decisions (e.9. on whether
or not to participate in a survey) yielding the observed
data polnts, termed sel-f -selection, due to decj_sions of a

sampÌing admlnistrator, termed administrator sel-ectlon, or
because of indlviduals falling out of a panel survey despite
an initial random sample, termed attrltion selection.

Following through the shopping behaviour analysis, a

case of self-sel-ection, Figure 7.1, 111_ustrates for an XrO
vector of length two, one of which 1s a constant, the 1ikely
situation where *q is positively correlated with Elq, the
latter variabl-e representing shopping expenditure at store
1. Circl-ed observations lying within the population of
rnterest ( i. e. all shopping expenditures ) are nevertheless
excluded from the sample drawn from store l_ due to self
selection. ft can be seen that the application of a simple
regression model-, such as that shown in the equation of
Figure 7.L, using OLS, will yield blased estimates of g g

and ß 1 since the error term uO will be correlated with
xq. From Figure f.I, for low values of *q there is a

tendency for rq to be smaller than for larqe values of xO.
Ignoring sel-ection wil_1 result 1n biased OLS estimates;
however, it is difficult to determine whether the biased oLS
estimates wilI understate or overstate the true causal
effects (Berk 1983 ) .

Mathematically the regression equation for the
observed data points 1s:

E(Elql*q ) 0) xqÉ + E(utOlwO

OT,
*E(Elqlw' ) 0) xq0 + ntulOl

A1so, ul_q may be regressed on e[

e zd) (7.6)

,1q *
e + (1 .7)qI tlq

q
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hrhere rlq is a ner^r error term uncorrelated with e and Iq
)k

øtrq . ö
ourq . ö

and (o

(7.6) and (1 .'7)

/ rorä rär' is the reqression coefficient with

representing the covariance between un and e{

€ö ,ä.2 the varlance of e { (- l- ) . Using equations

g( åq lvq> 0) : X1qÉ * ourq.ö q q

x1q

is the cummulative distribution
function of the standard normal-

* *E (€ )-r( s. , Z )) (7. B)q

ôlrtu

e

If the € ö and u1O are normalÌy distrlbuted, the

last term on the RHS of equatlon ( 7. 8 ) can be shown to equal

(Johnson and Kotz , Lg'12, pp LI2-113 ) - ólT( o ,Zq)l/Þlr t " ,Zq,)f

so:

zq,ll
E(ElOlwO > p otrq . 

ä
(7.9)

o[z(o, zq,)l

where Õ

density
function and ó the
distributon.

Other distributionaL assumptions can be made about e{ and
r1q, such as they are J-ogisticalJ-y dlstributed, and models
analogous to equation ( 7. 9 ) constructed (Muthen and Joreskog
1-983 ) . However, whereas the l-inear relationship of equation
(1 .'7) f ol-l-ows automaticalty when e { ana uiq are bivarlate
normal, for other distributional assumptions it must be
assumed.

Heckman (I9'76, Lgl9) ldentif red a two stage
procedure for obtaining estlmates of the parameters
contained in equation (7.9). The estimatlon sequence 1s:

1-. estimate equation ( 7.5 ) uslng' binary probit,
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z2

l

use
and

â and zO to calculate
finalIy,

ólrt â,zor1 / +3rä

( a,Z l

lq

3 estimate equation (1.9 ) by OLS replacingr ó
+ Õ [1{ o,Zo)] wirh Olr t à,zr)) /o[rr â

t T

q

q
,z

Stage l invol-ves use of the
2 the subsample choosing store 1.

consistentestimatesof d, p and
methods can be apptied to estlmate

entire sample and stage
This procedure provldes
o urq . ä' 

similar
expenditure at store 2.

In extending the Heckman-Lee binary model_ to a

mul-tinomlnal- choice situatlon, two problems are
encountered. FlrstIy, the choice model can no lonqer be
specified using just one error term. Secondly, the probit
model is computationally intractible beyond about 3

alternati-ves. Lee ( 1983 ) has devised a method of
clrcumventinq these problems by (i) concentrating on the
error term associated with the chosen al-ternative, and (ii)
assuming that the a iq are iid extreme val_ue type I, so that
the choice model- is of the MNL form, but then transforming
the error terms to a standard normal distribution.

('7 .4)
Consider the full model- of equations ( T.3 ) and
Let,

(7.10)
4)q = Max Vrn

It f ol-lows that:

e (i I 2,lq

j if, \tq, <

, N, r + j)

I q (7. 11)

This effectivery reduces the choice of the lth arternative
to a binary decision wlth mutual- exclusivity; either it wil-l
be chosen or not . As suming the u jq" are rid extreme va.l-ue
type l- the probability of al_ternative j beingr chosen 1s
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given by a logit model. Àlso the distributlon of n is:iq

lq lqD(n exp(4 )/ exp (4 iq lq)+ D
i=1
r+)

exp V(Z ,Q

To use the results from Johnson and Kotz, T)q
be transformed lnto standard normal. To achieve this
( 19 82 and l- 9 83 ) drew attention to a wel-l known
transf ormation in statisti-cs:

has to
Lee

* 1n J(q Õ (D(?'l )) (7.13)
lq lq lq

where D generalJ-y can be any distribution function, but in
the logj-t model under consideration is given by equation
(1.L2). The transformed error term rlj' wiff be a standard
normal- varlate. computationally simple and accurate methods
for aproximating the inverse of the standard normal_

distribution can be found in the work of Bock and Jones
(1-968 ) and Hildebrand ( l-956 ) . Errors of approxlmation f or
these methods are less than 3 x l-0-4. With this
transformation j will be chosen iff 4;q <

As suming
bivariate distri
N(0, 0, r, ouiuì
(1 .4) shoul-d ónl
correl-ation coef
more general cas

needs to be incl
given the transf
simply be qenera
to equation ('7 .9

tiq
buti
,p
ybe
fici
e, t
uded

orma

lise
)as

is also normally dlstributed then the

an{- rì *ent, P ,.rr., , is equal to zero. In the
he condiÉiónal- expectation E(ujqllq : j)
as a regressor in equation (7 .4). But

tion of 'ry, the binary H-L model can
d to derlve the multlnomlnal equivalent
*

uj' orrr ) 
o rju. slnce ( or1r1l2* Note that o

is equal to 1.
*
)
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E

with E(v
IS:

lq lq
p +V

(1 . L4',)

iq q j) 0. The two-stage estimation procedure

ourrio{.rtvr r)r, " )l} / n lvrzrq, o )lx
lq

I

1_ estlmate the loglt mo

obtaining values for
lmplied by equatlon (1.3) ,eId

a.

2. For the chosen store cal-culate

*-t{o¡vtzrn, i rJ} and Dlvtz)q' )l P

.l[vt ,)n,,â lf

with øu

correct

clÕ -1 (Pjq)

estimate equation (1.L4 ) using OLS

parameter estlmate for sel_ectlvity

Alternatively the system may

inf ormatlon maximum l-ikelihood. The

IS:

)n\ron,

lq'

being the
and

4 correct the variance/covariance matrices assoclated with
the oLS estimation of equation (7.r4) . This correction
1s necessary because the viñ are heteroskedastic.
Correction formut-as are ¿"/Ir"a in Àppendix ?A.

be estimated using fuII
log-likelihood function

. : 
ÐI;lkroJ-oe{, 

o,rrr, ¡-L ö[{Eiø - xiqp )

+ o,rr,, J 
;} * oro r-os Õ { [r, zq), o )

- Prî'r [ {Era - Xiq Pt /ou..J]ru - 
'P nî', ,rlt,rll, 

,. ,.r,

where J (Z

otherwise
eval-uate .

J[V(Zqi, a )J and k I ifct iq-
may

rq i and 0

to
qi,

*
Equation ( 7. 15 ), however, be difficult
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Finally, the exposltion of the Heckman-Lee method
has been in the context of ranked data. with this cl-ass of
data it is posslbl-e to estimate separate expendlture model-s
of the type shown in equation (1.14) for each chosen store,
j = L,2, N, and thus derive a set of selectivity
correction factors. when unranked data 1s used to estimate
the MNL modet and onry one expendrture equatlon is estimated
it is necessary to assume arr.nx rS constant for al-1 ).o u)rî t" cons

2.2 THE HAY_DI]BTN ÀND McFÀDDEN SET,ECTIVTTY CORRECTION FÀCTOR

To derive the H-D+M method. first define: x*

e and T l1 V cr) V(Z),d ) (7.L6)u) e.
1

(zi'
)ij

so that I - j iff ,j, <
iid extreme val-ue type 1 then the N - 1

will- be jointly distributed with a c.d.
ot'ir' ')2' ' t),i-L' t),)*r'

tlt t

€ i are distributed
random variables

f
o)

N)

I + exp ( - c'l lk=1
k+j

('7 . L't )

for

) k)

By assumptlon:

E( /6 and cov( c¿ u)j'
2 to) 0 var ( <¿ ):ri) lr- I (r)

I
]. 1 N2 i+)

* fn a binary chorce context McFadden et al. (19g6) have
util-ised a FIML approach. Manneringr and Hensher (1986),
however, iD a recent revie\^r concruded that; , unf ortunately,
ful-I information moderlinq systems are computationally
cumbersolrie, and extensions beyond simple binary discrete
choices do not appear promisingr. rndãed binary cholceapplications are onJ-y reratively straight forward if oneuses a standard probit modet with a l_inear speciflcatlon ofthe indirect utility expression,.** rn the interests of notational_ economy the q subscripthas been dropped in this sectlon.
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Generalising a result
conditional expectation of rj

from Olsen (1_980), if the
given .) is l_inear, then:

o u. (,
ll E(.,.)l + vrl )

j o"r.,r]'r'

Pr.u. or.r.
t I ))

u
o) 2

(t) a
) )

The

= t f ei=l l;z P,r,
r+j

contlnuous choice model

N+t
i=1
i+)

)

can then be written as:

+V (7.18)

(7.19 )

[+)

with
multivariate
demonstrates

E(E j) 0lr x E( c.,

' jn)'ji )r"I c,.t
J 2

L 1 2, N, r"+ j)

As can be seen equation ( 7.19 ) is simlrar to equatlon
('l .I4). The H-D+M method, however, includes terms
accounting for correration between the error term in the
demand model- for the chosen aLternatlve and error terms in
the dlscrete choice moder for non-chosen alternatives. rn
contrast the H-L method only incrudes one serectivity
correction term in each demand model. This term accounts
for correration between the demand moder error term and the
error term in the discrete chorce moder for the chosen
al-ternative .

the disturbance terms , cù i, having a

logistlc distribution then Hay (1980)
that:

I c,.r
N-1 togr ( P, )

-N
N+1

E( c.r {rij 1e" jt

so that the continuous choice
correction may be written:

(1.20)
1og +t

J._I
i+)

P (-1 )N )

model with H-D+M selectivity



p
N

+ .Ð.1=l
i+)

log(P.) P. I N+l+ --å (T-=ï) l(-1) * 'j1l

The two stage estimation procedure lnvoLves
estimatlng the discrete choice model and uslng the
probabilities in estimating ('7.2I). The correction
for the variance-covariance matrix associated with
estimation of equation ('1.21-) are presented 1n Hay
and Dubin and McFadden (1980).

6
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(7 .21,)

estimated
f o rmula s

jPPc,.,.u.oa,.rr.t I ))2
7f)

X
)

E

(1980)

2 .3 SI]MMÀRY

The essential difference between the H-L and H-D+M

selectivity correction procedures 1s that the former is
based on the construction of a bivariate distribution
whereas, in the latter, the conditional- expectations of uj
griven the e L are assumed to be l-inear to begin with. À

tractable full informatlon likelihood function is available
for the H-L method but not for the H-D+M method (Trost and
Lee 1984 ) . Moreover much of the appeal of the H-M+D method
disappears when unranked data is used, since only one
selectivity correctÍon factor can be estlmated. This
consideration led to the H-L method being chosen for the
work reported later tn this chapter. Unreported models,
however, using the H-D+M method did not substantiarry alter
the concruslons to be drawn from the work. The similarity
in emplrical resul-ts to emerqe from applying the two methods
has aLso been noted by Hensher and Mitthorpe (1985).

3. MTXTI]RE MODETS VERSUS SAMP],E SEIECTIVITY MODELS

Pourier and Rudd (1981) have recently chatlenged the use of
sample serectlvity models in some contexts. The authors
argue that an alternative modeÌ specificatlon, dubbed the
/mixture model', may sufflce for some anaryses and offer
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advantages in terms of data parsimony. rt is the purpose of
this section to compare the mixture and sample serectivity
models, demonstrate two types of inferences that can be
drawn from sampte selectivity modeì-s, and argue for the use
of sample selectivlty, rather than mixture models in
estimating equatlon system (7.L) and (i.2). For ease of
exposition most of this discussion refers to a binary choice
context.

The mlxture moder can be summariry be specified as
(Maddal-a 1983):

tq =T( a' *
+ ('7 . 22)

S
XSqv (1 .22)q

('7 . 22)

where terminology is as set out in section 2.L but with the
superscript s referring to the portlon of the popuration
from which thc sample is drawn, the superscript N to the
port
the
the
subp

defi
€*q

qezq,)

6s + us'q

-NuqpN *XNq
N

'q

+ rrSqPS

.Nfu qPN

ion of the population excl-uded from the sample, and with
error term e { rra\ring a welr-def ined distribution over
entire population, ü$ aefinea only for the
opulation for which r( s , Zq) >
ned only for the subpopuJ_ation for whlch T( a , Zq,) 1
(I :0).

The selection mode] can be written as:

q

*q = T( u, Zq,) + e {

XNq

(1 .23)

S
qX

S
Yq

N
Yq

('1 .23',)

('7 .23 )

where e{,
the entire

u$ and .r{ nu,r" wet-t def ined distrlbutions over
population.
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In the
in conditlonal

selection model equation (7.23 ) is estlmated
form as:

E(v3 lrq x! os + o * E( e

q
q q
* *1) e T(u z ))

(1 .23)
._suq

,þ"

e
q

This permits two kinds of inferences to be made

The flrst type of inferences concern the conditlonal-
distribution. To obtain such lnferences assume that the
variabl-e of interest is contained. in both X! and Zq. and, for
each vector, lies in the kth position. Then the expected
effect of a slight change in the value of this variable on

the conditional distribution is:
ag(vSll =1)'q'q

*S * E(€
e q T(U,Z ))

*€>q q l
axS

: ok +

a

('7 . 241

Equation (1.2+) provides an estimate of the effect of a
SSchange in *iq on yã , given that q l_ies in the sample

subset S. Referring to the blnary store choice/shopping
expenditure example developed rn the previous section,
suppose that the variable of interest is / store prlces, and
that this affects both shoppingr expenditur:e and the
probability that store l- (: S 1n equations (7.22) - (7.24))
will be chosen. Equation (1.24) provldes an estimate of the
effect of store prices on shopping expenditure glven that
store t has been chosen.

rnferences relating to the marginal distribution can
be obtained from equation ('7.23) as:

aE (vs)

-l-s--g-: Pk (i.2s)
i-Jx-Kq

Again usingr the binary store cholce/shopplng expendlture
exampre, equation (''l .25 ) provides an estlmate of the ef f ect
of store prices on shopping expendlture for an individual_
drawn at random from the population. This second estimate in
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essence removes the effect of store choice on shopping
expenditure, that iS, it is unconditional- on store choice.
The importance of this type of estimate is that PÎ,
estimated sol-ely with data from store L, can be used to
provide an unbiased estimate of shopping expendlture for an

individual drawn at random from the entire population.

It can be seen from the above that two types of
inferences can be drawn from a sample sel-ectlvity model;
one concerninq the conditional- distribution, the other
concerning the marginal- distribution. fn contrast, because
of the definltion of [:, only conditlona]- inferences canq'
be made from the mixture model. The questlon, hovrever,
arises,' / fn cases where onJ-y condit j-onal- 1nf erences are
requlred, is not the mixture modeL to be preferred for
reasons of data parsimony? ' This is the crux of Pourier and

Rudd's argument. Duan et aI. (1983) in their analysis of
the effect of alternative heal-th care lnsurance schemes on

medlcal- expendltures arque that theirs is one such case. It
also seems likely that for analyses lnvoÌvlngr the use of
unranked data, where a distinction is made only between
chosen and non-chosen options in the discrete choice mode1,
generally only conditlonal inferences will be required. The

store choice model empirlcalJ-y developed in the tatter part
of this chapter util-ises unranked data as do analyses
conducted by Hensher and Milthorpe (1985) and Mannering
(1985) among others. ft is argued beLow, ho\^rever, that even
when only conditional- inferences are required, there exist
good reasons in most situations to favour the sampte
sel-ectlvity model.

The first reason refers to the generality of the two
model- structures. Statistically, given typical
distrlbutional assumptions concerninq the error terms for
example, that they al-1 normally distributed the mixture
model may be regrarded as nested within the sampJ_e

selectlvity model with the testabre parameter restrlctions

'ö
o

e
N
qu S

d
Y.

*
q

o
u

0. It should further be noted in this
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context, that for the colnmon linear specification for the
unconditional equation, ân lmportant difference between the
mixture and sample selection models is that the 1atter
results in a non-l-inear specification for the conditional-
equation. These points can be made more forcefully provided
the Mardia-Lee transformation method to normality 1s

accepted. (Lee 1983), as the error term €: can then take a

dlfferent dlstrlbutional form to the rr[, I = S, N. On the
other hand if the "I are assumed to be non-normatly and(ì
differently distributed, so that no nested relationship
exists between the mixture model and sample selectivity
model, then the preceding arguments hold no weight.

In the same veln more general structural models can
be created that are consistent with the sampre selectivity
model than with the mixture model_. For example, taking
variants of the conditional- indlrect utility function used
by Dubin and McFadden (l-984 equation fi-0)) when analysing
choice of water and space heatingr portfol-ios within the
home, a mlxture model version may be expressed as:

V t-
ct

+0

u+

G
1_

cl
2

+
0

ti

+
0,

2

)exp(

p2 + o 2 (Y

+

p1

Pr)

r0
]. 3

d

i

where p1 and p2 are the unlt prices of electricity and gas,
Y is income, ri is the rental price of portfolio i, o 0,
oL' o2,

error terms with zero conditlonal means and distributions
defined for the subpopulation of portfolio.consumers and the
€i are independently and identlcally distributed error

terms with unconditional means equal to zero, and variances
equal to ( a r. ,.)2. Àfter application of Roy/s ldentity

1Ithe electrlcity demand equation rs:

4 109 p2 €.
1 (1 .26)

Ci: o0 + ol- p1 + o3 p2 + ti-) +o2 (Y uli (1 .21)
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À sample selectlvity version may be expressed as

vi
o1

oo * 
",

+ ol P1 + o3 P2 + (Y ti)0
2

exp( o2 pr) o4 loo o^- LZ €i (1 .28)+

where u 1s an extra error term defined for the entlre
population. The j-ndirect ut1-t1ty f unction of equation
('7.28) leads to an el-ectrlcity demand equation:

ci c0+o1 P1 *o3p2+o2(Y r.) + u + ü..J. II
(1 .29)

hThen r'i : 0 and the €i and u are normally distributed,
the discrete choice rnodel (sel-ection equation ) can be
estimated by mul-tlnomlal- probit and equatlon ('7.29 ) by a

variant of the methods outl-ined in section 2.2 (see Terza
1985 ) . This is the onry model- of the structural- set ('l .26)

(7.21) and (1 .28) - (7.29) which is readily estlmabl-e.

SecondJ-y, the question arises whether in the mixture
model there exists any joint distributlon for ([L a]lq' q
that alLows üI and ei to be stochasticarly depend.ent orqq
whether independence needs to be imposed. From Duan et al-.

+ u + u..)rl_

(1984) it is possibl-e to construct distributional- forms
do resul-t in the mixture model and atlow nä and e { to
stochastically dependent. The set of distrlbutions

that
be

satisfying these conditlons, howe'or, can be demonstrated as
rather restrictive (Hay and Ol-sen 1-984 ) .

To summarise, the sample sel_ection mociel must be
used when lnferences from the marginar distribution are
requlred under conditions when only the conditional_
distribution is observed. The sample sel-ection moder should
al-so be favoured. , for reasons enunciated above, when the 

"äare J-ikely to be normarìy distributed or the uI and - *rl eq are
thought to have the same distributionar form. Hov/ever, when
the distribution of the 

"I is likety to be non-normal- and ofrl
a different functional- form to the e{ and when inferences
are onJ-y requlred from the conditional_ distributlon, littJ_e
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guidance can be provided on the most appropriate choice of
modeI.

Finally, it needs to be recognised that there exists
an almost infinite potentlal for sample selectivity (Berk
1-983). Even if a completely random sampJ_e is drawn from a

defined population, that population wiII almost certainly
represent some non-random subset of a more general
population. To account for all_ selectlvlty, therefore,
wourd lead to a sumptuous estimatlon process. on the other
hand any universal application of uncorrected results
obtained f rom a sampJ-e, hây be misleading due to the
presence of bias. The crltlcar questlon is whether the blas
1s small enougrh to be saf e1y lgnored. The key to this
question lies in the magnltude of the correlation between
the error ter: * -ns aq and uO. ff it can safely be assumed
that this correl-ation is very smal-l-, then expediency may
dictate that the sampJ-e selectivity term be ignored.

ESTIMATTON OF ÄN INTEGRÀTED STORX

CHOICE/ SHOPPING EXPENDTTURE MODE],

rn the case of the shopping expenditure equations there is
good reason to believe that the error terms 1n the discrete
store choice ( serection) moder and the continuous shopping
expendlture model may be correlated as they both stem from
the same source, namely, analyst uncertainty about the
indlrect utility function. Àl-so it seems reasonable to
suppose that the error terms assoclated with the continuous
shopping expenditure model- wltl be normatJ-y distributed.
The sarnpre serectivity moclel- 1s therefore favoured as an
estimatlon method.

Actuar estimati'on was done on a modlfied version of
the model system specif ied in equations ( T . j- ) and ('t .2) . rn
initial testlng, the conditional- indirect utirity functions
of equation ( 7.1 ) proved to be unstabl-e with the data set
available. consequently a slmpJ-if ication v/as lmposed and

4
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the conditional- indirect utility functions respecified AS:

V o 2 log (piq /þiq) q (Y1q q1[",

" . f,'o broq

+

d (Y

-cI,

"iq)

+ cr ¡ (T{ 1q 1q (7.30)t

which stil-l- yierds the demand function shown in equation
('l .2) . rn terms of economic theory equatj-on ( 7 . 1 ) impries
ful-I use of the Fisher/Shell_ simple repackaging
hypothes j-s. rt may be regarded, ho\nrever, that the incrusion
of quality terms in equation (7.30), foll_ows the more
pragmatic course of expanslon of the utirity expression
constant term, sây,

*o 13

with,

5(piq)

+

(piq)

+ e

: o3 +

V ct.1̂J o2 fog piq1q
*

1 q "iq )

+ q4 (T t tr'+e1q 1q

In the remainder of this chapter properties
assoclated with equation system (7.30) and (j.2) are further
explored. rn Section 4.L the exact form of modet to be
estlmated is derived and the conditions discussed for
equation (7.30) to represent a valid indirect utirity
function. Results from estimation are presented in Sectlon
4.2.

4.T TOVüÀRDS ÀN ESTIMÄBLE MODEL ÀND THE DIE9üERT CONDITTONS

rn obtaining the estirnated store cholce moder, the qual_ity
lndex of equation (4.6) and the perceived prlce
transformation of equatlon (4.j) were inserted into the
conditlonal- indirect utility function of equatlon (7.30)
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which gave:

d,
5o3 al a2 al

d
5ï.2 1r at

5
ct-

5log al o 2 al a2 log

o,-)SELtn + a2 ^t2 al CONV iq

c
uiq *piq

+

+

x

or- urot (Yq ct
4

o5
al (T

+ PÀR(3) SEL iq

+

d
â1, PÀR( 2 )

pAR(4) = o 
2

and

ciq ) ttq)+

tpîq) u2o5 + €lq

uiq (7.31_b)

(7.31a)

d
^l al 5,

OE,

þoo,r, 
+ PAR(2) rog piq

+ PAR(4) CONViq + PAR(s) (Yq
"iq )

rq
* PAR(7)

p1q+ PAR(6) (T t

where pAR(l) = o3 uLo
0

5= - o.2 al " u2, P.AR(3)

viq =

5
o

d2 al 5 rog

o2 ^lLa 5
t
ot,

2
o5pAR(5) = ol_ al PAR(6) cr4 al

PÀR( 7 ) a2

Where the €iq are assumed to be independently and
identically distributed extreme value type l- the store
choice model takes the non-linear MNL form:

o5
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prob 
{ro=, } exp

xp

{t-î- 
Eï"¿'og pîq + PÀR(3)sEL

u iq

+ PÀR( 4 )coNV
u

+ PÀR(6)(T r
u

. PAR(2)_+ _fog p
lr

* PAR(7)
lq

+ (Y cqlq q)

)
pq

*
1q

+ PAR(3)sEL
u iq

I + PAR(e),t r
u

+ PAR( 4 )coNV
u

r PAR(5),_
I 

-\ 

I

u q qc.1q I

rq

(7 .32)
* PÀR(7)
1q

ì
Í

where v : lE
scale factor.

E
53

qi

o ti t i
/ 3.L41-6 1s the logistic positive

Similarly the expanded form of the estimated
continuous choice model 1s:

0d

or

* 
o'ot 

,
or-

o2_
o1

+
o2o5-o2o5-*
01 rog u1 

1 
aZ tog Pjq

d .0.
CONVo1 z

a n*.u't

EL +
t_ lq c+ c[ lY

iq 5'*q
c

j

j q
0¿Gq

-L ^ - lrn F
o1

)
) q (o

\n

*

+V

iq

) + PAR(]_3) (T - r

2

-c

l

lq

x ( ó [Õ-1(prob |tq = i l)] )/rerot lro = j l) ql
(7.33a)

OI ,

E : PAR(8) + PAR(9)Iog p + PAR( 10 ) SELlqqi

+ PÀR(11)CONV_ + PÀRn_2) (Ylq -q

- -'1ó LÕ '(erob lr

iq

+V
q

PAR( 14 ) Pro
lrl

ql
(7.33b)
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o2o5

- ", 
ar' PÀR(10)

where PÀR( I )

PAR( 12 )

o2o5

a, fog â1, PÀR( 9 )

o2o5
1 L, PAR( 1l_ )

o2

o1+

os, PAR(13) =+: , pAR(14)

12'

and tqj

are ne\^r reslduals wlth zero conditional_
conditional covariances for different q

fn total equation system ('7 .32) - ( 7.33 ) provldes L4

parameter estimates. Associated with these estimates are 11

structural parameters cr1, ..., c5, â1, ã2, aL, 12, U and
orju),, 

_o rî, îr'. 
As will be seen, however,_not.all

struótúral paiaméters can be identified. Conversely,
because some structural parameter comblnations are estlmated
more than once, internar consistency checks can be developed
for the model system.

Five internal consistency checks can be
constructed. These are:

(i) PÀR( 3 ) ^l
1_

PAR(t_0)

PÀR( 4 )
.Y

2 PÀR(11)

( ii )
PAR(2) a2 PAR( 9 )

PÀR(3) ^l
1 PÀR(10)

PÀR( 6 )
ct PÀR(T3)( iii )

PÀR(5) G PÀR(12)
l_

(iv) PAR(11) PAR( 12 )

PÀR( 4 ) PÀR(5)

ll
means and zero

4

ctu
5'

ct
o1â J
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(v) PAR( 8) PAR( 2 ) PAR( 12 )

PAR( 5 ) PÀR( 7 )

3 log al

1-

PÀR( rr- ) x PÀR( ]- )

PAR( 4 )

These relationships mean that the original set of L3

equations can be reduced to 8 equations. SoLution values
can be found for the structural parameters:

5 PÀR( L2) ,

PAR( 7 )a2

PÀR( r_2 )

7 PAR( 3 ) PAR( 7 ) and1

o5

x

o5a

d.
t-

q.

q.^
¿X

ct

x

x

,

PÀR( 2 ) PAR(1_2 )

^r2 PÀR( 4 ) PÀR( 7 )

PÀR( 2 ) PAR( 12 )

The remaining structural parameters can be expressed as
combinations of the estimated parameters, pARfi_) - pAR(?)

and PÀR(L2), and a1 and o1. The overall- sorution vector
IS:



0
1_

o4

o5

al

a2

Y1

\2

o2

o3

u

* In the remainder
notational- economy,
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PAR(2) PÀR( 12 )x
PÀR(5) PAR( 7 )

PAR( 1 ) d. PAR(2) PARfi_2) oL log alx
PÀR( 5 ) P,AR(5) PÀR(7)

PÀR(6) oL
PAR(5)

PAR(12)

a1

PAR( ? )

PÀR(12)

PAR( 3 ) PAR( 7 )x
PÀR(2) PAR( 12 )

PÀR( 4 ) x PAR(7)

PÀR(2) PÀR(12)

d.a 1
PAR(12)

L

PAR( 5 )

For the purposes of research reported here, ho$rever, the
inability to ldentlfy al-l structural- parameters represents
no great handicap*.

o1

+
1

d
1

of this Chapter, for
the normal-isation 1s

reasons of
invoked ( U , .É1]-

)2
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Às noted in Chapter 3 for the function of equation
(7.30) to represent a valid conditional indirect utility
function it must conform to a number of conditions. Diewert
(L974) has shown that indirect utitity functions possess the
following properties:

(i-)
( ]-1)

V( . ) is continuous f or all- prices and
V(. ) is homogeneous of degree zero in
].ncome,

V(. ) is non-increasing in prices and
decreasing in income, and
V( . ) 1s quasi-convex in prices.

].ncome

pr1 ce s

non-

and

(iii )

(iv)

These conditlons are now specified for the conditionat
indirect utility function shown in equation (7.30).

The first two conditions can be quickly disposed.
clearly equation (7.30) is continuous in the positive domaln
of prices and income. ÀIso in the derivation of equation
( 7.30 ) atl- prices and income v¡ere normalised by the price of
the Hicksian commodity ( see Chapter 3 ) . As a result
equatlon (7.30) is homogeneous of degree zero in prices and
Income.

The conditlons
implies àV/ ap <

that V( .) be

For equation
non-increaslng in prlces
(7.30) for price pit

AV1q

[".
o2 log pi + 7t SELIq + G

2
1 2 coNviq

1)t 1q Pi

d
2

ct
+ or- ("q

Pi
( o5 -1)

"iq) 
+ o4 (T 50

5

o2+

Substituting * â,>al pio ' for p1 ( see equation 4.i ) yields:
-¡Y

l- and the term /T / 3.L4L6, negrecred
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âV iq
+=t *

aPi

CT

3
ct

2 log al o 2a2 log piq o2 ^v L sEl,iq

CONV + (Yo21 z+ iq ol
"iq) 

+ o 4 (T
1qq t

-1)x d5a1 piq

-1_ ) * a2( o5 -1_ )+ o5ar piq ('1 .34 )

Eval-uatlon of equation ('7.34 ) requires knowledge of aIt
structural parameters. À sirnpler method of testlng the non-
increasing price condition is to note, by straightforward
application of the chain rule,

AV api avi_q1q
( 7. 35 )

* *¡Pie sPie ãPi

o5o5

ct
5

-1) i( uz(

Glven that perceived pric
function of real prlces,
condition that AViq/ A pi
for all piq. ÀIso a Viq/

es are a monotonically increasing
implyingr api/ apiq >

a piq can be obtained through
differentiation of the reduced form model- of equation
(7.31b).

AVrq
*

*PAR(r) + PAR(2) Iog + PÀR(3) SELpiq 1q
a piq

+ PÀR(4) CONV + PAR(5) (Y1q q "iq)

+ PÀR(6) (T t PAR( 7 ) piq* (PÀR( 7 ) r.)
1q

PÀR(2) * (PÀR(7) 1)piq (7.36 )

fn general the va.l_ue of a viq/ a piq wil-l- depend on the
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value s

also be

forq=

attached to the parameter vector and all variabLes.

The conditional indirect utility functlon should
non-decreasing 1n j-ncome, that is, a VrO/ â Yn >
L, 2, ..., O. From equation (7.31-b)

rq
PAR(5) piq* PÀR( 7 ) (7.37 )

q

âV

âY

Provided PÀR(5) is positive V

income for q: L, 2, ..., A.
iq "i11 be non-decreasing 1n

Finally the quasi-convexity condition is derived.
For the conditional indirect utility functions V(pi, Bie, T

trq, Y "iq, a iq) this condition implies that the sil
eLement of the Slutsky matrix be non-positive (e.9. Hausman

l-98f). This element represents the second partiat
derivative of the condltional cost functlon with respect to
pi. From equatlon (7.30), by inversion, the cost function
is:

Y V1q Pi [",
o2 log Piiq

+ o2 7 L SELiq + d2'y 2 CONViq *l
"iq

-1o1
ct 5_

l

"r1

q
+ cr, (T

4 1q Pi (7,38)t € 5"i11q

Partiall-y differentiating equation ( 7.38 )

the conditronal Hicksian demand functlon:
w. r. t. pi gives

ãY 1q

âpi
utq)

-l- )

htq (Pi, Btq, uiq,

ct -1
(cl5

rq 1
c[

5 Pi "i1 o2 _1
Pi'

o5 -1)-1 ttq05 cr I Pi

and partially dlfferentiating the condltionar HicksÍan

(7.39)
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demand function of equation (7.39) v¡

element of the Slutsky matrix:
r.t. pi gives the si1

âh 1q
[".5

CT
1sii ( c5 -1) ct i PL2 ct

2 log pi

+ o,2^yL SET,iq+ o2^r2 CONViq

ciq) + d4 (T l(Yo1+ tq 1q

-1 -a+ ol_. o2pi' (7.40)

where sii <

conditional indirect utility function.
Eval-uation of equation (7 .40 ) requires f ul-l-

knowledge of the structural parameters. Àgain, however, a

relationship can be estabtished between the quasi-convex

condition for real prices and an analogous condltion
invorving perceived prices. To derive this condltion, the

conditionar cost function can generalry be described by:

Y 1q Ytq (Pi, Btq, "iq, T I e V

Y

iq, iq, 1q

iq (pr(pfo), Brq, "iq, ttq' 
' iq'T

*

V ) ( 7.41)1q

TakÍng the partiar differential of equation (i.4L) w.r.t
*pi d qrves:
¿Y

ãy rq ã Yiq ãpi
(1 .42)

*
a pi{ ð Pi aPie

To represent a val-id cost functlon equation (1 .4r ) must be
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non-decreasing in prices, that is,
example, Varian 1984). Àl-so Api/

equal to zero. Thus the condition,

for equation ('7.4L ) to represent a

aYiO/ ãp, >

apiq is greater than or

uslng perceived prices,

valid cost function is
AY rq ^*o piq

second partial derivative of equation ( ?.41_ )

IS:

The
J<w.r.t pi-q

(,
2

d Y
'l'

àp 1q

2

r-q

âp apq 1q
*
i

* *
ap rq

^2y.-]-q
âPiãPt

rY.-rq 2âPi
+ * *

aPi

real prices. Also

â pi ð PiqaPiq (7 . 43)

must be zero or positive. Thus

Note that 3 2Yi{ <0 i s the quasl- convexity cond.ition f or

âPi

f
â P¡-

*
ã piq

the f irst term on the RHS of equation ('t .43 ) must be
neqative for vto to represent a varid conditionar indirect
utility function with Yiq as the corresponding conditional_

expenditure function. Given that

* *

1s positive,

1q
* *

,2Pr

ây.
1q

apiq
a2Y

provlded
âD. âD.-' Iq -- ]q

1s negative
ap1q âp 1q

must also be



negative for V1O

the other hand 1f

Y 1q
* *

àp ap

to meet the
2âPi

Referrlng to equation ( 4.7 ) ,
derivative of D. w.r.t. pi is:
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quasi-convexity condition. On

is positive the correct sign of

the second partial

* (a -2)1) a2 al piq 2

* *
aPiq aPiq

2
â

for VrO to meet the quasi-convexity condition
1q 1q

is indeterminate

2
d Pi

(a
2* *

a Piq a Piq

If a2 is negative, for pi
pTq, a, must be negative

monotoni caJ-1y

a'pi wi 1r

a Piq a P19

1f a2 is positive a1 must also

to be then negative a2 must

to be

and
lncreasing in
also be

negative. On the other hand
2

be posltive. For
âPi
* *

a piq apiq

lie between 0 and l-. Àn estimate of a

obtained by dividlng PÀR(7) by PÀR(12)
2 can easily be

Compiling these facts, for VrO = Viq (prtnlOl, B

T trq, Yq "iq, € i ) to represent a valid conditional_
corre spondingindirect utility function with Yrq us the

conditional expenditure function and p, =
( from equation ( ?.43 ) i a 2yiq 

I ap, \, w

,rJ r, Enîo/

iq'

atPiq
iII be

a t̂, then
negrative

Further, A Y1q wil-I be posltlve. provided p, is a

api
monotonically increasing functlon of * if a2 <piq,

^*^*o PiÇ o Piq
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\^riIl- be negative, â Yiq ¿2pi will be negative, and

1q

¿ Pi âpiq a PiQ

must be negative. Conversely if a2 >
aPiq a Piq

à2 will be positive, àY iq ¿2Þf will- be

a2y

Pi
**

a Pie â Piq

positive and the sign of

¡pi apiqapiq

apiq a piq

is, the quasi-convexity condition can be tested uslng
perceived prices provided the estimate of a2 <
however, this 1s a weakened quasi-convexity test. From
equation ('1 .43 ) with

a2y indeterminant. Thatrq

a2y 1q aPi 2

âPi aPiq 3 Pig aPi â Pi- ¡ piø

it is possibl-e for ,2Ylg to be negative, but for VrO

aY

1q

1q a2pt
* * *

PÀR(s ) -1 piq PAR(7) V1q PAR(s)-1 PÀR(1)

*+ PAR(2 ) log piq + PÀR(3) SEL 1q

(.)
,**
ð Piq a Pie

not to be quasi-convex Ín real prices. That a2y be1q

api-api-q
negative when a, <
condition for VrO ( . ) to be quasi-convex in reaL prices.

The conditional- expenditure functions corresponding
to the reduced form conditional lndirect utility functions
are

Y

PAR(5) "rq 
+ PAR(6) (T t

*
e 1q PÀR( s ) -1 piq PAR(7)

1q

+ PÀR(4) CONV iq
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*with partial second derivatives w.r.t piq given by:

aPiq a Piq

PAR(7) x

- 

Piq
PAR(5)

PAR( 1 )

1q

"iq)

AY rq (PÀR(7) + 1) ( -2)

*+ PAR(2) 1og + PAR(3) SELpiq

+ PÄR(4) CONV + PAR(5) (Yqrq

PAR(2) * ( -2)+ PÀR(6) (T t +

- 

Piq1q
PÀR(5) ('1 .44)

4 . 2 ESTTMÀ,TÏON RESIII,TS

Data for estlmatinq the model system were obtained from
merging the shopping questionnaire information with shopping
episodes recorded in the actlvlty diaries. Diaries for main
househol-d shoppers who fil1ed 1n the shopping questionnalre
vrere interrogated for records of activity episodes invorvingt
grocery shopping with the precedlnq trip originating from
home or the subsequent trip ending at the home. Records
\^7ere re j ected if no expenditure 1nf ormatlon was provided or
if the store visited was not one of the set of stores
provided by the shopper in the shopping questionnaire.
Further siftinq was done on the basls of items of socio-
economlc information provided.

From this process two data sets, used for
estlmation, were compiled. one set only included, for each
househol-d, the maximum expenditure store. The other set
used al-l- the stores remainlng af ter editing. For the second
data set, in effect, each store cholce by a househofd was
treated independentry. The number of househords remaining
af ter editJ-ng \^rere L02. The second data set incl-uded 236
store choices. In both cases the cholce set for any
individuar comprised the list of mode/store arternatlves
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provided in the shopping questionnaire with the chosen
al-ternative being the mode/store combination observed in the
activity diary.

Discrete choice model parameter estimates for the
'maximum expenditure' and 'aII stores/ data sets are shown

in Tabl-es 7. L and 1 .2, respectively. The choice set
comprised the store vlsited (i.e. the chosen store) plus
two randomly selected stores from the set of stores
provided. Estimation was achieved by a modified version of
the software packagre 'TROMP' (Sparmann and Daganzo L982l.
The modifications, effected by the author, principally
involved enabling the program to handle explicitly varying
choice set sizes and expansion of the number of attributes
that could be lncl-uded in the analysrs.

The selectivity correctlon terms in the continuous
shopping expenditure models ( see Tables 7.3 and 'l .4) \¡rere

obtalned by applying the H-L method described in Sectlon
2.I. À listing of the computer program used to calculate
these terms and the corrected standard errors 1s contained
in Appendix 78. The significance of the selectivity term
for the /maximum expenditure' data set confirms a priori
suspicions concerning the possibility that the error terms
in the store choice and shopping expenditure model_s would be
correl-ated. It is al-so interesting that the seLectivlty
correction factor is significant in the relatively i11
specifled model- system. From model statlstics the
unobserved influences are playing a larger role in the
'maximum expenditure/ data set. Thus the possibilities for
correlation are enlarqed.

A number of factors serve to enqender confldence in
the models. Firstfy, vlrtually atJ- variables took on their
anticipated signs. The sol-e exception to this was the
estlmate for PAR(10) obtained from the maximum expenditure
stores data set. rt should be noted that this parameter
estimate, as with other expenditure model- parameter
estimates using the maximum expenditure stores data set, is
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TABI,E 7 .T

ESTIMÀTED STORE CHOICE MODEI, :
MAXTMI]M EXPENDTTI]RE STORE DÀTÀ SET

Form of condltional ind.irect utility functions*:

V1q Ieantrl + pAR(2) rog (GpRrcEdq) + pAR(3) GSELdq

+ PAR(4) GCONVdq + PÀR(s) (HINCOMEq TCOSTmdq)

+ PAR(6 ) (60-rrrME*dql]cenrcnon PAR( 7 )

Parameter Parameter
Estimate

Standard
Error

I-
Statistic

PAR( 1 )

PÀR(2)

PÀR(3)

PÀR( 4 )

PAR( 5 )

PAR(6)

PAR(7)

37 .4923

25 .0037

L .827 0

2 .2422

0. 0004

0.0814

-0.5356

6 .4866

6.0689

0.3980

0 .3392

0 .0022

0 .0252

0 .0226

5.78

4.L2

4.59

6 .6L

0.1_8

3 .23

-23 .7 5

p2 0. 065

% correctly predicted

at zero
at convergence

29
39

*Note: Varlabl_es def ined in Tab1e 4 . g
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TABI,E 7.2

ESTIMÀTED STORE CHOICE MODEL _
ÀÏ,T, STORES DÀTÀ SET

Form of conditional lndlrect utility functions*
viq = PÀR(l-) + PÀR(2) log (GPRICEdq) + PAR(3) GSELdq

+ PAR(4) GoNVOn + PAR(S) (HINCOMEq - TCoSTmdq)

+ PAR(6) (60-TTTME)*dq 
] eenrcnoo

t

PAR( 7 )

Parameter Parameter
E s t imate

Standard
Error

L-
Stati st1 c

PAR(T)

PAR(2)

PAR( 3 )

PAR( 4 )

PÀR( 5 )

PAR(6)

PÀR( 7 )

6.3813

-0.9051_

0.0344

0.1-41_8

0. 0059

0. 0901

-0.0301

0.3578

0.3428

0.0430

0.1_028

0.0021_

0 .02L3

0. 0032

L'l .84

-2.64

0.80

t-.38

2 .19

4 .23

-9.55

p2 0.L52
% correctly predicted:

at zero
at convergence

29
45

*Note: Variables defined in Table 4.9.
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TABLE 7.3

ESTTMATED SHOPPING EXPENDITI]RE MODET -
MÀXTMUM EXPEìIDITT]RE STORE DÀTÀ SET

Form of demand. equation*:

EXPEND'q : PAR(8) + PAR(9) Iog (cPRICEdq) + PAR(l-0) GSBLdq

+ PAR(1l) GCONVdq + PARil_2) (HINCOMEq - TCOSTmdq)

+ pAR( r3 ) ( 60-TTIME*dq) pAR( r4 ) SCLEEmdq

Parameter Parameter
Estimate

Uncorrected
Standard

Error

Uncorrected
T-Stati st i c

Corrected
T-Stati s ti c

PAR( 8 )

PÀR(9)

PÄR( TO )

P^AR ( 11 )

PÄ,R ( 12 )

PAR(T3)

PAR( t_4 )

13.3567

-10.8048

-0.6979

4.0675

0. 0013

0.L029

5.001_1

15.0041_

1 .0291,

2.L496

2 . L035

0.0054

0 .2348

2.L738

0. 89

-L.54

-0 .32

l_.93

0 .25

0.44

2 .30

0. 80

-1.41

-0 .29

1,.79

0 .22

0.39

2.0L

2R 0.073

*Note: Variabl-es def ined in Tab1e 4.9.
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TÀBTE 7.4

ESTIMÀTED SHOPPING EXPENDITI]RE MODEI, -
ÀI,T STORES DÀTÀ SET

Form of demand equation*

EXPENDTO = PAR(8) + PAR(9) log (GPRICEdq) + PÀR(10) GSELdq

+ PÀR ( r- r_ ) GCONVdq + PÀR ( 12 ) ( HINCOMEq TCOSTmdq

+ PAR( l-3 ) ( 60-TTIME*dq) PAR(1-4 ) SCLEEmdq

Parameter Parameter
Estimate

Uncorrected
Standard

Error

Uncorrected
T-Stati sti c

Corrected
T-Stati sti c

PAR( 8 )

P.AR( 9 )

PAR(1_0)

PAR ( 1r_ )

PAR(12)

PAR(t-3 )

PAR( T4 )

3. 9858

-10.3L39

2 . L66L

3.661_t_

0.0058

0 . L2L0

L .248L

0.8l-34

2.8388

1.0185

0. 8709

0 .2254

0.L671

1_.6408

4.90

3.63

2.L3

4 .20

2 .58

0.'t2

0.76

4.88

3 .62

2.L2

4 .1_9

2 .57

0.72

0.74

2R 0 .21,1

*Note: Variables defined in Tab1e 4.9.
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insignificantly different from zero at normal confidence
Ievels. The insignificance of expenditure model parameter
estimates uslng this data set can be attributed to the small
sample size and reduced variation in observed expenditures
caused by taking only the maximum expendlture store for each
household.

SecondÌy, both sets of models passed the internal
consistency tests derived in Section 4.1. Results from
these tests are presented in Tab1e 7.5. In aLl- cases the
internal consistency checks of parameter estimates falI
within 95% confidence intervals

Thirdly, the estimated conditlonaL indirect utitity
functions meet most of the Diewert condltions. In
particular:

(i) The non-decreasing lncome conditions is met in
all- the estimated conditional indirect utility
functions for both data sets, since the estimates
attached to PÀR( 5 ) are positive.
The non-lncreasing price conditlon $¡as met for
aIl conditional indirect utility functions for
every data point in both samples. Evaluated at
sample means for the maximum stores data set

( ii )

*
aV / ap -3.5482 for chosen stores and) )

aVr/ a nl -3.1-268 for non-chosen stores, wh1le
stores / data set the corresponding

-0.3305 and -0.22889, respectively.
for the
f igrure s

'al-l-
are

* Unfortunately these confidence intervals are often fairly
wide due to al-I tests involving the use of ratios. The
variance assoclated with À/B where A and B are random
variables 1s:

var ( A/B ) var (À) + A2 var (B) 2AB COV (AB) )
:1

1",B4

For the calculations presented in Tab1e 6 where the
parameter estimates vrere f rom dif f erent model_s (e.g.
PAR( 1-1- ) and PÀR( 4 ) in test 4) the covariance term was
assumed equal to zero.
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TABIE 7.5

INTERNÀI CONSISTENCY CHECKS OF TIIE INTEGRATED
STORE CHOTCE/SHOPPING EXPENDITI]RE MODEL SYSTEMS

TEST DESCRIPTION TEST RESULTS

MAXTMUM EXPENDITURE
STORES DATA SET

ALL STORES DATÀ SET

T,HS point
value ( 95%
c onf idenc e
interval- )

RHS point
value ( 95t
conf idence
interval )

LHS point
value ( 95%
confidence
interval- )

RHS point
value ( 95%
confidence
interval )

PAR(3) _-PÀRU.0) 0. 8148

PÀR( 4 ) PAR( rr_ ) ( 0.3ss2
1,.2744)

PAR(2) PÀR( 9 ) l_3.6856

PAR( 3 )

to to to

15.4819
(76.1-049 to
1_07.0687)

79.1539
( -637 .LL3 to
795.4205 )

-0. t_71_6

( -t .2690
0.9258)

3.25000
(41_.3407
47 .8407 )

-26.3LL0
(-r0r.8792 to
49.2572)

0 .2426
(-0.s112
0.9964 )

1-5 .27 46

( l_.9660
28 .5832)

0.5917
(-0.1_l_94
1, .3027 ',)

-4.7615
(-9.1098
-o .41,32',)

20 .862L
( -t_569
1-61_ 0 )

0.9831
(-0.0436
2.0098)

to

to

to

to

to

PAR(l-0) (3.5924 to
23.7 788 )

PAR( 6 )

PAR(5)
_ PÀR(13) 1_80.8889

PARc-2) (-2774
3r_36 )

PÀR(11) PAR( 1_2 )

to

PAR(4) PAR(5)

PAR(8) PÀR(2) x PAR(12)
PAR 5 PAR( 7 )

= PAR(11-)x PAR(l-) L65.23
ÞÀR-ïZT ( -2LBr

25LL

t_.81-41_

(-0.1-01-8 to
3.7300)

68.0184
(-594.46 to
730.49 )

25.81_88
(-L2.7924 to
64 . 4299 )

-25 .57 4L
(-68.4193 to
L7.21rr)

1,64.'t748
(-80.1-860 to
409.7356)

to

to
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( iii ) The estimate of a2 was -41,2.00 for the maximum

expenditure stores data set and -5.0L67 for the
'a11 stores' data set. Since these two estimates
lie within the interval oo <
quasi-convexlty condition can be tested on both
data sets using perceived prices. For the ,all_

stores' data set the weakened quasi-convexity
condition was met for all condltional indirect
utility functions for every data point in the

sarnple . Evaluated at sample means a 2Yiq

* *
a Piqâ Piq

: -14.6188 for chosen stores and -f1.3508 for
non-chosen stores. For the maximum expenditure
stores' data set the quasi-convexity conditlon
was met in less than 5t of the sample points.
Evatuated at sampte means ^2v. = 1.908.25" -iq ¿

a Pie a Pie
for chosen stores and 1579.88 for non-chosen
stores. This is a disappointing result. Other
authors who have tested indirect utility
functions for this condition have also obtained
indif f erent results ( e. gr. Wal-es and Woodland
L97'1, Brownstone 1980). Brownstone (j-980)

following the methods of Lau ( 1978 ) discusses a

constrained estimation procedure that ensures the
quasi-convexity condition is met.

Elasticity estimates associated with the two model
sets are displayed in Tables 7.6 and i .i . For the discrete
cholce model- the perceived price el_asticity estimate
satisfies:
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TÀBLE 7.6

DISCRETE CHOICE MODEL DTRECT ETASTICITY ESTTMÀTES

De s cripti on Elasticity estimate
'maximum expenditure

stores' data set

Elasticlty estlmate
'alI stores' data' set

perceived price elasticity
perceived selection elasticity
percelved store convenience
el-asti city

travel cost elasticity
travel time elasticity

-2.L7

0.59

0.88

0.00

0.01

-0.7s

0. 04

0 .23

0.00

0. 05
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TÀBIE 7 .7

SHOPPTNG EXPENDTTI]RE ELÀSTTCITY ESTIMÀTES

De s cripti on Elasticity estimate
'maximum expenditure

stores' data set

Elasticity estimate
'all stores/

data set

Elasticities of
expenditure with

wlth respect

wlth respect
s e Iecti on

with respect
convenrence

with respect

with respect

Elasticities of
expendlture with

with respect

with respect
selection

with respect
convent ence

with respect

with respect

shopping
a given store:

to perceived prices -0.59

to perceived -0.10

to perceived store 0.68

to income 0.06

to time availability 0.30

expected shopping
flexible store choices:

to perceived prices -2. 85

to perceived 0.58

to perceived store 0.84

to income 0. 06

tlme avail-ability 0. 39to

-0.85

0.31_

0 .67

0 .28

0.41_

-t- . 4 9

0.35

0.7L

0 .32

0.60
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a log Prob I{ I
I

1 *q [eantrl + PAR(2) fog piq

PAR(5) (Y + PAR(6) (T- rq

*

+
*â logr piq

PAR(3) SELiq + PAR(4) CONViq +

"iq ) rq rl

x PAR (7) piq PAR ('71 + PAR (2)

) { = tl,
(7. 4s )

qX
* PÀR (1') (1 Prob Ipiq

Erasticity estimates for the other dlscrete choice model-
variabl-es can be similarly derived. Discrete choice
elasticity estirnates are disptayed in Table i.6. AtI
estimates, except for perceived prices for the /maximum

expenditure stores' data set, are indicative of inel-astic
demand. The changes in el-asticity estlmates between the two
data sets are 1n the directlon that ad hoc reasoning
suqgests. specifically for the higher expenditure data set
the store attrlbutes become rel-atlvety more important, while
f or the l-ower expenditures data set sampred individual_s
place rerativery more weight on travel characteristics.

Two sets of elasticity estimates are provided for
the shopping expenditure models. rn the spirit of Dubin and
McFadden (1984 ) the f irst set of e.l-asticity estlmates are
cal-culated to correspond to short-run responses conditional
on a partlcul-ar store cholce Although strictly
incorrect, in calcuJ-at1ng these el-asticities the selectivity
term has been hel-d constant, under the assumption that the
representatlve individuar is l-ocked into his current store
choice in the short run.

x The'short run'referred to here is Ìikely to be of
considerably l-ess duration than that used by Dubin and
McFadden in their study of water-heat space-heat portforlo
choice and electricity demand. It iS, however, sLiIlpossibte to imagine that store cholces are 1n the short runinflexibl-e due to factors such as indlvidual inertla,
househord operating constraints, knowredge constrainús, etc.



The second set of elastlcity estimates are based on

flexible store choices. They are cal-culated by usingr
expected store expendltures and takingr the sel-ectivity term
into account. Specifically they satisfy

o
, [*âl_oo E.1q

ô 1og *tkq =[ pk

x._
1J<q

E.-lKq
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('1 .44)

-r teron {ro : +,]

ä Prob I

tiaT

1

Ax ikq

qx âx ikq

where *iq is one of the independent variables with P k as
its associated parameter 1n the expenditure model.

. Not surprisingly, grocery shopping expenditure is
characterised by inel-astic demands. The onJ-y elasticity
estimate greater than one is for perceived prices with
f lexibl-e store choices. NaturaJ-Iy the longer run
elasticities al-I exceed the short run elasticities. The
time elasticity can be interpreted as the change in shopping
expenditure that could be expected given that more time r^/as

available in which to shop. It can be seen from the models
and elasticity estimates that store attributes (and even
travel tlme and travel cost ) not only lmpact the choice of
store but also shopping expenditure once a store has been
chosen.

5. CONCTUSION

An important aspect of the theory developed 1n chapter 3 was

the fusing of shopping destination choices with the shopping
expenditure decisions made by lndividuals. This chapter has
involved estimating an integrated store choice/shopping
expenditure model system, consistent with that theory.

À good portion of this chapter r^¡as devoted to an 1n
depth lnvestiqatJ-on of characteristics of the estlmated
model system. Because this system was soundry based on a
wel-l- specified economic theory of shopping behaviour, a
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number of tests could be applled to the models that are
unavailable when ad hoc approaches are used. An encouraging
aspect was that the estimated model systems conformed to
most of the conditions derlved from the theoretical
f rameworl<.

The insight offered by the integrated system is
considerably rlcher than that offered by past modelling
efforts in this area. The interrelated nature of store
choice/shopping expenditure decisions is clearly evident
the empirical estimates obtained from the model system.
fact, iD one data set used for estimatlon, this
interrelatedness tool< an extremely complex form, but one
which could be competently treated using advanced
statlstical techniques .

1n

fn

The estimated models demonstrated the importance of
store attributes and time and income constraints on shopping
expenditure. In this they lie in sharp relief to previously
estimated models of shopping expenditure which have
principally been based on individual or household socio-
economic characteristlcs. One potentiaJ-Iy signif icant $ray

to improve the models estimated in thls Chapter would be to
add some soclo-economic variables. The astute reader wil-1
be able to discern how this might be achieved within the
integrated modelling framework. Àn area of statistical
improvement would be to use futt lnformatlon maximum

likelihood to simultaneously estimate all parameters. This
would lead to more efficient estimates. Further, this
approach permits al-l- structural parameters to be recovered,
thus enabling, for lnstance, a translation of perceived
prices into real prices.
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ÀPPENDIX 7À

THE HECKMAN-T,EE TWO-STÀGE SELECTIVTTY CORRTCTTON METHOD:

DERIVÀTION OF THE VÀRIÀNCE/COVÀRTANCE MÀTRIX FOR THE

CONTTNUOUS CHOICE MODEL

In this Àppendix I derive the varj-ance/covariance matrix for
the reg'ression model with selectivity correctlon shown in
equation (7.L4) . The methods used to derive the
variance/covariance matrix fo1low those of Amemiya ( 197g ) ,
al-so used by Lee et aI. ( 1980 ) and descrlbed by Maddal-a
(1983). These authors, hovrever, derive the
variance/covariance matrix for a rinear-ln-the-parameters
binary probit modeI. In this appendix the
variance/covariance matrix derived is for the generarised
serectivity correction factor constructed from non-linear-
in-the-parameters multinomial logit model_.

Consider a multinomial logit model given by:

expIV( a,z l
D(o.,2 ) (A7. t_ )l N

q
q

zexp[Vt o,rrrrf

where cr is a vector of parameters ( cr = cr1,

is Q x M matrix of variables pertalning to
= Lr2r...,r), ,N),

=iLL 'iLz ''ir:y-

''i2M

o2, -. , o R), Zi
al-ternative i (i

z Li2L i22z.
]-

z iQf iQz 'ie¡ul
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VrO are unspecified functions comprising parameters o and
variables ZLq, and a normalisation is imposed so that
V( o,ZWe) = 1. Also note that the use of a slng1e generic
parameter vector 1n equation (47.1 ) , rather than separate
parameter vectors pertaining to each al_ternative, does not
imply any restriction on the generality of the model since
al-ternative-specific effects can be introduced by defining
some of the Zr* to be zero on al-l- except one alternative.

From section 2.L, deflne:

J ( o.,Z * tIo (a,zro)l

*
4.U.))

çÞ

óllla,z

x

tq-1 exp [Vt o, z )l

l]z¡(u,z

2 expIVt" ,r rrr)
normal cumulative
chosen, expected

(A7 .21

(A7.3 )

) q

-1where Õ' is the inverse of the standard
distribution function. Given store j Ís
shopping expendi tYlre i s :

E
uox. ß -lq' +p q

)
u Vlq iq l lq)

where Ejq
vector of
matrix of

is expendlture
parameters (0'
variable s ,

by indivrdual- q at store j
= ßL,ß2,...',ßp), Xi 1s a

0 is a

0jxP

x
x

x
x

j11
j2L

)L2
)22

j1P
j2P

JO P

x
x j

*lQ, r X
)

aj is
whi ch

2.r),
2.L) ,

tiq rs

the
r_q -
Pn I,,
, J.AI
an

number of indivldual-s choosingr store j (i. e. f or

error term with E(vrqllq = 1) = 0.

estirnating equatlon (À7.3) using the two stage
ct is replaced by the estlmated parameter vector,

In
procedure



d,, obtained from the multinomial logit modet so that:

E lq

where:

v+

24r

(À7.4)) q

ó [ J (o ,r,orf ólt ta ,z I
) ntä,2 D@,2n

)l O[.lra,,zi

D( u,Z

l
V

upuu
a+

l
*
)

qvlq iq

oþrà,2 lq

)
J q iq)

ÞlJ(a,Z lTaking a Taylor series expansion of

öltlu,z
)around cr and subtracting

j g

D(à,7

we obtain:

) q

lq

D(u,Z
) q

lq Bo(cr-a)
D( a,Z

) qq )

where B is an Q+ x R matrix:0, --J

a {o ¡.1 ( u,z.i1) ]/D (a,z 'i1 )l â ló [J(d, rrrr] /D@ ,z j1)l
â or- ão

R

B
d

d lö lJ ( d,z ll to(a,z )l a ló [J(a, rro,)] lDro,rro )Ì
I

jQi ja
I

âo àa
1 R

Denoting,

a{øt.l(a,zro)) [D(a,z io)l 
-1Ì

b
d rlq âq r
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and expanding by application of the chain and product rules:

a ló[J(a,rio,]l a [J(cI,,raorf
loto,z -1_borjq alllo,z l)

- 0[.] ( u,z lq

Recalling that:

j

-2 afnt",rirrl

aIJ(c,ro_r)f

q
âa rq

)

+lota ,z
âf ota,,iorl

(À7.s)

(A7.6 )

(.A7.7)

)l lo{u,z lj q
àq r

ó (x) 2exp (-x /2)

SO
a Io txr] -x ó(x)

âx

Applyinq the result Ín (À7.6), equation (À7.5) can be
simplified to:

-ó[.](a,zql )l

Examining the terms in (A7-i)
matter to show that:

J(d,Z q âc r

-1)l r
âcl r

1t is a relatively simple

b
ct )rlq D(a,Z q

lq

âD (V av.
lq

âa
I

lq -- D(V v_
Kqlo

k
(A7.8)q

âo, r )

where V v qlq lq
( a,Z

)
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Àl-so a standard result
function y=f(x) is: dx

ft follows that:

for the inverse, x=f-l(y), of a

l_

dy df(x) /dx

a[J{ a,z )l ,lÕ 1[oto,r:rrf I alorcr,riìl
alo{ u,z )l

iq
âa

af ;ta ,, jnrl

[o t.i 
r o, , io,] ]

âcr r

afnta ,,irrl
ðct r

a f nr o,riorl-1

ölJ ( a,Z

T iq

-l_
lo [.] (a ,zro,] ]

(A7. e )

r

By inserting (À7.8 ) and (À7.9 ) into (À7.7 ) then,

q D(a,Z

âct

Ë;

].

t"

)l AV
b +

qi(a ,Z
a¿ ) i Irlq âo r

(A7

jq

-Õ[J(a,z 'iq

r_0)

)l
Define G) as a Aj x (P + l-) matrix, nj (x

olt

j
D@ ,Z

) q
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-Õ[J (a,zar)l

D( a,Z jr.

-Õ[J (a ,z ar)l
D(U,Z

)

- Õ[J (a ,z )l

j1P

)2P
* 

)zz

j

x

x

x

x

var

j1r

)2L

)L2
x

T

2

G j

jax
0)a)

x
IP2

*:Q, t
)

D(a,Z ja
l

(A7.1-1- )

It follows from standard asymptotic theory that:

1

(G.G.
))

+ B (a-cr)
ct

*
j u j

lot .r, . Pnlr, 
.)) ))["

-1 t
) 'G.

J

A j

where the notatlor, À means that the two expressions have the

l.'ur(vr)+ ,orrr..r¡poîu.)2Bo var râl n,

cov(q',v, la* ]

same asymptotic distribution. The asymptotic covariance
matrix is therefore:

Pr*.u.) J1u
)

ou

p
)

G j(G.G.
))

l_

rju j orl",+o
)

+o pu

G

u

G

B cov( orv
ct

*
j u

)j

j

)

))
(7.12')1xG
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Define C

term as:
j as a Aj x Qj diagonal matrix with the qth diagonal

olJ ( a,z )llq
D( d,Z

Õ[J(0,2 l) q J(a.,2
) qD( d,Z

) qq )

Then

Kotz
as Lee ( l- 9 83 ) , f ollowing the resul-ts of Johnson and
(]-9'].2) , has shown:

var(v (a
ul

(o l2t^
'jtj 9j

(o )2 (c1c . I -1u.u. I 't
))

)
co* )2.t ?.u) ') )

uj

where 
nto-, 1"= cov(a,-ujl

expresstons

a Qi x Qi identity matrix. Note also E( a - a )v))
= 0 (Maddala 1-983 ) . Substituting these

into (A1 .L2) \^re obtain:

l

(o -1
u n

(À7.13 )

is the R x R variance/covariance matrix
estimation of the multinomial_ logit modeI.
variance/covariance matrix can be obtained by

2*
)

B varrâle'lc telc l-1o ol I ))

jl GGupu
) ) )

c'. fc .rL lx

^where var ( cr )

obtained from
The estimated
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replacing G
)

with @tjtj

)

^with G c with) j wlth Bo , (ø..r 
r 
rr, prl *

)

û, 
,' where

c
J uBo

j

)andØ )2 with Øor\", tjtj

Ð(E
g

x p)iq Jq(o
u

)

rt is easy to show that use of the estimated variances from
OT,S estlmation of A1 .4, ignoring the fact that d are
estimated parameters, wil-1 Lead to underestimation of the
true variances as calculated from equation À7. L3.

2

a)
u



PROGRAM HLMVCM (PARIN,OUTPUT,SHOPOUT,
I TAPEl=PARIN, TAPE6=OUTPUT 

' 
TAPE9=SHOPOUT)

PROGRAM: PROGRAM To CALCULATE coRREcrED vÀRrANcE'/covARIANcE
MATRIX IN DISCRETE/CONTINUOUS MODEL SYSTEMS
ESTIMATED BY THE TI^TO-STAGE HECKMAN-LEE
SELECTIVITY CORRECTION METHOD WHERE THE DISCRETE
MODEL IS OF THE MULTINOMIAL LOGIT FORM

DATE: 4 DECEMBER I985
(AMMENDED 24 JANUARY 1986 AND 9 MARCH 1986)

VERS ION L.02 ASSUMES Q = QJ AS FOR UNRANKED DATA
REQUIRES USER ROUTINES
VALV - TO CALCULATE VALUES FOR THE

CONDITIONAL INDIRECT UTILITY
FUNCTIONS (CIUFS)

PDERV - TO CALCULATE PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
INVOLVING THE CIUFS

RECODEX - TO RECODE ANY OF THE FIRST P

COLUMN VECTORS OF THE G MATRIX
VALE - TO CALCULATE THE FUNCTION

ASSOCIATED IVITH THE CONTINUOUS
cHorcE MoDEL (CCM)

OPT IONS : SEE PARIN FILE (IPROGRAM OPERATIONI
FOR MORE DETAILS

VAR
1. SIZE OF PRINTED MATRIX MROW

BLOCKS CAN BE ALTERED MCOL

BLOCK)

I.
2.

SIZE
4
4

4

LUESVA

2

3

OUTPUT LEVEL CAN BE SET VERBOSE

PROGRAI"I CAN TERMINATE HOWLONG
AFTER CALCULATING THE OUTFORM
SELECTIVITY CORRECTION (SC)
FACTOR AND OUTPUTING THTS
WITH THE X MATRIX AND
DEPENDENT VARIABLE FOR
THE CCM

FOR THE VARIANCE,/COVARIANCE MATRIX

2-20
2-20
FULL, PART
NONE
VARI , DATA
(.....)

4
40

FORMULA:

VAR

WHERE

CM=C

SIGMA RHO *
VV N

J

I
BETA (S IGMA ) (GG)

JJJ VV

V (SIGMA RHO * )

VV N

2 -tT
(GG)

JJJJ J V
JJ JJ

T T -]
XG (CM)G (G G)

JJJJ

B

J ALPHA
VAR (ALPHA) B

ALPHA



REWRTTE

VARB =

IVHERE

THIS, USING THE PROGRAM MATRIX VARIABLES, AS

CP X GTGINV

CP=SIGMA2-SIGRHO2
T

X GTGINV X G (CM) G

THE FOLLOWING PARAMETERS

MATRIX ROW SIZE

VAR 0
G

J
CM

c
J

B
ALPHA

VAR (ALPHA)
CP

T-l(cc)
JJ

ARE SET FOR DIMENSIONS

COL SIZE NAME

P+1 VARB
P+1 G

P+I CM

Q C (NOTE,

RB

VARD
CP

OF ARRAYS

DIAGONAL = VECTOR)

P+1
a

P+1
O

o

R

P+1
R

P+l

P+l P+1 GTGINV

SYMBOLIC CONSTANTS (SEE 'PARAMETERI) USED IN ARRAY DIMENSIONS

0-
QJ
P_
R-
NA
NP
(r

NOTE

NOTE.

NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
NUMBER OF
USED AS A

OBSERVATIONS IN DCM
OBSERVATIONS IN CCM FOR CHOICE J
PARAMETERS FOR CCM
PARAMETERS FOR DCM
ALTERNATIVES IN DCM FOR EACH INDIVIDUAL
VARIABLES IN DCM
SUPERSCRIPT REFERS TO MATRIX TRANSPOSE)

IN MOST MATRICES, AN ACTUAL NUMBER OF ELEMENTS DEFINED FOR
A PARTICULAR I'1ODEL, IS USED IN THE CALCULATION (SEE TC,
NAC, ETC). HOWEVER, THE MAX. DIMENSION MUST STILL BE PASSED
AS A PARAMETER TO DEFINE THE ADJUSTABLE SIZED I"IATRICES.
AS MENTIONED ABOVE, QJ, THE ACTUAL NUMBER OF PERSONS
CHOOSING A GIVEN ALTERNATIVE J (I^IITH QJ .LE. Q) ' SHOULD
BE USED IN CCM CALCULATTONS. AT PRESENT IT IS
IMPLICITELY EOUAL TO Q.

THE IMSL LIBRARY ROUTINES ARE USED TO CALCULATE MATRIX INVERSE
T -1

cTcINV = (c c ) oF I,IATRIX G

JJ J

AND THE CUMULATTVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION INVERSE

-I
J (D)

FILES: - INPUT DATAi MATRICES, VECTORS, ETC
_ INTERÀCTIVE OUTPUT
_ OUTPUT DATA; G MATRIX

PARIN

NOTE.

FTLE - INPUT PARAMETERS

= PHI (D)

PARIN
OUTPUT
CCMOUT

THE NUMBERED CODE SYSTEM LISED IN THE PARIN EILE SERVE,S



LINE

TI^TO PURPOSES. FIRSTLY, IT ENABLES DATA IN THE PARIN FILE
TO BE EASILY PINPOINTED. SECONDLY, THESE CODES ARE
USED AS COMMENTS IN THE PROGRAM TO ALLOW EASY IDENTIFICATION
OF THE SECTIONS OF DATA BEING MANIPULATED. THE FOR¡4AT
INFORMATION BELOIV SPCIFIES HOIÍ THE PROGRAM READS IN THE
DATA FROM THE PARIN FILE. I+ COMMENTI SIGNIFIES THAT
THE USER CAN PROVIDE ANY COMMENT. THESE COMMENTS ARE

NOT USED BY THE PROGRAM.

FORMAT CODE + ITEMS

I
2

f2 '00'+
2x,214,

3(A,2X)

'PROGRAM OPERATION DATAI
MROW - MAX ROW PRINT BLOCK

(A GOOD DEFAULT VALUE IS 12)
MCOL - MAX COL PRINT BLOCK

(A GOOD DEFAULT VALUE IS 8)
VERBOSE - OUTPUT PRINT LEVEL
HOWLONG - TERMINATE AFTER CALCULATION

OF SC TERM
OUTFORM - FORT,IAT TO V,JRITE TAPE 9

+ IDISCRETE CHOICE MODEL DATAI
+ COMMENT

R - NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN DCM
FORM - DATA FORI.,IAT OF NEXT LINE
ALPHA (R) VALUES
IE. R COLUMNS TO BE READ IN

+ COMMENT
R - NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN DCM
FORM - DATA FORMAT OF NEXT R LINES
VAR(ALPHA) (R,R) VALUES
(VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX OF DCM)
IE. R ROWS OF R COLUMNS TO BE READ IN

+ COMMENT
Q - NUMBER OF PERSONS IN DCM
NA - NUMBER OF ALTERNATIVES IN

THE CHOICE SET OF EACH PERSON
(ASSUMED CONSTANT)

NP - NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN DCM
FORM - DATA FORMAT OF NEXT Q LINES
CHOSALT(Q), Z(Q,NP) VALUES
IE. Q ROWS OF T + NP X NA COLUMNS TO
BE READ IN INCLUDING A CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE
SELECTOR

2

4

5

6

1
B

T2
T2
2x,t4,A

FORM

I2
2x, T.4 ,A

FORM

I2
2x,314 rA

r10t
'll'

9 (+R)

t 12t

tr3t

,20' + 'CONTINUOUS CHOICE MODEL DATAI

CCM ASSOCIATED
WITH CHOICE J

P - NUMBER OF VARIABLES IN CCM
FORM - DATA FORMAT OF NEXT QJ LINES

CONTAINING THE X(QJ,P) AND E(QJ) VALUES
(NOTE THAT G = (X:Y) WHERE
Y(a) = VECTOR OF TAYLOR EXPANSION TERMS)
IE. QJ ROWS OF P+I COLUMNS TO BE READ IN

+ COMMENT
FORM - DATA FORMAT OF NEXT LINE
SIGRHO2 - THE VARIANCE * COVARIANCE TERM

(I.8. THE PARAMETER ESTIMATE ASSOCIATED
WITH THE SC FACTOR)

+ COMMENT
P - NUMBER OF PARAMETERS IN CCM

E'OB.M - DATA FOP.MAT OF NEXT LINE

9+R
10 +R

I

]I+R (+0) FORM

ll+R+Q 12
+ COMMENT

QE - NUMBER OF PERSONS TN

3+Q ) FORM

I2
2X tA
FORM

12
2x,f 4 tA

?cì

Ãñ

5Q

6Q
70

'22',

'23'
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c
c

c
c
c

8Q

9Q

20 +P +29

CHARACTER
I

INTEGER
REAL

DIMENS ION
1
I
1
I

COMMON
COMMON

FORM

T2

BETA (P) VALUES
IE. P COLUMNS TO BE READ IN

'30r + CoMMENT (END oF DATA)

TOTAL LINES IN FILE

vERBOSE'k4, HOWLONG*4, TASK*30, MODEL*20,
OUTFORM* 4 O

Q, PI R, NA' NP, QC, PC, RC, QI, PI, RI,
J

FORM* 4 O ,

MRO!í , MCOL

c

c
PARAMETER (Q = 300. P 8, R 9, NA 10, NP = 9)

G(Q,p+I), Gw(p+l,p+l), Vlv(p+I), cTGINV(p+1,p+1),
c(Q), B(Q,R), VARD(R.R), T1(p+1,R), T2(R,p+I),
TEM(R), Cp(p+1,p+L), VARB(p+I,p+l), BETA(p), E(Q),
z(NA,Np) , ALPHA(R), D(Q) , J(Q), pHr (Q) , DA(NA),
csEB (P+l),CTB (P+1),SUMS (P+2)

\-

(-

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

/REPC/ VERBOSE
/REPD/ MRotv, McoL

REI^IIND (1 , ERR = 920)
LNo = -l-

READ IN PROGRAM OPERATION DATA

t00t

READ (I. I000, END=93I, ERR=931 ) LNO, MROW, MCOL,VERBOSE, HOWLONG,
OUTFORMt

1000 FoRMAT (f 2/2X,214,3 (A,2X) )
rF (LNO.NE.00) cOTO 931
IF (MRO9í.GT.20 .OR. MRO!ù.LT.2) MROW = l2
IF (MCoL.GT.20 .OR. MCOL.LT.2) MCOL = 8
IF (VERBOSE.NE.,FULL' .AND. VERBOSE.NE. 'pART' .AND.

I VERBOSE. NE. I NONE ' ) VERBOSE = 'FULL '
IF (HOIVLONG.NE.,VARI' .AND. HOWLONG.NE.'DATA') HOWLONG = 'VARr,

c
C OUTPUT A HEADER
c

MODEL = IMAXIMUM EXPENDITURE'
TASK = TCALCULATE VARIANCE MATRIX'
IF (HOWLONG.EQ.'DATAI) TASK = 'OUTPUT DATA FOR CCM INC. SC TERM'
9VRITE (6 | 6000) MODEL,MODEL.VERBOSE,TASK

6000 FoRt"lAT (//2X,'PROGRAM HLMVCM - CALCULATTON OF CORRECTEDT,
1 ' VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX WHEN USING THE',
1 I HECKMAN/LEE SELECTIVITY CORRECTION METHOD'/
L 2X, BI ('=') //21X, 'USES - DISCRETE CHOICE MODEL - , ,A/I 28X,'- CONTINUOUS CHOTCE MODEL _ ' ,A//21X, 'OUTPUT _ ' ,A/I 21xr'TASK - 

"A//21X,4I('=')////)READ IN DISCRETE CHOICE MODEL DATA - ALPHA,
AND CALCULATE THE DATA DEPENDENT MATRICES -

'r0'

VARD,
D, Jl

z
PHr, B, C

READ (l,1C10, END=931, ERR=931 ) LNO
1010 FORMAT (r2)

rF (LNO.NE.10) cOTO 931
c
c t11t

READ (Ir10ll-,END=931,8RF.=9-rI) LNOTRC,FOp.M



c

I0I1 FORMAT (r2/2X,r4,A)
rF (LNO.NE.11) cOrO 931
rF (RC.cr.R) coro 932
READ (l,FORM,END=93l,ERR=91I) (ALPHA(L),L=I,RC)
CALL PRINTM (ALPHA,I,R,1,RC, IDCM CHOICE VECTOR ALPHAI,2)
, 12'
READ (l,l012,END=93I,ERR=931) LNO,RI,FORM

l0I2 FORMAT (r2/2X,14,A)
rF (LNO.NE.12) cOTO 931
rF (Rr.NE.RC) GOTO 932
DO 20 K = 1r RC

READ (l-,FORM,END=931,ERR=912) (VARD(K,L) rL=lrRC)
20 CONTINUE

CALL PRINTM (VARD,R,R,RC,RC,'ESTI ID VAR/COV MATRIX VARD"2)
r13t
CALL LSCM (Q,R,NA,NP,QC,RC,ALPHA,Z,B,D,J,PHT,DA, IERR)
rF ( r ERR. EQ. I ) GOrO 93 1
LNO = 13
rF (rERR.EQ.2) GOTO 932
rF (rERR.EQ.3) cOTO 9I3
rF ( r ERR. EQ. 4 ) cOTO 91 4

CALCULATE THE C DATA VECTOR

CALL DEFINEC (J,PHI,Q,QC,C)

U

c

U
U

c
c
c
c

c

'20'

READ (1, I020, END=93I, ERR=93I) LNO
1020 FORMAT (r2)

rF (LNO.NE.20) cOTO 931

'2L'
READ (1,I02I,END=93l,ERR=931) LNO,QI,PC,FORM

1021 FORMAT (r2/2X,214,A)
rF (LNO.NE.21) cOTO 93I
rF (Qr. Ne. gs¡ coTo 932
rF (PC.cT.P) GOTO 932
DO 40 K = I, eC

READ (I,FORM,END=931,ERR=921) (G (K,L) ,L=1rPC) ,E(K)40 CONTTNUE
CALL PRINTM (E, I,Q,1,QC,'CONT. CHOICE MODEL VECTOR E' ,3)

CALCULATE THE REST OF THE G DATA MATRIX

CALL RESTOFG (PHI,Q,P,QC,PC,G)

WRITE CHOICE DATA AND TERMINATE PROGRAM IF REQUESTED

READ IN CONTINUOUS CHOICE MODEL DATA - X/G, E,
AND CALCULATE THE DATA DEPENDENT MÀTRICES - G,

IF (HOWLONG. EQ. 'DATA I ) THEN
REI^IIND 9
DO60K=1,QC

WRITE (9.OUTFORM,ERR=940)
CONT I NUE
READ (I,1030, END=93 1, ERR=931 )
rF (LNO.NE.30) cOTO 931
GOTO 990

ENDIF

SIGRHO2. BETA
S IGMA2

(G (K,L),L=lrPC),E (K),G (K,PC+I)

LNO

c
c

c
U

60



252.

,22'
READ (L,L022,END=93I,ERR=931) LNO,FORM

1022 FORMAT (f2/2X,A'
rF (LNO.NE.22) GOTO 931
READ (l,FORM,END=93l,ERR=922) SIGRHO2
IF (VERBOSE. EQ. 'FULL') WRrTE (6 ,6022) SrcRHO2

6022 FORÌ,IAT (//' SIGRHO2 = ' ,8l-2.5/ I =======, //)

'23'
READ (1,1023rEND=93IrERR=93I) LNO,PI rFORM

1023 FORMAT (f2/2Xt14tA)
rF (LNO.NE.23) GOTO 931
rF (Pr . NE. PC) GOTO 932
READ (l,FORM,END=93I,ERR=923) (BETA(L),L=1,PC)
CALL PRINTM (BETA,T,P,1,PC,'CONT. CHOICE MODEL VECTOR

t30 r

READ (1,1030,END=93l,ERR=931) LNO
I030 FORMAT (r2)

rF (LNO.NE.30) GOTO 931

c
c

c

c

c
c
c

BETA' , I)

500

520

PRODUCE/PRINT MEANS FOR OLS REGRESSION COMPARISONS

IF (VERBOSE. NE. 'NONE ' ) THEN
DO 520 K = I, PC+l

SUMM = 0.0
DO500I=I,QC

SUMM=SUMM+c(I,K)
CONT INUE
SUMS (K) = 5UMM / Qc

CONT INUE
SUMM = 0.0
DO540 I=L,QC

SUMM=SUMM+E(I)
CONT INUE
SUMS(PC+2) = SUMM,/ QC
I^tRITE (6,6560) (SUMS(I),I=l,PC+2)
FORMAT (' OUTPUT X VECTOR MEANS FOR OLS REGRESSIONI,

I ' COMPARTSON'//5X,8F9.4/)
ENDIF

PERFORM THE VARIOUS MATRIX OPERATIONS ASSOCIATED I^7ITH
THE CALCULATION OF THE VARIANCEi/COVÀRIANCE MATRIX - VARB

CALCULATE THE ESTIMATED SIGMA SQUARE VALUE - SIG}4A2

CALL SIGI.,IA (G, E,BETA,Q,P,QC,PC,SIGMA2)

CALCULATE THE GTGINV MATRIX

CALL GETINV (G,Q,P+I,QC,PC+l,GW,GTGINV,VW)

CALCULATE THE (TEMPORARY) MATRIX

T
WHERETI=GB

T
T2=BG

CP TT VAR (ALPHA) T2

540

6560

c
c
c
c
c

c
c

c
c
c

c

c
c



2s3

600

620

640

660
680

U
c

c

700

CALL MATMUL
CALL MATMUL
DO680K=I

DO 620 L
TEMP
DO 600

TEI"IP = TEMP + T1(K,I) * VARD (I,L)
CONT INUE
TEM(L) = rrMP

CONT INUE
DO 660 L = I, PC+l

TEMP = 0.0
DO640r-I,RC

TEMP = TEMP + TEM(I) * T2 (I,L)
CONT INUE
CP (K 

' 
L) = TEMP

CONT INUE
CONT ]NUE

CALCULATE THE (TEMPORARY) MATRIX
T

VARB=GCG-CP

(G,B rQ, P+1, R, QC, PC+1, RC, Tl )
(8,G, Q, R, P+I, QC, RC IPC+L rT2)
, PC+l

RC

I, RC

PC+l

L, QC
TEMP

1,
0.0
I=

t,
0.0
a-

T

J J

DO720K=1r
Do720L=

TEMP =
DO 700

VARB c (cM) G

+ c(I,K) * C(r) * c(r,L)

- cP (K, L)

TEMP =
CONT INUE
VARB(K,L)

CONT INUE
TEMP

DO 800 K = I, PC+l
DO 800 L = I, PC+I

TEMP = 0.0
DO 780 I = I, PC+Ì

TEMP = TEMP + Cp (K,I )

CONT INUE
VARB(K'L) = TEMP

CONT INUE

PC+1

720
c
c
c
I

c
c
c
c

740

760

CALCULATE THE MATRIX - CP
CP = SIGMA2 - SIGRHO2 X GTGINV X VARB

DO 760 K = I' PC+L
DO 760 L = I, PC+I

TEMP = 0.0
DO 740 I = 1, PC+I

TEMP = TEMP + GTGINV(K,I) * VARB(I,L)
CONT INUE
IF (K.EQ.L) THEN

CP(K'L) = SIGMA2 - SIGRHO2 * TEMP
ELSE

CP(K,L) SIGRHO2 * TEMP
ENDIF

CONT INUE

CALCULATE THE MATRIX - VARB
VARB=CPXGTGINV

GTGINV(I,L)

CALCULATE THE MATRIX - CSEB - CORRECTED STANDARD ERROR
CSEB = SQRT ( DIAGONAL ELEMENTS OF VARB )

AND - CTR - CORRECTED T STATI.STIC ON BETA AND,SIGR.HO2

*
780

c
c
c

800



c
c
c

CTB =
CTB =

BETA / CSEB
srGRHO2 / CSF,B

FOR 1 PC
FOR PC+I

DO 820 K = 1¡ PC+I
CSEB (K ) = sQRT (VARB (K 

' 
K) )

820 CONTINUE
DO840K=1,PC

cTB (K) = BETA (K)
840 CONTINUE

CTB (PC+]) = SIGRHO2

/ csEB (K )

/ csEB(PC+I)
c
c OUTPUT - VARB, CSEB, CTB - AND FINISH

CALL PRINTM
I
CALL PRINTM

I
CALL PRINTM

I
coro 990

(vARB , P+1 , P+1 , PC+l, PC+I,
'VARIANCE ,/ COVARIANCE MATRIX' ,I)

( csEB , I, P+1 , I, PC+1,
'CORRECTED STANDARD ERROR VECTORI,l)

(crB,.1 ,P+I,1rPC+1,
'CoRRECTED I rTr I STATTSTTC VECTORT TI)

E ORMAT (

GOTO 990
wRrrE (6
F'ORMAT (

GOTO 990
!ùRrrE (6 ,69L4)
FORMAT (

GOTO 990
wRrTE (6
FORMAT (

coro 990
wRrrE (6
FORMAT (

coro 990
wRrTE (6
FORMAT (

GOTO 990
wRrTE (6
FORMAT (

GOTO 990
wRrrE (6
FORMAT (

coro 990
wRrTE (6
FORMAT (

coTo 990
wRrrE (6
FORMAT (

c
c

9ll
69tt

9L2
69t2

FINISH/ERROR MESSAGES

wRrrE (6,69I1)
FORMAT (' ERROR READING ALPHA VECTOR DATAI)
coro 990
wRrTE (6 ,69l-2',)

913
6913

' ERROR READING VAR(ALPHA) MATRIX DATAI)

,6913)I ERROR READING Z MATRIX DATAI)

9L4
69L4

92r
692L

922
6922

923
6923

932
6932

940
6940

920
6920

931
6931

' ERROR (LSCM) COMPUTING J VECTORI)

,692L)I ERROR READ]NG G/E MATRIX DATAI)

,6922',)
' ERROR READING SIGRHO2 DATAI)

,6923)
' ERROR READING BETA VECTOR DATA')

,6920)
' NO DATA FILE')

,6931) LNO
' ERROR READING DATA FILE AFTER LAST CODE =

,6932) LNO
' MISMATCHED PARAì4ETERS AFTER CODE = ' ,I2)

,6940)
' ERRoR VIRITING G/E MATRIX DATA' )

, 12)

c
990 tJRrrE (6,6990)
6990 FoRMAT (/ /' END HLMVCM' ,/)

c
END
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SUBROUTINE LSCM (Q,R,NA,NP,QC,RC,ALPHA,Z,B ID,J,PHI,DA' IERR)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE CERTAIN VALUES FROM THE LOGIT DCM (LSCM)

I. READ IN THE MATRIX - Z (Q,NP)
2. CALCULATE THE VECTORS - D, J(D) AND PHI(J)

D(ALPHA,Z ) = EXP ( V(ALPHA,z ) ) / SUM ( ExP ( V(ALPHA,z )

JQ 1 .ra ) r ( ( rQ

I¡THERE EXP
vo
SUM

J (ALPHA, Z )

JQ

-I
WHERE. CND

PHI ( J(ALPHA,Z ) )
(JO)

WHERE DND
CND

DND ( J(ALPHA,Z ) )

(J0)
/ D (ALPHA tZ )

JQ

= EXPONENTIAL FUNCTION
= USER SPECIFIED UTILITY FUNCTION, SEE - VALV -
= SUMMATION FUNCTION

-1
= CND D (ALPHA, Z )

J0

INVERSE OF CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

DENSITY OF CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

3. CALCULATE THE MATRIX B, USING TERMS FROM FUNCTION - PDERV -

DND (J (ALPHA, Z ) )
JQ

J
B (Q, R) DEL / DEL (ALPHA )

D (ALPHA, Z ) R

JQ
J

DA = A SCRATCH VECTOR USED TO STORE VALUES OF D FOR ALL ALT|S

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROW COL

z
ALPHA
D
J
PHI
B
DA

NA

0

NP
R
C)

a
a)

R

NP

(NOTE. SPECIAL USE AE Z)

PARIN FILE - INPUT PARAMETERS (SEE RELEVANT SECTION IN I4AINLINE)

coDE - tl3'
ITEM - CHOSALT(Q), Z(Q,NP) VALUES

Q ROWS OF 1 + R X N COLUMNS TO BE READ IN
INCLUDING A CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE SELECTOR

NOTE - HOWEVER THAT THE Z MATRIX READ IN IS NOT Z(Q,NP) AS
ORIGINALLY DEFINED. INSTEAD WE AB.E READING IN THE DATÀ



I

il

il

c
\-
c
(,

U

C
\-
c
c

I
\-
a
c
c
c

C

c
a

2

ONE LINE AT A TIME AND CALCULATING RESULTS PROGRESSIVELY.
THE Z (NA,NP) IN FACT STORES NA ALTERNATIVE SETS, FROM THE
ONE INPUT LINE, VüHICH WILL BE DEPENDANT ON THE DATA FILE.
THE Þ1AIN RI:ASON FOR INCLUDING Z (AS A WORK ARRÀY) IN THE
SUBROUTINE PARAMETER LIST IS SO THAT IT CAN HÀVE
ADJUSTABLE DIMENSIONS TO MATCH ALPHA.

IMSL ROUTINE - MDNRIS - IS USED TO CALCULATE THE INVERSE OF
THE CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

USER ROUTINE - VALV - IS USED TO PROVIDE THE EXACT FORM OF
THE CIUFS

USER ROUTINE - PDERV _ IS USED TO PROVIDE THE PARTIAL
DERIVATIVES OF THE CIUFS

ERROR RETURNS, VIA - IERR -, ARE -

IERR = 0-
I-
¿-
3-
4-

93r
932
913
9r4

ALL OK
ERROR READING DATA FILE
MISMATCHED PARAMETERS
ERROR READING Z MATRIX
IMSL ERROR (MDNRIS)

(c/E
("
( tt

( tt

EXIT
il
lt
I

IN MAINLINE
il

I

tt

CHARACTER FORM'K 4 O

INTEGER Q, R, NA,
REAL Z I ALPHA'

NP, QC, RC, NAC, NPC, IERR, CHOSALT
D, J, PHI, B, DA, VALV, PDERV

DIMENSION Z(NA,NP) , ALPHA(R), D(Q), J (Q), PHI (Q) , B(Q,R), DA(NA)

PI = 3.L4I59265
CON = 1.0 ,/ SQRT (2.0 * PÌ)

READ IN Z MATRIX, A PERSON AT A TIME AND CALCULATE THE
D, J, PHI AND B MATRICES. USING IMSL ROUTINE - MDNRIS

READ (1,I0I3,END=9l0,ERR=910) tNO,QC,NAC,NPC,FORM
l013 FORMAT (r2/2x,314,A)

rF (LNO.NE.I3) GOTO 9I0
rF (QC.cr.Q) coro 920
rF (NAC.GT.NA) GOTO 920
'rF (NPC.GT.NP) GOTO 920
IMEM = 0

DOl00K=1,QC
READ (I,FORM,END=9l0,ERR=930) CHOSALT,

1 ( (Z(I, L) ,L=l,NPC) ,I=I,NAC)
CALL PRINTM (Z,NA,NP,NACTNPCT'DISC. CHOICE MOD. MATRIX Zl
PSUM = 0.0
DO 20 I = I, NAC

DA ( I ) = EXP (VALV (I , K,ALPHA ,Z rR, NA,NP, RC fNACTNPC) )
PSUM=PSUM+DA(I)

20 CONTINUE
CPROB = 0.0
DO40I=1,NAC

DA(I) = DA(I) / PsUt'

,3)

40
IF (I.EQ.CHOSALT) CPROB = DA(I)

CONTTNUE
D (K) = CPR9B
CÀLL MDNRIS (CPROBIVALJ,IERR)
IF (IERR.NE.O) THEN

I¡4EM = I
J(K) = o.o
PHI(K) = 0.0
wRrTE (6,6040 ) rERR
FORMAT (I TMST. ERROR IMDNRT.q)

c

I

6040 IER = 'r!3,



7- j

1 ' ROUTINE I,VILL CONTINUE I )

ELSE
J (K) = vÀLJ
PHI(K) = CON * EXP(-0.5 * VALJ**2) ,/ CPROB

ENDIF
VALJ = -I.0 * (J (K) + PHI (K) )

DO 100 r, = 1, RC

TI = 0.0
T2 = 0.0
DO60I=l,NAC

T3 = PDERV (I,K,LTALPHA TZ TRTNATNPTRCTNACTNPC)
IF (I.EQ.CHOSALT) T2 = T3
Tl=T1+DA(I) *T3

CONTINUE
B(K,L) = VALJ ]' (T2 - T1)

60

r00 CONTINUE
IF ( IMEM . NE. O

CALL PRINTM (

CALL PRINTM (

CALL PRINTM (

CALL PRINT},I (

IERR = 0
RETURN
IERR = I
RETURN
IERR = 2
RETURN
IERR = 3

RETURN
IERR = 4

RETURN

) GOTO 940
D,l,Q,I,QC,,PROBABILITY VECTOR D,,2)
J,1,Q,I,QC,'J = INVERSE NORMAL OF DI '3)PHI,1,Q,L,QC,'DENSITY FUNCTION VECTOR PHlI
B,Q,R,QC,RC, 'TAYLOR COEFFICIENT MATRIX B"

t2')
3)

c
900

910

920

930

940

c
END



O

c

c
c
c
c
c
u
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE DEFINEC (J,PHI,Q,QC,C)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE DIAGONAL MATRIX C, GIVEN BY TERMS
CALCULATED IN SUBROUTINE - LSCM -

DND (J (ALPHA, Z ) )
JQ

J

DND (J (ALPHA, Z ) )
JQ

J J (ALPHA, Z )

- ALTHOUGH V'IE ONLY WANT THE DIAGONAL
AND ACTUALLY DEFINE A VECTOR C(Q)

C (Q,Q)

WHERE DND
CND

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROIV coL

J
PHI
c

JQ
D (ALPHA, Z ) D (ALPHA, Z )

JQ JQ
J J

= DENSITY OF CUI-,IULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
= STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

J

O

O

o

c

c

INTEGER Q, QC
REÀL JI PHI, C

DIMENSION J (Q) , PHI (Q) , C(Q)

DO 100 I = Ir QC
c(I) = PHI (I) * (PHI (I) - J(I) )

1OO CONTINUE
CALL pRTNTM (C,1,Qr1,QC, '|DIÀGONAL MATRIX C"3)

RETURN

END

c

c



c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
U
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

SUBROUTINE RESTOFG (PHI,Q,P,QC,PC,G)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE LAST COLUMN OF G, GIVEN BY PHI (Q)
CALCULATED IN SUBROUTINE - LSCM -

-DND (J (ALPHA, Z ) )
JQ

J
G(Q,P+l) SCLEE FACTOR

D (ALPHA, Z )

JQ
J

DENSITY OF CUMULATIVE NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
STANDARD NORMAL DISTRIBUTION

OFGARE-

coL

P+I

QC, PC

WHERE DND
CND

THE DII"lENSIONS

MATRIX ROI^I

GO

]NTEGER Q, P,

20

REAL PHI, G

DIMENSION PHI (Q ) , G (Q, P+I )

CALL RECODEX (G,Q,P,QC,PC)
DO20I=lrQC

G(I'PC+1) = -1.0 * PHI(I)
CONTINUE
CALL PRINTM (G,Q,P+I,QC,PC+I,IG MATRIX - I.E. CCM DATA MATRIX VTITH

1 SC TERl.,l' ,3)

RETURN

END

c

c
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c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE SIGMA (G,E,BETA,Q,P,QC,PC,SIGMA2)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE VARTANCE FACTOR - SIGMA2

22
srGMA ) (

vV) = SUM (n -BETA X ) /
JJ) O ( JQ JQ)

o
J

IVHERE SUM = SUMMATION FUNCTIoN

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -
MATRIX RO!{ COL

G

E
BETA

USER ROUTINE - VALE - IS USED TO PROVIDE THE EXACT FORM OF
THE EXPENDITURE FUNCTION

CHARACTER VERBOSE*4
INTEGER Q, P, QC, PC
REAL G, EI BETA, SIGMA2, VALE

DIMENSION G(Q,P+l), E(Q), BETA(P)

coMMoN /AneC¡ VERBOSE

'QCSIGMA2 + (E (K) - ver,n (K,BETA,c ,Q,p,QC,pc) )**2
SIGMA2=SIGMA2/eC
rF (vERBOSE.NE. 'NONE') wRrrE (6,6100) srcMA26100 FORMAT (//, SIGMA2 = , ,p:-z.5/' =--===, //)
RETURN

END

Io P+
0
P

c

c
SIGMA2 = 0.0
DOI00K=I

SIGMA2 =lOO CONTINUE

c

I



Tall

c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

M1
Ì42
M3

cI
c2
c2

suBRourrNE MATMUL (Ml,M2rRR,Cl,C2rRRC,CLC,C2C,M3)

ROUTINE TO I4ULTIPLY TWO REÀL ¡,IATRICES - MI' M2 - TO GIVE M3

T
M3=MlXM2

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -
MATRIX ROW COL

RR
RR
c1

TNTEGER RR, CL, C2, RRC, CIC, CzC
REAL MI, M2, M3

DTMENSTON Ml(RR,CI) , M2 (RR ,C2) , M3 (Cl,C2)

DO 200 r
DO2

c
00J=1,C2C
TEMP = 0.0
DO 100 K = I, RRC

TEMP=TEMP+Ml(K,1)
CONT INUE
M3 (I,J) = TEMP

M2 (KrJ)

I CT

*
r00

200
c

c

CONTTNUE

RETURN

END



26i2.

C

c
U
c

M

c

c

c

c
c
c

c
(-

c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

(-

c

SUBROUTINE GETINV (G TMTCTMCTCC,GV'trGI rVÍ{)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE lNVERSE MATRIX

T-1cr = (cc)
NOTE THE USE OF V{ORKING

II'ISL ROUTINE - LTNV1F -

GI FROM G, WHERE

ARRAYS - GW, VV,l (REQUIRED BY IMSL)

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROW COL

G

GI^I

vI^]
GI

INTEGER M, C, MC, CC
REAL G, GW, VVI , GI

DIMENSION G (M,C) , GVf (C,C) , VI^7(C) , GI (C,C)

(G rG rM rC rC rMC rCCrCCrGW)
(GWrCrCrCCrCCr'G (TRANSPOSE) X G MATRTX"3)

IS USED TO CALCULATE THE
THE MATRIX PRODUCT GI^T

HENCE IT IS NECESSARY TO
CORRECT ROW DIMENSIONS

INVERSE OF

USE THE

t r13,

G (T) G MATRIXI,2)

c

CALL MATMUL
CALL PRINTM

IDGT = 3
CALL LINVIF (GI¡f ,CCrC,GI,IDGTTVV'I ,IERR)
rF (rERR.NE.0) WRrrE (6,6000) rERR

6000 FORMAT (' IMSL ERROR (LINVIF) .. IER =
I I ROUTINE WILL CONTINUEI)
CALL PRINTM (GI , C ,C ,CC,CC,' IMSL INVERSE

RETURN

END

c

c
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c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

SUBROUTINE PRINTM

ROUTINE TO PRINT
FOR A GIVEN PRIORITY LEVEL

THE DIMENSIONS OF M ARE -

MATRIX ROIV COL

MRC

THE HEADER IS CONTAINED IN

THE PRIORITY LEVELS ARE -

1 - ALVIAYS PRINTED
2 - PRINTED IF IVERBOSEI
?_llrlll

(M , R r C, RC, CC, HEAD, LEVEL)

ANY MATRIX, BY SECTIONS, WITH A HEADER

'HEAD'

IS PART/FULL
'I FULL

CHARACTER
INTEGER
REAL

HEAD* (*) , VERBOSE*4, FORM*160
R, C, RC, CC, MROW, MCOL
M

I
c

U

DIMENSION M (R,C)

coMr,l0N
coÞ,1r.40N

VERBOSE
MROW, MCOL

20

t00

610 0
I

(,

DO 300 I = I, RC, ¡4ROW

IIM = I + MROW - I
IF (IIM.GT.RC) IIM = RC
DO 300 J = I, CC, MCOL

JJM=J+MCOL-l
IF (JJM.GT.CC) JJM = CC
WRITE (6,FORM) HEADTI,IIM,J,JJM, (JJ TJJ=JTJJM)
DO 200 II = I, IIM

WRITE (6,6101) II, (M(II,JJ),JJ=J,JJM)
6101 FORMAT (/rIO,3X, I0 (F10 .4 ) )
2OO CONTINUE
3OO CONTINUE

wRrrE (6,'(/)'.)
c
90O RETURN

END

/R
/R

PC
PD

E
E

I
IF (VERBOSE.EQ.'PART' .AND. LEVEL.EQ.3 .OR.

VERBOSE.EQ.'NONE' .AND. LEVEL.NE.I) GOTO 900
DO 20 I = LEN(HEAD), l, -1

IF (HEAD(I:I).N8.1 ') THEN
LENGTH = I
GOTO IOO

ENDIF
CONT INUE
LENGTH = 0
IF (LENGTH.GT.40) LENGTH = 40
WRITE (FORM,6lOO) LENGTH,LENGTH
FORMAT ('(//2XrA"r2r"' ' (",r2r" - "r12rtt) x ("

' rt t - " rr2r") " /2xrt rf2rt (t t=r t)//9xrl0I10) ,12"
')
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REAL FUNCTION VALV (I,K,ALPHA IZ IRINA'NP,RC,NAC,NPC)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE COND. INDIRECT UTILITY FUNCTION TERMS -

VALV(I,K) = V(ALPHA,z )
IK

I
K

AN
AN

RS 10
RS TO

I - N,
I - Q'

REFE
REFE

ALTERNATIVE (CHOSEN OR NOT)
INDIVIDUAL FROM THE SET OF INDIVIDUALS

lVHERE

v( ) IS A COND. INDIRECT UTILITY FUNCTION COMPRISING THE
PARAMETER VECTOR - ALPHA - AND VARIABLE VECTOR - Z

ÏK
(ALPHA f .... , ALPHA )

IR
ALPHA

z (z

ALPHA
z

,z ) , IS AN 'NP' VECTOR
IK IK IK

I NP

THIS ROUTINE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER FOR A
SPECIFTC FORM OF CIUF - Vo
IT IS SUPPLIED V'IITH THE VECTORS - ALPHA - AND - Z -
NOTE. AT PRESENT, IT IS ONLY DEPENDANT ON K (THE PERSON CHOSEN)

THROUGH THE Z VALUES ARE READ IN FOR EACH PERSON

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROW coL

NA
R
NP

INTEGER I, K, R, NA, NP, RC, NAC, NPC
REAL ALPHA, Z

DIMENSION ALPHA (R) , Z (NA,NP)

uTrL = ( ALPHA(I)
I + ALPHA(4)
I + ALPHA(6)

UTIL = 0.0
DO20L=I,RC

UTIL = UTIL + ALPHA(L) r, Z(I ,L)
CONTINUE

VALV = UTIL

RETURN

END

+ ALPHA(2) * LOG (Z(rtL)) + ALPHA(3) r, Z(r,2)), z(r,3) + ALPHA(5) t Z(rt4)* z(I,5) ) * ( z(LtIl ** ALPHA(7) )

20

c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
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c
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c

U

c

c
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REAL FUNCTION PDERV (I,K,L,ÀLPHA, Z,R,NA,NP,RC,NAC,NPC)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE TAYLOR SERIES EXPANSION TERMS -
PDERV(I,K,L) = DEL ( V(ALPHA,z ) ) / DEL (ALPHA )

IK L

I
K
L

1-
t-
1-

NA,
Q,
R,

REFERS TO AN ALTERNATIVE (CHOSEN OR NOT)
REFERS TO AN INDIVIDUAL FROM THE SET OF INDIVIDUALS
GIVES THE DCM PARAMETER TO DIFFERENTIATE BY

IS A COND. INDIRECT UTILITY FUNCTION COMPRISING THE
PARAMETER VECTOR - ALPHA - AND VARIABLE VECTOR - Z

IK

WHERE

v( )

ALPHA

IK

(ALPHA ,
I

ALPHA )

R

(2, ,z )

c
c

c

IS AN 'NP, VECTOR
IK IK

I NP

THIS ROUTINE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER FOR A
SPECIFIC CHOICE OF COND. INDIRECT UTILITY FUNCTION - V()
IT IS SUPPLIED V'IITH THE VECTORS - ALPHA - AND - Z _

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROW COL

ALPHA - R
ZNANP

INTEGER r, K, Lt R, NA, NP, RC, NAC, NPC
REAL ALPHA, Z

DIMENSION ALPHA (R) , Z (NA,NP)

20-1-8 6 . . MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE MODEL
SEE TABLE 7.2

IF (L. EQ. I) THEN
PDERV = Z(r,L) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.2) THEN
PDERV = LOG (Z(I,1)) ), z(I,I) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.3) THEN
PDERV = Z(I ,2') r, Z(I ,L) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.4) THEN
PDERV = Z(f ,3) ), z(f ,l) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.5) THEN
PDERV = Z(II4) * Z(T'l-) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.6) THEN
PDERV = Z(r,5) r, z(I ,L) ** ALPHA(7)

ELSE IF (L.EQ.7) THEN
PDERV = LOG (Z(I ,L) ) * VALV (I TKTALPHA, Z,RrNArNprRCrNAC,NpC)

ENDIF

PDERV = Z(I,L)

RETURN

END
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c

c
c
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c

c
c
c
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c
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c
c
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c
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SUBROUTINE RECODEX (G,Q,P,QC,PC)

ROUTINE TO RECODE THE CONT. CHOICE MODEL DATÀ VECTORS -

X IS A SUB-MATRIX OF G

J

{ = (X . , X ), IS A P VECTOR
JK JK JK

IP

l(= 1 - Q, REFERS TO AN INDIVIDUAL FROM THE SET OF INDIVIDUALS
CHOOSING J

THIS ROUTINE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER. IT ALLOWS SIMPLE
MANTPULATION OF ELEMENTS OF THE X MATRIX, V'tHrCH By THIS STAGE HAVE
BEEN INCORPORATED ÏNTO THE G I4ATRIX. FOR INSTANCE, THE X MATRIX
INPUTTED INTO THIS PROGRAM MIGHT REPRESENT RAhI DATA, BUT IN
ESTII'{ATING THE CONTINUOUS CHOICE MODEL THE USER TOOK A LOG OF
ONE OF THE ELEMENTS OF X. THIS ROUTINE ALLOWS SUCH A MANIPULATION
TO BE TNCORPORATED rN CALCULATTNG THE CORRECTED VAR/COV MATRTX.
THE ROUTINE IS SUPPLIED V'IITH THE MATRIX - G -

THE DIMENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX ROW coL

0
ô

(l

x
P+1
P

20

INTEGER Q,
REAL G

P,0c, Pc

DTMENSToN G (Q,P+1)

20-L-86

DO 20 I = 1¡ QC
G(I'2) = LoG (G(I,2))

CONT INUE

RETURN

END

MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE MODEL
SEE TABLE 7.2

c

c
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c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c

c

c

c

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c

P
P+1
P

REAL FUNCTTON VALE (K , BETA ,G ,Q, P, QC ' 
PC)

ROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE PREDICTED VALUES FOR THE CCM DEPENDENT

VARIABLE, IGNORING THE SC TERM -

T
VALE (K) = BETA X

JK

K=I-Q'REFERSToANINDIVIDUALFRoMTHESEToFINDIVIDUALS
CHOOSING ALTERNATIVE J

V'THERE

THE CONT. CHOICE MODEL IS A LINEAR COMBINATION OF PARAMETER VECTOR

- BETA - AND VARIABLE VECTOR - X - (X IS A SUB-MATRIX OF G)

JKJ

BETA = (BETA , BETA )

I P

X = (X | .... , X ), IS A P VECTOR

JK JK JK
1P

THIS ROUTINE MUST BE SUPPLIED BY THE USER FOR A SPECIFIC
FORM OF CONTINUOUS CHOICE MODEL

IT IS SUPPLIED V'TITH THE VECTOR - BETA - AND MATRIX - G -

THE DII"IENSIONS ARE -

MATRIX- ROW coL

åBET
G

x
O
a)

INTEGER K, Q, P, QC, PC

REAL BETA, G

DIMENSION BETA(P)' G(Q'P+1)

20-1-86

EXPEND = 0.0
DO 20 L = 1r PC

EXPEND = EXPEND + BETA(L)
CONT INUE
VALE = EXPEND

RETURN

END

MAXIMUM EXPENDITURE MODEL

SEE TABLE 7.2

* G(K,L)
20

c

c
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CH.A,PTER 8

SI]MMÀRY OF THE MÀJOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS THESTS
ÀND SO},ÍE SUC,GESTÏONS ON POSSIBLE ET]TI]RE RESEARCH

The contributions of this study to the understandlng of
shopping behaviour pervade the prevlous pages of this
thesls. Possibly the most significant advance has been the
development of a comprehensive economic theory of shopping
destination choice. This development has firmly placed the
study of shopping behaviour wlthin the wlder context of
economic consumption analysis. By so doing it has opened
the way for flndings from mainstream economic consumer
theory to be applied to the study of shopping behaviour.

In this study relationships unearthed 1n mainstream
economlc consumer theory have been applied in two princlpat
areas. Firstly, the indirect utility function propertles
speclfied by Diewert (L974) were used to check the vaj_idity
of the conditlonal indirect utility functlons estlmated 1n
Chapter 7. Secondly, Roy's identity was used to establish a

rel-ationship between shopplng destination and expenditure
declsions. À by-product of this research was a

demonstratlon that the linear form for the conditional
indirect utility functions, as typically used in past work
estimating discrete shoppinq destination choice models, can
at best be regarded as a first order-approxlmation to the
true non-linear form.

The empirical- counterpart to the theoretical_ Iink
established by application of Roy/s identlty was an inter-
related model of shopping destination and expenditure
choices. The structure of the empirical_ model_ cl_oseIy
aJ-igned with theoretical consideratlons. Moreover, the
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statistical relatlonship between submodel-s devel_oped for the
destination and expenditure decisions eras duly recognised by
demarcating the system within the set of sample selectivity
model-s. Àlthough sample selectlvity models have been used
over a number of years, econometric advances to emerge onty
within the last two years have permitted the use of these
techniques in polychotomous choice sltuatlons. To the
author's knowledge, this is the first application of the
technique developed by Lee (1984) with a non-l_inear
conditional logit model. This study can thus be seen as
pioneering in a strictly econometric sense. More generally,
this work drives at the heart of ongoing concerns about the
economic impacts of retail planning ( see chapter l- ) and the
effect of transport policies on retail activity (e.g.
Atherton and Eder L982, Kern and Lerman L992, Loudon and
coogan l-985, waters 1-986). rt also represents a significant
generalization of possibly the most widely used model in
reta1l activity prediction, namely, the Huff model.

The contributions
this. Chaper 5 contained
variations and the impact
estimates. Although this
that work reported herein

of the study go further than
a detailed anal-ysis of choice set
these exett on MNL parameter
is a difficult area, it is feLt
has progressed knowledgre by,

(i)

( ii ) constructlng the scaffolding of
determlnation based on economic
random utitity theory, and

demonstrating different parameter values to emerge
from MNL models estlmated using reported and analyst
assigned choice sets and showing that these
differences may be inferred from theory,

a theory of choice set
search theory and

( iii ) showing
conform

that reported
to the theory

choice sets from one data set
developed.
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A final significant contribution involved
investigating the linkages between categories of food
shopplng. lrlhereas past studles have tended either to lump
all shopping together in an homog'enous group or to have
concentrated on just one category of shopping in isol-ation
from other categorles, the model of Chapter 6 traces micro
leve1 linkages between food shopping actlvities. ÀIlowance
for these llnkages was shown to improve predictions of
shopping behavlour.

It remains to bond the mul-ti-trip multi-purpose
shopping travel analysis with the discrete/continuous
aspects of shopping choice. Two possible mechanisms to do

this are covered 1n the remalnder of this thesis.

A fairly obvious r^¡ay of combining the multi trip
multi-purpose shopping travel analysis of Chapter 6 with the
discrete/continuous shopping choice analysls of Chapter 7 is
to interpret the gis in Chapter 3 (especially equation 3.4)
as consumption of food shopping products (meat, groceries,
greengroceries ) . The price indices may then be specified as

* âr
Pi = pi (MPRICE1, GPRICE1, VPRICET ) = a1 (MPRICE, ) ¿

â- â,x (GPRICE') r (VPRICE') t and the ti and ci in the time and
'income constralnts as the travel time and cost associated
with shopping pattern i. Under the respecification the
model system of Chapter 7 woul-d involve the discrete choice
of shopping pattern and the continuous choice of food
shopping expenditure leveI. The computational effort of
estimating this model- would be no more burdensome than that
associated with the model of Chapter 7. The only reason for
not estimating such a model in the current study was data
size restrlctions.

Certain disadvantagres in simultaneously estimatlng
shopping patterns, ho\^rever, \^/ere noted in Chapter 2 . Recent
advances in econometrics, in the analysis of panel data,
offer the potential for an adequate representation of
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behaviour uslng sequentlal models of travel patterns. A

reasonably general representation of the conditional
indlrect utllity function associated with travel- choice i at
the tlme t may be glven byt

V (z I I r Vv iq(t-1)'

V iq(t-2)' Viq1 1q iqt (8.1)

where terms.are
time periods.

as before with the t subscript referring to

The two error terms identlfied 1n this equation draw
attentlon to three concepts cruciar to the correct modellì_ng
of choices over time; heteroqeneity, state dependence and
nonstationarity. Hetero eneity may be defined as the
variation which exlsts between indlvidual-s due to observed
and unobserved exogenous influences. observed effects may

be empirically picked up through appropriate lnclusion of
contemporaneous and lagrged exogenous varlables. The error

*terms ê _. are specificatly desiqned to capture timeq1
invariant unobserved exogenous infl-uences. state dependence
is used to refer to the intertemporal relationships in
choice behaviour,. how current choices are dependent upon
past choices and future choices on current choices. Hensher
and lVrigIey ( l-986 ) identlf y several sources of state
dependence, two of which are represented by Markov and semi-
Markov processes. Nonstationarity refers to temporal
changes 1n individual choice behaviour arislng from
variatlons in the val,ues of observed or unobserved exogenous
variables.

Discussion drawn from Heckman (1981) wlrl- serve to
indicate vrhy the separation of these concepts 1s so
important. Suppose for an event under study there exists an
observed dependence between current and past behaviour.
There are two possible expranatlons for this. one is that
past experience truly alters behavlour, so that two
individuals in identicat circumstances rn the current period

iqt iqt iqt' q(t-2 ) ' ' q1'q(t-l)'

)+ e +e
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will make different choices if their past experience has not
also be identical. This explanation implies that as a

consequence of experiencing an event, preferences or
constraints relevant to future choices are al-tered. The

other explanation is that unobserved characteristics of
individuals which are stable over time affect thelr
propensiti to experience the event. This wil-l- result in the
appearance of current behaviour being dependent on past
behavlour.

À simple example from the l-abour supply literature
may used to illustrate this last point. The example is from
a study by Lancaster and Nickell (1980) looking at the
probability of obtaining work. Assume that there exists an

omitted variabl-e termed 'motivation' which is positiveJ-y
rel-ated to the chances of obtaining work. Then successive
panel samples over time will contain a higher and higher
proportion of unemployed individuals deficient 1n

motivation. Consequently correlation may be expected
between the past behaviour variable /duratj-on of
unemployment/ and the probability of obtaining work. This
phenonema is generally termed spurlous state dependence.
Broadly defined, differences in individual- motivations may

be categorised as population heterogeneity. Consideratlons
such as these have l-ed Hensher and Vürigley (l_984, p.13 ) to
concl-ude: 'Sirnply addlng a series of lagged exogenous
variables does not guarantee accounting for true
intertemporal dependence' .

Returning to equation ( 8.1 ) , the problem is: how

can it be simplifled to yield a suitable, but manageable,
model for empirical estlmation? Àt l-east two principal
approaches are ava1lable.

Vin
that:

One approach (e.9. Hensher 1-984b) 1s to specify
terms of current period and lagged variables, such
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V z d
t-1

+:
1,= L

qj(t-r,) (8.2)qit qit ¡7

hrhere cr and ô are parameter vectors. Initial conditions,
one contributingr factor to unobserved heterogenelty, can be

set through appropriate expansion of the error terms. fn
this approach exogl'enous, rather than endogenous, variables
are lagged to avoid problems of serial correl-ation.

The second approach invo1ves a more direct
conslderation of the error terms in equation ( 8. l- ) . In
developing the model assume, initially, stationarlty and no

"9"Òd

state dependence, so thatr Viqt
standard assumptions concernlng
.iqt, the choice probabilities

exo(V' qltr

: V(rrqa, o Applying
of the
AS:

the
can

distribution
be expressed

+
*
q€

)P (8.3)qit Sexo(V
L'qrc

+

Before the model of equation ( 8.3 ) can be applied it is
necessary to remove the error terms eäi One method is
to assume a distributional form for the outcome
probabilities Pqjt at each leveI of the variabl-es contained
in Zq.lt (Heckman and [r]iÌÌis L911) . The most commonly used
distrlbution is the multl variate beta or Dlrichlet
dlstribution (Dunn and Wrigley 1985). RecentIy, Davies
( 1-984 ) and Davies and Pickles ( l-984 ) have generalized the
model implied by equation ( 8. 3 ) , albeit in a binary context,
to incorporate time varying exogenous variables and state
dependence effects.

Although stil1 in its infancy, the research outlined
above opens the way for a modelling amalgamation of shopping
behavlour wj-th other activity and travel cholces to an
extent not possible wlth simple simultaneous models.
contained in this is the chartenge to devel-op trury dynamlc
models of shoppinq behaviour, incorporating both discrete
and continuous choice components. This is rapidry becomingT
within reach. Àlready in another transport rel_ated area
work is in proqress (Hensher 1985) to tackle such a groal.

e I
*
q
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